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week without even considering the statistics
for the Atari ST!

I read the ibm.pe.games group regularly,
and the copics there range from benchmark-
ing ofvideo frame rate to the lack ofsleep
caused by playing Sid Meier's Civilization.
The hottest topics right now are discussions
of strategy (and cries for help!) in UltimaUnderworld Hand Star Control I.

The MS-DOSgamesarchiveis located on a
computer at Lowell University in Massachu-
seus. (The internet addressis ftp.ulowell.edu.)
All the shareware cles from

Apogee and Epic are available,
as well as demos of many popu-
lar commercial titles. There is

also a directory ofnothing but
text adventures andalarge di-
rectory of miscellaneous games
which run the gamut from a
primitive Space Tnuaders clone
to the impressive “shoot ‘em up” Galactix,
whichrivals many current commercial offer-
ings. Directories for patches andutilites can
also be foundhere, and there is even a com-
prehensive archiveofthe electronic magazine
Gamebytes, which features reviews (including
screenshots!) of new and existing products.

Files are compressed with PKZIP, althoughseveral other compression formats are a5
used. The archive is maintained by Brian

OQP's

“Doc” O'Neill, who checks uploadedfiles for
viruses and to make sure the software is not

copyrighted material. Infact, uploading copy-
righted material to any Internet hostis a big
no-no, A large repository for user-created
Harpoon scenarios was shut downbythe ad-
ministration at Kansas State University due to
complaints from Three-Sixty about one
copyrighted program which had been
uploaded by an irresponsible user.

In addition, there are big MS-DOS game
repositories at the University of Michigan[ar-
 

It is now possible to play computer games,
talk about computer games, and even design

computer games(in a fashion) on the Internet.
 

chive.msdos.edu] and Oakland University
loak.oakland.edu], among others, and a su-
perb collection of Windows software at the
University of Indiana [ftp.cica.indiana.edu].
There is even anarchive at the University of
lowa which is devoted to gamesolutions,
hints and walkthroughs! One ofthe largest
general archive sites (probably the busiestas
well) is the famous “wuarchive” at Washing-
ton University in St. Louis. [wuar-

Strategies of the Month

A monthly column to improve the quality of play

SOLITAIRE'S JOURNEY * Many games, like Klondike the
“standard”solitaire, can't be won every game, but youwill have to play
with somelevelof skill in order to get your average above the standard
averagesthat have beenset-up. It may take somepractice at the game.

CONQUERED KINGDOMS:« Using a well mixedforceis quite
essential. It is important to support one type of unit with anotherthat can
eliminate their nemeses. This type of a combination can devastate your
opponents onslaught. This mix is also vital when teleporting with a
wizard. A wizard with only archers being teleported into an area in
which youhave not explored could quickly be eradicated by a few
catapults. * A great challenge: Try not utilizing any dragons on map5.
This is a challenge that should only be tried after using all the unit types
several times,

BATTLES OF DESTINY« Artillery is a very important unit type that
can wreak havoc upon anyone'sfront lines. They are by no means the
most powerful unit, but they can punch holes inthat “unbeatable”
defense that some speak of. ¢ If you have nottried all three methodsof
starting, you may wantto try someofthe others,It is almostlike
playing a completely different game. The strategies you will need to
employ changesignificantly if you are playing for a set amountof time
or an unlimited game.

Quantum Quality Productions
1046 River Avenue, Flemington, N. J. 08822 908) 788-2799
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chive.wustledu]. There is a daily influx of
programs into the “MSDOS_UPLOADS”
directory, and thelatest demos and other new
software are often posted therefirst. | recently
downloaded a demoofthe Lemmings 2 game
which was enoughtorevive Lemmmingmania
for an all roo short while,

There was a promise to say something fur-
ther about Diplomacy on the Internet, and
while space prohibits me fromgoinginto toomuch Aetail suffice it to say that e-mail is lors
quickerthanpostal play, and computeradju-

dicators (programs known to
the Diplomacyfaithful as “the
Judge”) are available on hosts
in the U.S., Australia, and
South Africa to handle most of

the bookkeeping chores. Now
if only someone would write
an SVGA front end for the

judge output!
Well, that’s a whirlwind tour of Internet

gaming. We docked at a fewofthe majorports
ofcall, but there are many bayous and back-
waters to be explored, and the good newsis
that there will soon be easy access to all of
them. The growth ofthe Internet ensures that
this vast ocean ofdata, discussion and diver-

sions will soon belapping at everyone’s lap-
top,if it isn’t soaking their shoes already. (So
that’s why my socks are so wet!) caw

Jacking into the Internet
Getting access to an Internet account isn’t as

easy as picking up a phone and subscribing, as
with the commercial networks. Most users of the
Internet have accounts throughtheir association
with an organization with Internet/Usenet ac-
cess; usually a large company with government
connections orauniversity. Some universities do
offer accountsto private individuals fora fee, but
most restrict access to members ofthe school.

The only other way for one to get access is
through a private bulletin board system (BBS)
that is an “official” Usenet/Internet site. Many
private BBSs have access to a limited number of
Usenet news groups and offer limited e-mail
capability. Finding such a board is a matter of
poking around the BBSs in your area. Phone
numbers and information can usually be found
in local computer weekly magazines and at local
user-group meetings.

There are several goodsources ofinformation
on the Internet/Usenet. A nice overview of
worldwide networks is John Quarterman’s 7 be
Matrix, Computer Networks and Conferencing
Systems Worldwide, published by Digital Press,
12 Crosby Drive, Bedford, MA 01730 (800)-
343-8321. Quarterman also publishes a
monthly newsletter, Mfatrix News, which covers
the Internet, among others, Contact Matrix In-
formation and Directory Services, 701 Brazos,
Suite 500, Austin, 1X 78701, (512) 320-9031.

Other general sources include Boardwarch
Magazine, 3970 $. Vivian St, Littleton, CO
80127, (303) 973-4222, and Online Access,
which can be found on most computer publica-
tion newsstands. caw
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So don't just groan atall those old horse-opera cliches.

Be one. Strap on yourspurs for a saga that skewers every
} Western underthe sun. Mosey on downto yoursoftware store
sand ask for FreddyPharkas, FrontierPharmacist,

And smile when you say that.

4SIERRA
See yourlocalretaileror call 1-800-326-6654.

In the Old West, you couldn't tell the bad guys from the
good guys by how ugly they were (you hadto rely on the color
of their hats). But in Freddy Pharkas, FrontierPharmadést, even a
scrawny, sissified, one-eared Pharmacist can be a good guy.

Al Lowe,creatorof Leisure Suit Larry, spins a yarn of school-
marms and chorusgirls with hearts o'gold, cowboys and Indians,
and varmints and heroes.It’s the brand-new,age-old tale of
Freddy Pharkas, a gunslinger who gave it all up farhis love of
pharmacology. Togetherwith his faithful Indian companion,
Srini Bagdnish, Freddy sets out to save bucolic, boring
Coarsegold from a fate worse than Hollywood adaptation.
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Yserbius

Into the Volcano
of Death

A Trip Into the Fiery Environs of TSN’s  
by Samuel (V’ger) BakerI

winionwasa lovelyport, ruled byaking.
All races were welcome and times were

happy. Then crouble arrived in the form
of Arnakkian Slowfoot, a wizard that the king
invited to live in a castle on the island. Arnak-

kian didn’t play nice and one night, whether by
intent or misadventure, evokeda volcanic erup-
tion. The volcano (named Yserbius) buried his
digs in lava. Nowtheplace is only open to the
more adventurous tourist trade. That’s where we comein.

The ShadowofYserbius is The Sierra Network’s entry into multi-
playerroleplaying on the computer. Each person can run one character
at a time and bejoined byupto three otherfriends to hack,slash and
puzzle their way throughthe depthsofthe volcanoin which the action
takes place.

The game presents a 3-D you-are-there perspective a la Dungeon
Master or Ultima Underworld. There are 11 areas in Yserbins, each

identical except for name, and they serve to separate the players into
communities of 50 to 80. One may have as manyas six characters in
the stables readyfor play and simplyselect the desired character before
entering one of these areas.

TITLE:
SYSTEM: 1M

Unlimited tour in ane party)$12.95/month for 30 hours on
TheSierra Network, plus $4,00/month tor

# PLAYERS:
PRICE;

DESIGNER;

During movement, the screenis split into three sections. The upper
left window shows whatthe party sees. Underneaththis is a small rext
windowwhere dialogue fromthe players and game messages appear.
Theright side of the text windowhasa scrollbar that maybeused to
review past messages. In the middle of this bar is a lock that, when
clicked upon, freezes the text window so thar an important message
can be studied.

Theright-handside of the screen showsthe portraits ofplayers in
the party. Each ofthe portraits may be examined to gain further
informationaboutoneselfand one’s fellows. A large areain the middle
maybe used to show player information, a mapofthe level the party
is on, or the names ofplayers whoare on the
map. The bottompart showsiconsfor player
inventory, spells, skills and game options §
suchas saving the player's position.

All ofthe artworkis static. Though the look
of the undergroundis pleasant, but not spec-
tacular, thestill shots of the monstersare very
beautifully drawn, with few exceptions. The
same pictures are used for monsters of the
samecategory. For example, the picture that
represents the sabertoothalso represents ice
lions, manticores (yech!) andothers of the cat
family. For now, no sound boards are sup-
ported, bur Soundblaster supportis promised
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The Shadowof Yserbius

access to Medieval Land.
Joe Ybarna

PUBLISHER/HOST; The Sierra Network
Coarsegold, CA
(800) SIERRAT
 

 

for a future version. | quickly turned offthe
sounds from my PC speaker.

Your Presence is Requested
The first order of business in playing Yser-

bius is creating one or morecharacters. There
are six classes, cight races, and two alignments
(harmony and chaos). Theclasses are thief,
knight, barbarian, ranger, cleric and wizard.

The seven races are elves, dwarves, humans, trolls, orcs, gnomes,
gremlins and halflings. To create a character, one chooses a class and
a race. Then one can choose the artwork that will represent the
character or design the character in detail andleave the art work until
later. Thefaces are verybelievable, but it would be nice to havea greater
selection ofexpressions andhairstyles. The player mayfreely jump back
and forth in the creation process, but once oneleaves a section, the
points one has spent from that pool are set. Oneallocates points from
separatepools to stats, spells andskills. The stats that one mayraise are
strength(the better to womp onyou mydear), defense, (the harder to
be womped on), agility which helps one clude spell effects, and
initiative which determines who womps when. Three other stats
(dexterity, hit points and mana points) increase naturally as one
advances in level.

There are three groups ofspells: attack, defense andutility, which
modify attributes, heal or provide information, There are 24 spells.
Whenallocating points for spells, one shouldtake care not to pumup thelevel ofa spell too much before one can see how muchthat sel
will cost to cast perlevel. There are 12 levels for each spell, and one
can only cast the level that one has paidtheir dues to. That may mean
that a spell maybe ineffective at low levels, or it may mean that one
cannotaffordtocast itat higherlevels until one has gainedseveral more
experiencelevels,

The 24 skills are divided into groups by
characterclass. Eachclass has fourskills which

are defaults for that class. Then, someskills
fromotherclasses will be acquiredas onerises
in levels, and others may be acquired as the
reward for completing quests. Someskills are
active all the time, such as weaponskills,
others must be invoked during movementor
combat. For thestarting player, the emphasis
here should be on weaponskills at first, be-

| cause hacking will be the primary means of
disposing of monstersfor the first fewlevels.

There are only 27 places to carry items. Six
ofthemfor items worn, one place where items

Petitioner Microsoft Corporation, Ex."1025Gy"'7g" World
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eA

EUROPEWANTSYou!
AcES OVER EUROPE CONTINUES THE GUT-WRENCHING, AIRBORNE EXCITEMENT
of Dynamix’s Aces ofthe Pacific, Computer GameReview s Simulation of the Year. Thelarest
Great War Planes masterpiece transports-youhalfway around the world to relive the heroism ofWW2 European airae —_ , .

a SapnaPArmTendexplosive ground support missions.
Strafe an enemyradar installation, then pull up and escape
through a flak-filled sky, Destroy bridges and V-1 rocketsites
in the Lightnings and Thunderbolts of the 9th Air Force.
Painstaking historical accuracy and cutting-edge 35pace
technology make Aces Over Europe the pinnacle of WW2
flight simulation.
 

* Fly for Great Britain, Germanyor the U.S. andbattle
famousaces like Adolf Galland, Wally McLeod, and
Johnny Johnson.

% Pilot 25 classic warbirds including the P-51D Mustang,
the Focke-Wulf 190D, and the Messerschmitt 262.

%* Unmatched graphic derail includes squadron markings,
instrument-perfect cockpits, and historically authentic
camouflage.

% Launch ground attacks on targets such as the German
Panzer IV, and the Duck amphibious truck,

 
ay |

w pPanineShe SIMULATION DyTees
VISIT YOUR LOCAL SOFTWARE RETAILER OR CALL (800) 326-6654 TO ORDER.
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exchanged between players appear, and 20in
two bags. This is not nearly enough tocarry
all the quest items one will acquire, specialitems that can cast spells, ini potions to
restore health points and mana. [Fir were not
for the manatrick (explainedlater), players
wouldbe popping backandforth to thestore
after everyother fight, a ratherlarge nuisance
and a process which I believe would quicklyseats the performanceof the game.

The Reception
YOU are restored to Full nealth!
You encounter1 Snake, 1 Snake,Uponentering thefield ofplay, the first aCe

things one will see are the three structures
that control a player's life. There is the Tavern where one may read
posts from players andeasily determine whois there. One mayalso
converse with anyonein this area by clicking on their name andtyping
a message. Next, is the castle-like structure called the Guild Hall that
serves as a training hall, general store and pawnshop. Before doing
anything else, one should enter the keep and purchase equipment.
Lastly, there is the volcanoitself with a top and bottomentrance. The
bottomentranceis for people who havesavedtheir position and need
to step out to the store to get a cup of manaor suchlike. One may
teleport out and re-enter here without havingto slog all the way back
downonfoot.

 

Combat works as aseries of rounds, and each memberofthe party
gets to. act once every round. Each round one may hack with a weapon,
cast a spell, use a skill or use something in one’s pack. When all the
party has been polled, their actions’ results and chose of the monsters
are shownin the small rext window belowthe picture of the monsters.

At this point, the player may be dead. A beginning player should
expect to die a lor. However, in most cases, someoneelse in the party
will be able to cast a resuscitatespell and bring the player back tolife.

TURN YOUR DESKTOP INTO A COCKPIT!
ch  
 

EBA
feRy

 HOM

 
 

Se
joystick out over yourfapfo more accurately

Ce cueales
SUM GUNGCROC MenMrT

you to easily access the keys without faking your ayes off the

aC
Send check or money order for $28.95 plus
SMTArachMtnOTA

HOME BASE PRODUCTS
3025 Timberline Dr. Eugene, OR 97405

Pe anny
ee 4
17RY we

aMDaagET
(503) 686-1809
ReOe rimemeset)

enace
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= [his spell will even work in combat, whichis
) nice as one has tosurvive in order to collect

| the goodies. Ifall of the partydies, oneis sent
back to the opening screen and may enter
again at the top entrance.

After a while, most fighting will become
routine. All members in the party will cast
death darts and most of the monsters will die.
Those that are left will eventually succumb.
Fortunately, most fights may be fled from.

: Since fighting takes more time thanfleeing,
i this is welcome for those in a hurry to com-

plete a quest before leaving. Except for loca-
tion-triggered encounters, the number of

opposing monsters is nicely tailored to the number ofpeople in the
party.

Quest for Story
This is not the case for quest encounters. Quests are the staple diet

of adventurers in the volcano. ‘The rewards for completing themare
quite generous. In somecases,skills or stats are boosted or weaponsare
gained, rather than experience. Evenat the highest levels, the later
quests were quite exciting,
I found my palms sweaty
on several occasions, espe- §
cially during the Quest of
the Four Parapets. The fi- [i
nal battle rook abour a half f

hour and was nip and tuck
for a party ofnineteenth to
thirty-fifth level players. I
was a level 19 wizard ar the

time. I did nor die during
the fight, bur was oceasion-
ally downto underten hit
points, About 20 minutesintothefight, | had no manapoints and wasusing items to cast spells. | had one charge left ina Stal ofLife when
Arnakkianfinally expired. In the Enlikil quest, I was at level 25 and
with a level 35 barbarian andalevel 84 cleric. Several times during the
running fights | was dead and these ewo players were down to 5,000or fewer hit points. Since many high level monsters can deliver blows
of multiple thousands of hit points we might well have all died. Most
quests can be completedin one or two hours and maybe resumed at
a latertime if necessary. A couple ofthe quests require the participation
of anotherparty. I thought this was a nice touch, and it was nor hard
to find another party that would cooperate.

 

Party Time
Thereisasocial life grow-

ing underthe valeano. This
is assisted by the ease with
which one may communi-
cate while there. Just typing
and hitting return sends a
message to the parry. One
mayspeak to anyone in an
area by typing their name PO FUNESIY
followed by a colon. Mes- ReeDeathUveciesHeath
sages maybe sent to every- [ine rears
one on the same level by
clicking on the map button
with the mouse.

Vane
LF
iiTORUneattn, 

hi
Vere-Bears. 3 Death Leecnes.

There are many guilds of players that hold organized events, and
most ofthe guilds have staked out areas as “their” territory, where
members of that guild may befound most ofthe time. A high majority
ofthe people there are friendly, helpful and quite generous oftheir
time. As a newplayer, | never had anytrouble finding “older” players

Computer Gaming World
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LEGENDS @ FANTASY

LITERATURE

PRAISE A LEGENDARY NEW GAME

+
pn TEL AINY

1? ‘
‘ JEN Z 1

Author of The Prince of Chaos

“A yousing and engaging
game where the well-
honed edge cuts well—
Betrayal at Krondor.”

fp

Aurhar af Witchworld
 

“The idea of combining
your game with a book
seems to me to be

enriching and | most
heartily endorse it."

| RAYMOND E, ERISY AB)mW?+ RLIFTWAR LEGS

XPERIENCE the
cinematic inten-

sity of Betrayal
at Krondor, a

revolutionary fantasy
role-playing game based
on the New York Times

Riftwar
hooks by

Raymond E. Feist.
Betrayal at Krondor
launches all-new legends
of Midkemia, a breath-

taking mystical land.
Elegant story-telling and

best-selling

Legacy

revolutionary 3Space
visuals immerse you in
the most realistic, detailed

fantasy ever created.
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RAYMOND E.PEIST

Author of The King's Buccaneer

“T feel great pride and
satisfaction that this
heautiful piece of com-
puter fiction was based
upon my work.”

Petitioner Microsoft Corporation, Ex. 1025, p. 81

ENDURE savage enemy
combar. Opponents not
only act but think using
revolutionaryartificial
intelligence.

the wonders of

Midkemiafor the first

time as 2,500

frames of rotascoped

SEE

over

animation,

hand-painted

exquisite
back-

grounds and Dynamix's
3Space technology
combine ta create a

“virtual” fantasy.
) more than sixty

that

 

unusual spells
unleash superhuman
magical powers.

Visit yourlocal software retailer or call (800) 326-6654 to order.
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to go out with. Olderplayers will frequendy =
adopt a newbie and protect them, letting f
themaccumulatelevels quickly and teaching FS
them the short cuts to fame and fortune.

While leading on quests, I had frequent oc- }§
casionto askother explorers where to take an
item or the order in which to do things. I
always received a response that was friendly
andhelpful.

Here, as elsewhere on TSN, romance

blooms. Manyplayers go aroundinpairs and
flirt while playing. | must admit I was not
immuneto this aspect myself. Women can
expect quite a bit of attention under theoleate, givenafriendly nature. Mostofthe time, everyone conducts
themselves within bounds. Ofcourse, in any large groupof people,
there will be a few laggards who have not fully understood good
manners. One has only to complain by hitting the complaint button
that appears on the TSN menuandactionwill be taken,

Thereare also guild wars where more organized conflict takes place.
As part of the map and partysection of the menu, it is possible to
challenge other parties. Challenges ofthis nature produce nothing of
value, no experiencefor killing other players, and no items (unless one
has the pickpocketskill), Somepeoplestill do it though. A wayout for
this has been provided, however; one may simply “mute” oneself and
not be liable to being challenged. One mayalso mute oneselfagainst
being joinedso that one will not be joined by others while waiting for
a friend.

YoU are restored)te Fulluneattnt
(Unnamed) ok. Im zack medford, andthanks madonna.
The fiver of Eternity taps your lifeenergy.
Only the brayest adventurers:
the life-devouring River of Et
hidden passages.

Brickbats of Outrageous Fortune
The great majority of my experience with Yserbéus has been positive.

Asalways, though, there areafewflies strugglingin the ointment. After
the first cen levels or so, money ceases co matter. | have millions now

THE NEXT EMPIRE
..the only gamethat sends you
fabulously detalled mapslike
this one, showing yourfleet's
sensor views avery turn ...along
with clear, complete stats on
each starship you design, build,
and maneuver/ndividually using
up to 21 different onboard
systems...plus status

ore
yfor

+

and there is not much to spend it on. On
weekends the system can besluggish as it

| reaches saturation. Also, crashes will happen
as the network drops users it can no longer

) support. Since TSN relies on Telenet to carry
it across the country, Telenet’s problems are
also theirs. Over New Years Day, Telenet
crashed, bringing down c.10,000 users of
TSN. In the time since, thingsarestill a little
flaky around the edges. Periods of group
crashes have occurred, but things appearto be
settling down,

A newrevision of Yserbius is coming that
will fix some ofthe bugsin the game. During

myplay, | found no bugs that affected theplayers in an adverse manner.
Thereareseveral bugs that maybe taken advantage ofbythe players,
however. Onein particulargives players 15,000 experiencepoints for
repeatedly entering and leaving a room withoutfighting the monsters
there. This has producedplayers with levels in the hundreds who have
been playing only a few days.

Journey’s End

The gamecanbe entertaining, but what made this an experience to
be savored are the many good people with which I ventured forth.
There is no substitute for the companionship ofothers and Vserbins
gives one all the tools one would wish for the interaction that is the
core of this game. I nowhave a numberofpeople whomI consider
good friends, and I will be playing long afterthis article is submitted,
Most ofthe people I met were thoroughly addicted to Yserbius and to
TSN in general. Those whopossess the money would be well served
to try out TSN and ¥serbins, Those who choose to journeythere, be
sure andlook for V’ger (or Vger elsewhere) and say hi. cew

~2SPLAY BY MAIL
/><2\ PRINTOUTS

LIKE THIS

 
reports on star-
bases, probes and
asterolds you
control|

The Next Empire
ls a completely
 

computer-moderated
game, over 6 years
 

In the making.
Each universe Is
a unique, complex
gaming environ-
ment populated with 21 allen

players Itching to nee iheDune 7\yahoff anyone who gets In thelr way /}
* $7.50 per turn; no hidden fees S fe

or double turns

* fast game (two weeks perturn) or
slow game(three weeks per turn)

* clear, concise rules; our complexity
comes from your gaming freedom

- FREE SET-UP AND RULES!
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Recently voted #1 PBM
game In a nationwide

player magazine
survey!

Reality Simulations,Inc.
P.O. Box 22400

Tempe, AZ 85285-2400
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More Mind-Munching Madness.
rom, the’ Gr sators of Goblijins.

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Here'siwhat they're
saying about
Goblins:

©... you will want ta
snaichthis one up. Its
intelligent design and

»-cude good laoks, well
\ shook youvisht from

the start”

“.. a delightful
mix of adventure
and puzzlé gam- |
ing thatwill leaves)
yourSray matter, \
positively fried.”

/ Nideo Games and

/, Computer
Entertainment

-Game Players Magazine

) “Tfyouike the ulti-
|) mate in ‘brain teasers

) this gameavtll meet
) yourneeds.”

-The Newark Advocate’ L
*. graphics are
hand-drawn, 256-color
works ofart ... Highly
recommened.”

y “There is plenty of;Mooi
) fun here for. tle graphie/

adventurer.

-Questbusters “Computer Gain World |

. ». as puzelingas aeleae with, a bad itlitude!?
<The Newall Advocate’

 
You control two net hilarious Hnps... .aSOle Mnravel biAaaal ieeeface ofpritl wally weird.pe;
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PICK |TeUP AT YOURLOGAL SOFTWARE DEALER, OR CALL1-800-326-6654Zabr7pti (PST). Monday-Friday/ Olitside U.S, Cal] 209-683-4468 8am-Spai(RaE) Mendan-CUdayation.‘CUTANTAINa ok Ce\\
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 HOT LEAD AND

PHONE LINES

A Survey of On-Line Games

hile artificial computer opponents
and role-playing partners are a con-
venient and often rewarding aspect

of computer gaming, we feel that the best
opponent/partneris a human one. At CGW,
we believe very strongly that multi-player
gaming in virtual, tele-communicated envi-
ronmentsis the future of the hobby. No mat-
ter howsophisticated theartificial intelligence
algorithms become, or howuser-friendly the
interface, the computerwill never be able to
match the perverse gaming brilliance of the
human mind. And besides, the computer
doesn’t care muchif yougloat.

This listing of games is designed to give
readers an overview of the multi-player expe-
riences available on several commercial on-

line services. We hope that these brief
descriptions might prompt some of those
gamers who have never had the pleasure of
human-to-human gaming to “reach out and
touch”fellow hobbyists. You might make a
friend or two, andyou'll certainly have a good
time,

 
Air Warrior on GEnie

Whengamesare notpart of the basic service
fee, we will list the extra hourly/monthly costs
separately,

Air Warrior (GEnie): Kesmai’s classic game
of multi-player air combat, covering the era
from WWthrough Korea, was oneofthefirst
on-line games to use a graphic front-end. The
larest version, SVGA Air Warrior, is reviewed
in this issue. Word has it that che Air Warrior

section ofGEnieis the hangoutforair-combat
jocks. $6.00/hr,
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BaltleTech on GEnie

Backgammon (The Sierra Network):
Gamers who long for the good old days of
gaming aroundthehearthor thekitchen table
may be more inclined to find opponents for
traditional straregy games on The Sierra Net-
work. Included in TSN’s extensivelist of cof-

fee-table gamesis this classic. You'll have no
trouble finding players to role the old dou-
bling-cube with,

Baseball Manager (Prodigy): Would-be
baseball general managers should enjoy this
new spin on therotisserie/fantasystyle of base-
ball. Gamers prioritize actual major league

layers for the draft, and rosters are controlledby the amountofmoney “paid”to the players
drafted. Then, would-be managers set line-
ups andline-up contingencies for head-to-
head play. Rather than the weekly results one
would get from a fantasy league, the on-line
gameusesa poolof statistics to figure out daily
scores. $100.00 per season, plus monthlyfee.

BattleTech (GEnic): With a role-playing
shell that allows gamersto enlist in the armies
ofthe various Houses ofthe BattleTech uni-

verse, or serve as maverick mercenaries, this
version of BattleTech has possibilities that
even the Virtual Entertainment BattleTech

Centers don’t have. Theability to participate,
through the miracle of Kesmai’s graphic
front-end, in on-going campaigns from the
comfort of one’s own homeis bothaddicting
andsatisfying. Fans of Activision's Mech War-
riorwill not want to miss this next generation
ofthe classic simulation. $6.00/hr.

 

Bridge (The Sierra Network): In today’s
busy world, it is more and more difficult to
get bridge partners together for a few hands.
This highlytrafficked service makesit easy to
find both a regular bridge partner and animpromptu rubber. Ir is rental frequented
byplayers ranging in skills from beginners to
grand masters.

Chess (CompuServe, The Sierra Network,
USA ‘Today): Many networks have chess sec-
tions for PBEM games, Compuserveboasts aforum for sort play, real-time chess and
simultaneous chess (four players simultane-
ously play two games each). The Sierra Net-
work has plenty of face-to-face action and
USA Today features a chess ladder (where
players compete to reach the cop). All three
systems can boast anactive and ardent group
ofchess-players with a broad range of exper-tise,

British Legends (CompuServe): This is
your typical text-based multi-playerrole-play-
ing game with an emphasis on magic. ‘The

The Sierra Network Main Menu

goal of the gameis to rack up the treasures and
points needed to become a Wizard. As Wiz-
ard, the playeris granted special powers, the
mostpotentofwhichis the gift ofinvisibility.
The unseen gamer can thenslink about the
on-line world wreaking mischievous havoc on
unsuspecting underlings. $6.00/hr.

CEO (Prodigy): The basic monthly rate on
Prodigy allows gamers to become the Chief
Executive Officer of the company of their
choice and compete with other Prodigy sub-

‘computer Gaming World
Petitioner Microsoft Corporation, Ee 025, p. 8
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Serene long-distance service justbecame more ces up to $159.95

more! Now, when you switch your

 Andafter enjoying six
quality long-distance,
second Sierra game or one monthof
free long-distance service.*

olaya=)"Lda -]0 No)at=1en te)8 |
ETMCela LUOel(elie: Amal eloi me)alta
network that provides the long-distance
quality andreliability you need.
Experience for yourself Sprint's “fiber
optic” clarity that makes both your long-
distance calls and PC data transmissions

crystal clear and errorfree,
But unsurpassed call and data'clarity

is just one of the many benefits you will
enjoy as a Sprint customer...

“The Most” A Unique Calling Plan
Sprint offers an unprecedented long-

distance calling plan called “The Most”
available now forall customers. The

Most will save Sprint customers 20
percent on already low rates on their

ar.

  
 

  
JO)

calls each month to whomeverthey talk
to the most, including international
calls-even if the calledperson is with a
competitive long-distance carrier.

The Most will also provide automatic
20 percent discounts on all calls to
Sprint's millions of customers, anytime
and anywhere.

Whenthe most frequently called
numberin a given month is a Sprint
customer, Sprint will combine both
discounts for an effective overall savings

_of 36 percent on calls to that number.**

Save on Long Distance When You're
away fromhome too!

Sprint’s FONCARD™travel card lets
you continue to take advantage of clear
calling and savings even when you're
away from home.Plus the FONCARDis
free, with cards available to every
memberof your family.

The Service You Deserve

At Sprint, we make no compromises
whenit comes to dependable, personal
service - we doit all; operator services,

Circle Reader Service #93

GHP Sierra DiscoverySeries
o PRE-READING SKILLSALES AAF

AIPHARD,

 

ROBERTA WILLIASS
SIERRA

directory assistance, customerservice,
even instant credit for wrong numbers.
And wedoit 24 hours a day!

No Risk Guarantee

Yoursatisfaction is guaranteed: we'll
pick up the cost of switching your long
distance to Sprint, and will even pay to
switch you back if you are not
completely satisfied. (Some restrictions
apply.)

So whynotsign up for Sprint and
receive the clarity, savings and service
you want while getting twoSierra
games you enjoy?

—————————
 Sprint.
a1

* Offer valid only in the U.S. and for new Sprint
customers. Not valid for FONCARD- only orders.
Certain restrictions apply. Free manth is up to $25
usage on 4th month invoice. To qualify for a second
game or free month of long-distance the customer
ere PAN musienemR ieee
** THE MOST discounts apply to intra-state calls
only where authorized.
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CEOonProdigy

scribers within that industry. Players manage
their companies through on-line reports and
budgetary expenditures and constraints, while
they attempt to outpace the competition in
both efficiency andprofits.

Cribbage (The Sierra Network): Theclassic
gameis always accessible on The Sierra Net-
work. All one needs to do is examine the

interests of those on-line, find a prospective
opponent, andinvite themto the game. Best
ofall, it automatically keeps track ofthe Crib-
bage scoring systemsothatit is impossible to
forget (orsteal points for) unspottedpoints.

CyberStrike (GEnie): Simutronics’ new
shoot-em-up is described in the review on
page 60 ofthis issue. The intense action,
communicated through the graphic front-
end, makes this an addictive on-line pastime.
$6.00/hr.

I. Bowling ball falls
downramps.

 
; 0, Bovebaltips SeE-SAW,

_ pullingaee

 

How
6. Dynamite explodes.

4. Light shines
through the
magnifying glass,
lighting zactey

 

Diplomacy GEnic): Althoughi play:by-E-
mail Diplomacy(the Avalon FHillgameofdeal-
making, back-stabbing andresource grabbing
in pre-WWI Europe) exists on almost every
network, Diplomacy games have beenfully-automated on GEnie”Not only can onefind
ready opponentsfor the standard game, but
there are several game variants, including‘Gunboatr Diplomacy” (no negotiating), and
several other options, as well. $6.00/hr.

Empire Builder (MPGNet): The strategy
game of railroad building/operating that
spawnedanentireline ofrailroad games( Brit-
ish Rails, Eurorails, Japan Rails) is now under-
going beta testing on-line. The game runs
under Windows andsports a sharp looking
graphic front-end of the map used in the
boardgame. Theentire interfaceis point-and-
click and includes an “auto-move”feature that

should speed up play in comparison to the
boardgame version. $6.00/hr.

Fantasy Sports (CompuServe, GEnie,
NVtel, USA Today): Almost every major on-
line network has fantasy leagues whereplayers
draft major leaguestars and total upthe stats
of their actual performances. NVtel features
draft leagues where teams play head-to-head
over the course of a week. CompuServe has
draft leagues where players compete against
therest ofthe league during every week ofthe
season, GEnie and USA Today offer head-to-
head fantasy leagues, but one must draft the
team afresh sach week. $6.00/hr.

Pyare pail off lege
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Federation II (GEnie): Gamers becomein-

tergalactic traders in this text-based space
trading game. The spirit of community
amongregular gamers is extremely high, and
players who are promotedtothe highest levels
get to design planets upon whichall traders
may adventure.Ir is also billed as an “adule”
gaming environment where risqué forms of
textual interaction are less of an exception
than a rule, $6.00/hr.

GalaxyIL (National Videotex): AUSI has
used a similar interface to thar in their on-line

Diplomacy game (GEnie) to facilitate this
map-based space conquest game. Gamersget
to establish both thehistoryoftheir people (in
terms ofpassivity and aggressiveness) as well
as the current stance of said empire with re-
gard to aggression. ‘Then, gamers make eco-
nomic and military choices thar determineFito tdi fiayere Cities Mop Londs Cardy  
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Kingdomof Drakkar on the MPG Net

how much ofthe game’s universe they can
conquer, $6,00/hr.

Gemstone (GEnie): Simutronics’ highly
recommended text-based game of multi-
player, fantasy role-playing. The game uses
Iron Crown Enterprise's RoleMasterrules. See
the update that introduces the new graphic
front-endon pg. 90 ofthis issue. $6.00/hr.

Hundred Years War (GEnie): Jim Dunni-
gan’s extremely detailed game of medieval
politics, economics and warfare is nowavail-
able on-line. The gamecanbeplayedstrictly
by E-mail or it can be played as interactively
as onedesires. See the update on pg. 96 of this
issue.

Island of Kesmai (CompuServe, NVtel):
This classic text-based fantasy gamehas stood
the test of rime. [t was one of the first com-

mercially available multi-pla yerCRPGs and a fewlaughs. Like their real- life COU AESPAIES,

 

is still worth playing, The gameconsists ofrwo
segments: the Basic Game, consisting of sev-
aal‘lands” for beginner and intermediate
players, and an Kavenced Gameforveterans.Newlands and challenges are addedall the
time. It is nowavailable on U.S. Videotex, as

well as CompuServe, $6.00/hr.

Kingdomof Drakkar (MPGNet): Imagine
a multi-player fantasy game where everything
is graphically portrayed. That’s Kingdom ofDette: See the brief review on pg. 69.
$6.00/hr.

Legends of Future Past (Digital Dreams
Network): This virtual environment is a text-
based role-playing game whichusesliveGame
Masters to keep the action moving and the
“cyburban" populace working together. Irisa
rich, dynamic, and lovingly supestvised world
ofthe imagination. Onecanplay a numberof
races with different skills, join special guilds
and secret societies with se ret agendas, and
the system sponsors special “major quests”
once a week where the whole populaceofthe
realm mayget involved in alargescale adven-
ture. There have even been “wars” on the

system, whereanentire city wascalled to arms
to fight off an armyofb:iddies. Like most of
these games, this one is extremely addicting

~ perhaps even more so. $6.00/hr.
Miniature Golf (The Sierra Network):

TSN provides acolorful playground in which
one tofourplayers can putter aroundand have

Non-Stop Fun
(because youjust can’t stop)

Getting people to play The Incredible Machine
isn’t hard, Getting themto stopis! Combine

ingenuity and obsession if this incredible work-shop for your computer. rysolving over 85
puzzles by creating convoluted contraptions(likethe onein
this picture), using pulleys, bowlingballs, hamsters, monkeys, candles,
balloons, and a whole assortmentofbizarre machine parts. The Inevedible
Machinefeatures timedplay, and afree form modethatlets you stretch
yourinventive mindto the limit, Pick it upavasoftware dealer near you.

For A Free Demo Call:

. 800-326-6654
_, Petitioner MicrosoftWhile supplies last(ipele Da aelar Cansan +t

 

 
the holes are wacky andoften fiendishly de-
vised, providing many opportunitiesfor play-
ers to playfully jibe one another's shots.
Beware: the course seems to have a law of

physics all its own!
Modem-to-Modem (CompuServe): Com-

puServe provides this forum (GO MTM) for
gamers who want to connect with other
gamers in modem-to-modem games like
Knights of the Sky, Falcon 3.0, The Perfect
General, Command HQ and more. The new
Empire Deluxe, in particular, was designed to
work throughthis forum(but only for two-
player, head-to-head competition). $6.00/hr.

Neverwinter Nights (America On-line):
Thisis the ever expanding AD&DForgotten
Realms universe custom designed for net-
work, real time, mulri-humanplayer action.
Based on the highly successful SS] “Gold

Goll Green SierroLond U26 Manage '

14, Pacisball trips
see-saw, senibowling,letine
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Operation Market Garden on the MPG Net

Box”series of computerrole-playing games,
Neverwinter Nights stays faithful to the uni-
verse and gamesystem whereparties of several
players can roam together on quests. With a
time limit element addedto the tactical com-

bar systemandtheabilityto pageotherplayers
anywhere on-line, the system seems well
thought-out. Fans of the Gold Box series
know what to expectas far as the mechanics
of the system go, and the human clement
makes it that much better. $6.00/hr. + $14.95
for the graphic front end (which can be down-
loaded),

Operation Market Garden (MPG-Net):
Board wargamers take nore. Based upon
Game Designer Workshop’s classic board
wargame, this two-player game based upon
the famousairborne operation oflate WWII,
is the only game currentlyavailable of its kind.
With hexes and counters and the traditional

board wargaming symbology, this gameis thegamefor the grognard whocan’t seemto find
opponents. $4.00/hr.

Paintball (The Sierra Network): This game
features an overhead view of two reams ma-

neuvering over a variety ofterrain features.
The goal is essentially, “Capture the Flag,” but
both sides have “paintball” weapons with
which to blast each other for additional

points. The interface and the graphics are
fluid and elegant, but the TSN sound support
(splat!) gives getting hit by “enemy”paintballs
a whole new dimension.

Poker (The Sierra Network, USA Today):
USA Todayhas a poker ladder for those who
wish to play poker by E-mail or compete for
high scores in their video poker section. The

ceeand billing

Shadow of Yserbius on TSN
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Sierra Nerwork offers “face-to-face” competi-
tion for Larry Bucks in Larryland antes a
dealer’s chaice system. $6.00/hr, (USA To-
day), +$4.00/mo.forall of LarryLand (TSN).

Rebel Space (Prodigy): Space marauderswith a mewaleisiniaealBeli will find many
worlds to subduein this turn-basedplay-by-
E-mail game. Players canside witha universal
cause as cither Militarist, Environmentalist, or
Scientists, or play the maverick as anindividu-
alistic Rogue. The gameis very simple, and
thus recommended for the newcomer to

3tm peiberdodor tes

Sniper on CompuServe

PBEM games, The playerplots four moves for
his four ships and decides what sorts of mod-

ules should be built on each ship. Daily,
weekly, and bi-weekly turn games are avail-
able.

Red Baron (The Sierra Network): Based on
the award winning Dynamix computer game
(recently inducted into the CGW Hall of
Fame), the on-line version of Red Baron adds
the human opponent element that can never
be matched by anyartificial intelligence.
Complete with a scoring system and weekly
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Rebel Space on Prodigy

top rankings, each game canbe played by2-4
joystick hor shots. The person calling the
gamecan designate player’s airplanes, starting
altitudes, weather conditions and more, so

thar eachbattle will be particularly interesting.
Although some problems were foundincar-
lier versions of the game, at press time TSN
was aboutto release a major revision oftheir
on-line Red Baron product which was sup-
posed to address many of these problems.

ShadowofYserbius (The Sierra Network):
When TSN does on-line role-playing, every-

one wants to delve into their dungeon! Al-
thoughthereis an extra $4.00/mo.fee to play
in the MedievaLand section of TSN, the le-
gions of eager Yserbius players find it well
worthit. Each player becomesasingle charac-
rer from oneofsix different classes and can
run through the ever expanding mazelevels
solo or in parties with up to three others.
Using an interface reminiscentofother pOpUu-
lar, first person perspective role-playing
games, Yserbius has become a wayoflife fora
very socially interactive crowd. See thearticle
on pg. 72.

Sniper! (CompuServe): Roughly based on
the SPI boardgame,this is a two-player game
of small unit maneuver. Originally a game
where players commanded ASCII characters
to move through ASCII terrain, the game now
features a graphic interface with full-color
characters andterrain. As players are success-
ful, they move through the ranks ofthe on-
line elite. $6.00/hr,

Star Cruiser (MPG-Net): Wine Com-
mander on-line? Almost. While the actionis a

bit slower than Origin’s space-combat action

 
Star Cruiser on the MPG Net

game, and the graphics are less detailed in
many ways, Star Cruiseris still a hor multi-
player shoot ’em up. The furure holds many
exciting things for this system. Within the
next few months, a trade option will be added
so that players can improvethe technologyof
their ships. In addition, MPG-Nethas plans
to add arole-playing segment based uponthe
2300 AD people-and-paper RPG universe.
$4.00/hr.

Thefollowing are voice contact numbersfor
the services mentionedin this article:

America On-Line: (800) 827-6364

Compuserve Information
(800) 848-8990

Digital Dreams Network:
(800) 274-2814

GEnie: (800) 638-9636

Multi-Player Games Network:
(800) GET-GAME

National Videotex (NVtel):
(800) 336-9096

Prodigy: (800) 822-6922 x566
The Sierra Network: (800) SIERRAI

USA Today Sports Network:
(800) 826-9688 caw

Service:

are . . ay Geamige World
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Gemstone Gets A

GUI Makeover

The New Graphic User-Interface For GEnie’s
Multi-player Role-playing Environment

by Jay Kee

o the people who design them, and to many ofthe people whoplay Wein, on-line multi-player games (MPGs) may represent
the first real glimpse of Virtual Reality. Current VR hardware

relics on clumsy attachments to produce simple graphics thatfail to
deliver anillusion of realiry. But MPGs like Simutronics’s GemStone
//1 — minusthe hardware, helmet and gloves — have managed to
create that illusion by focusing on the one sense that needs no bio-me-
chanical enhancement: imagination.

A fantasy role-playing gamebased on I.C.E.’s Rolemasterand Shadow
World paper-and-pencil systems, GemStone 1 has achieved tremen-
dous success without any graphics support whatsoever. Relying on a
text-only interface, it has been the numberoneentertainment product
on GEniesinceits release over three years ago. Its success and popu-
larity is, to some degree, a testimony to the quality of design and
originality ofscripting. But good writing and clever programming
alone won't keep people coming back time and again to play a game
at $6.00 an hour (off-prime rates),

There’s something more, something seductively different.

Power To The People

That something — the one thing that sets GemSrone apart from
conventional computer RPGs — is that all the characters a player
encounters within the game are controlled by other people; not algo-
rithms in a program. In GemStone, up to 60 people at a time can be
on-line together, each playing their own character, pursuing their own
goals, contributing their ownperspective to an ongoing drama. Almost
any kind of interactionthat can be experiencedinreallife can be found
in the game: talking, partying, fighting, making friends, making
enemies, even getting married.

Page 90

 
 

But characters are not the only element controlled by people. Simu-tronics employsthe largest maltabdecors, programmers and writersof any an-line game currentlyavailable: six full-time GMs,five assis-
tants, two part-timers and a World Coordinator — enough to run a
small country, They can create, modify or even upgrade the game
environment in real-time, without shutting it down. Which means
that newfeatures can be added, special events can be introduced, and
surprises can be sprung at any time, withall of it coordinated and
controlled on-line. A recent enhancement to the GemStonesystem that
factors role-playing ability into scoring and character advancement,
couldnot be done without theparticipation of humancontrollers. As
Simutronics CEO David Whatley points out, it gives GemStone alegitimate claimtobeing thefirst true fantasy role-playing game.

Forthe players, it’s like being an acrepenctpent in both the writingandcreation of a fantasy adventure. The only difference is that this
storyalwaysstarts in the middle, and never ends.

The Front-End, Top To Bottom

So why mess with success? Why introduce a front-end graphics
interface, when the text-based game has beensuch a hit? The answer,
simply, is “Why not?” Simutronics didn’t replace the text-based inter-
face with this new graphic front-end; they merely addedto it, enhanc-ing whatwasalready hae The resule isa slick terminal program with
VGAgraphics, animation, digital sound and a macro editor that makesplaying oy game alot easier.

Although the GemStonefront-endisstill in the Beta stage (currently
version 1.6), it’s fully-functional and surprisingly bug-free. Unfortu-
nately, its only available for IBM compatibles ar the moment, bur
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He’s alegend that’s
sweeping the galaxy...
Roger Wilco, the universe's favorite janitor, has taken the helmof his own
starship. And that’s the goodnews! Join Roger and an intergalactic
gaggle of misfit shipmates in the mosthilarious adventure onthis
(or any other) planet. Find out why GamePlayers magazinecalls the
Space Questseries “a prime example of whySierrais at the top of
the computer gaming world.”
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Simutronics confirmsthey are considering thepossibility ofproducing
a Macversion,

The programis located on GEnie at page 930, in the GemStone
Software Libraries, file #68. Download time will run abour an hour

with XModemat 2400 baud, but the package contains everything a
player needs, eliminating the necessity of downloadinganyotherfiles.
Installation is simple: just type “GS3FEB16", and hir <enter>, The
self-extracting archive will unpack andwriteall thefiles to disk.

From The Top
The first thing thar needs to be madeclear is that the GemStone

front-end is nora stand-alone program. Althougha player can change
settings and use the macro editor off-line, the graphics displays,
animations and soundeffects only work on-line or in the GemStone
area, The otherpoint is that players do ot needto have the front-end
to play the game.

Thatsaid, let’s take a look at what the front-end has and whatit does.

Thefirst thing a player sees when running the programis a logo
animation. But once the front-end

loads,all that’s left is a black screen
and a cursor. Ir almost looks like

the system’s hung up, but there's
nothing wrong;it's just the default
off-line display. Hopefully, furure
versions will bring up something
more interesting.

HSS Sarre
te raerae

There are no mouse-activated eGeae
menus, even though mouse sup-
portis included, so getting around
is handled through the keyboard.
Nota problemfor someone raised

RPMee LT ited Mebe
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on DOS, buta minor nuisance for BR creciaen eecaeree eee eee eaeraees a)Tiers
those of us used to mouse-contral-
led environments. OF the several

Alt-key combinations that access
all the principle options, the most
important is Alt-H. It brings up a
help screen chat displaysall func-
tions supportedby the programandthe key combinationsthat activate
them. This panel can be called up at anytime, on-lineoroff, so players
don’t need to memorize anything (just as long as they don’t forger
Alt-H).

Configuring the front-end is simple, once you know where to look.
The Settings screen can be accessed from anywhere in the program by
pressing Alt-S. It brings up a panel that allows the player to set
everything fromscreen display and terminalpreferences, to baudrate
and network delay. As straight-forwardasit is, first-time users will
probably want to familiarize themselves with therest ofthe program
before playing aroundwithit.

Down The Middle

The mainscreen, or Terminal, is automatically called up when the
player enters GemStone or can be accessed by pressing Alt-T. It’s
divided into three sections, with the upperthirdofthe screen devoted
to graphics displays and the lower two-thirds dedicated to the main
text display.

Renalning: 25

The text displayis the central part of the system.It performs the same
functionsas any terminal program, but witha fewinteresting wrinkles.
First, a separate command line, or Chat area, at the bottom ofthe
screen permits commands and communications to be entered inde-
pendent of the main text display. It will handle paragraph-length
entries, eliminating the needto chop things up into short statements;
maintain an easily accessed command-line history; andrepeat the last
two commands given simply by hitting CTRL or ALT-enter.

Next, a split-screenfeature lets players control and monitor a Famil-
iar (a cat, wolf, hawk or falcon), while maintaining the main text
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display. Finally, a “scroll-back” feature permits rapid scanning of the
review buffer with the arrow or page-up/down keys. Players can save
the entire buffer to disk with a single keystroke, or toggle a “Chron-
icles” optionto recordand saveselected portions. Since the front-end
works as a terminal program,it can be used in any area, roundtable or
bulletin board on GEnie. It can even be used on any other on-line
service; a nice plus, and worth the downloadall byitself.

At the top-left of the mainscreen, a display panel with icons and
bar-graphsgives the playera visual reference to their character's statusand health. A tiny fiuniain figure reflects certain activities, such as
hiding, kneeling, sitting or lying down. And a compass rose displays
all visible exits.

Oneofthe big advantages ofthe front-endis that players can movearound without typing in directional commands. All they have to do
is press a directional key on the numeric keypad and their character
will automatically go in that direction. Having a compass on-screenat
all rimes makes getting aroundin the GemStone universe muchsimpler.

Next to this panel, in the upperright corner, is a small section used
for graphics displays. Althoughsmall, these images are beautifully
done, depicting idyllic forest ser-
tings, spooky graveyards or rustic
shops. Somescenes, like the forest
or the armoury, are accompanied by
digitized sound effects; others are
animated.

The only problem is that there
just aren’t enough ofthem. Onlya

Bal=few areas have graphics and even
oetea fewer have soundeffects. None of

js the player characters can be seen,
only a couple of the NPCs are de-
picted, and (other than the Gnoll)
noneofthe monsters are pictured.

eeeee

CU ae
OFcourse, this is still a Bera ver-

sion and Simutronics promises that
future versions will include mon-

sters and characters, plus extra
scenes, animations andeven musical scores. Ontheplusside, players
will not be required to download the whole programall over again
every time there’s an upgrade, just individual resource files that one
caneasily add to the main program.

Oneofthe most impressive features of the GemStone front-end has
nothing to do with graphics.It’s the built-in macroeditor, Alrhough
the front-end’s macro languageis small, the editor has almost unlim-
ited possibilities, allowing players to build macrosto handle everything
from log-on to combat. Accessed by pressing Alt-K, the editor comes
up in a windows-style panel with individual slots for each of the 12
function keys. ‘I'heslots can be selected by the mouse or keyboard, and
macros of up to $12 characters can be entered into each one. Each
function keycan be assigned toanyone offour combinations: Normal,
Alt, Crrl or Shift. Andthese in turn can be assigned to anyoneofnine
control-keys, providing a possible total of 432 macros!

The Bottom Line

There really isn’t anything out there at the moment to use as a
benchmark when evaluating the GerStene front-end,It has to stand
orfall on its own merit, but has to be viewed within the context of the

gameit was designed to enhance. Within that framework, Simutronics
has done an admirable job. It adds to the enjoyment ofthe game
withoutgetting in the way, and makesit easier to play.

For the price of the download — roughly $6.00 — it’s well worth
having. Newusers can contact GEnie by modemat 1-800-638-8369,CeEw

_ . . Computer Gaming World
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Stop playwithan
Try interactive on-line games
with a money back guarantee:
With interactive games, you're not playing with yourselfor against a computer...
you're head to headwithaliving, thinking humanbeing who’s playing for keeps.
AndNVN brings you the best interactive value, with the most popular on-line games
at lowerrates. Travel to the Island of Kesmai™in a role-playing, multi-player game
that will stretch the limits of your imagination .. . create your own characterin the
fantasy world of Aradath andfightoff magicalspells andfierce martial arts warriors
...or manipulate space and timein your quest to conquera planetin Galaxy II, the
ultimate test of yourstrategic andlogistic skills,**

So quit playing with yourself.

 Membership is just $5.95 a rhoO Mato cio fy a
se 0 registeron-line, set Your COMM re to 2 Z ormonth", AND YOU HAVE A 4G00 bps, N-$-1, and full duplex. Dial 1-800-336-9092, When

MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE. connected enter CG93RR andpress <RETURN>. Thenenter
Pl ‘premiumon-lir name, address andVisa,” MasterCard? Discover” Card orUs; SURES = R American Express” number Your StarterKit will be mailed
charges are only $6/hr non- rightaway.
primetime, and $9/hr during|formoreinformation,call 1-800-386-9006,
prime time!

Risk-free. Satisfaction guaranteed.
*Metubership fev refutils are lhnited ($5.05anddo hot apply to connect charges for Premiim services ar conmert sunsurelurges for Premium

VIDEOT Mus services, Additional charges cue te-usefueeess af PremiumServices. Offer appliesty first Lime Members, Oneper Membership per hnaseboldSubscription feeis $5.95per month. Prices andservice content ane subject to change. Natlonal Videotes fs a service mark of National Vidhootex
Network, Corp. Allothers aire for ldemtifleationpurpeses only aud helong to their nesprective: euanpanies er cerygarikseal Hates

NATIONAL 
Tndicates Premium Service
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Network Wars:

GompuServe vs. Prodigy in CHQ
by Alan Emrich

efore we move to the leadstory, let me
bring up one itemofnewbusiness. An
interesting product has just landed on

mydesk which, I’msadto say, | have not had
adequate timeto thoroughly examine. How-
ever, Aide de Camp from HPS Simulations
looks like a product that I’ve long dreamed
about.Iisa “design your ownplay-by-email
kit” for board wargames. In other words, |
couldpull virtually any Avalon Hill, GDW,
SPI, 3W or other board wargame off my
shelf and, using this program, put ir “on
disk”foreasy electronic transfer of my moves
and combat. It takes some time to create the

maps and counters (theyare graphically rep-
resented, not just lists of hex numbers and
unit IDs), but it is a product I’ve longed to
see, Designer Scott Hamiltonsaidhe created
it for his own personal use and has now
marketedit. | can’t wait to spend sometime
with Aide de Camp.

Battle of the Network Wargamers
Last issuc, in the preface to the Empire

Deluxe tournament announcement, | hy-
pothesized, “Wouldn'tit be great to get the
Command HQ players on CompuServe to
play the ones on Prodigy?” Well, the truthis
that they actually have been. This issue, I'd
like to report onit. Command HQis a rous-
ing, real-time game designed for wargamers
connected by modem. ‘The map represents
the entire globe, andunits represents armies,
fleets andair forces in a grandstrategicscale.

Each group of CHQ players had a leader
emerge to parlay the groundrules for the
competition, Representing CompuServe was
BobP [76170,1537] while the legions from
Prodigy selected “The General” Robert E.
Lee, Jr [BSWW20A](and, yes, that’s his real
name). They agreedto set up four teams of
five players each. Each player wouldplay two
gamesagainst each opponent from the same
team, fora total of ten games perplayer with
each playerinitiating one phonecall againsteach opponent (to keep the phone bill rea-
sonable).

They agreed that all games would be the
“7???”scenario, where eachplayer begins with
a capital on a world where the cities and
resources have been placed randomly, Due
to the possibility of beginning with an obvi-
ously unbalanced start, “restart” rules were
created, agreed uponand enforcedto assure

   
 

fairness for individual games played. Inter-
estingly, both network teams had their own
ideas about what the restart rules shouldbe,
so each devised their own set and whoever
was thecaller determined which set ofrules
would beused for that match.

The Call of Destiny
Both networks gencrated a lor of messages

about this tournament. Mostlyir was the
players recalling their tales ofgames won and
lost. Some ofthe stories were very amusing
(so much so that many bystanders would
stop in to read them on-line). The Prodigy
Players got off to an early lead over the
CompuServe Comm-rades, but shortlyafter
the halfway mark, CompuServe hadpulled
up very close in the win/loss column. This
inspired Prodigy leader R.E. Lee to pose thefollowing address to his troops:

“Team Prodigy, Fhall in! Atteeehhhonn-
SHUN! HarFase.

“Men,I don’t needto tell you the impor-
tance ofourmission. Theveryfate of thefree
world lies on our shoulders, not to mention

the bragginrights for a//the CHQplayers on
our Prodigy ladder, which yourepresent.

“We have beenchosen to perform a sacred
duty for God, country and the Prodigy In-
formation Service — andin this effort we

must notfail! T knowit’s rough our there on
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the CHQ battlefield, but no matter how
roughit gets, we must persevere. Did wegiveup when the Germans bombed Pearl Har
bor? [ Germans? Well, he’s on a roll. -Ed| No!
Did Norman Schwartskopfgive up before
capturing Saddam Hussein? Well, that’s a
bad example...

“The point is we cannotaffordto fail. They
are depending on us back home! Weare
CHQsoldiers, not heroes. A hero is someone
whodies in cyberspace defending theirinfor-
mationservice. Ourjob is to make "heroes’
out of the enemy. The only thing we have to
fear is fear itself — and a quick CapKill.

“You knowtherules of engagement. Takeno prisoners! You know how ie dock scan
technique works — use it! You know how to

outflank your enemy — doit! You knowthe
importance of defending your captitol from
a surprise attack — defendit! You knowthe
average airspeed of an unladened swallowin
the °22??’ scenario... [African or European?
-Ed\.

“We are ata critical juncture. The battle is
halfway over and there is still no clear victor
in sight. We cannotlose sight ofourgoal. OF
the 200 games to be played on the CHQ
battlefield, we must claim victory in 101 of
themordie trying. Now, go forth, secure in
the knowledge that truth, liberty and flat
monthlyrates are on yourside. We shall not
let their hourly usage charges bankrupt our
society. We must defend our honoragainst
the Evil Compunist Empire. God is on our
side. (I know. She rold me.)

“That is all. Team Prodigy, Atteehhnnn-
SHUN! Dhis-missed!”

C'monfolks, where else in wargaming can
you read such wonderful scuff? Another
Prodigy player, D. Dawson [PMRR89A]
wrote that he discovered a new disease:

CHQitis. He listed symptomsas includinga
reduced ability to type due to hasty messag-ing back and forth Aiding a real time game
(sighting a sample sentence as “Nivee glame,
yu relly suurpised m wit tat clap atach!!!”),
strained relations with members ofthe oppo-site sex, dreamsinvolvinglittle blue an red
squares, and the use ofthe phrase “warmon-
gering enemy”in everyday conversation.

There Were Only Winners
‘This was one ofthose cross-cyberspaceri-

valries where every player was certainly a
winner, Weall knowthat there is a kindred

spirt among fellow wargamers, andin this
tournament it lived and laughed aloud. Un-
fortunately, when I hadto write this article,
two games remained unfinished (and the
suspense is excruciating!). The score stoodat
Prodigy 100, CompuServe 98. However,
CompuServe had more winning “teams”
than Prodigydid, so as far as this observeris
concerned, both networks can claim a legiti-
mare victory. Let me end this month’s col-
umn with a roster of the matches. Perhaps
next time, you'll be on-line and enjoying this
kind of wargaming camaraderie, caw
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Bob P
Dave Browne
Joe Bolnick
MAK
Paul McClellan

Chris Hartman
Kevin Holcomb

Peter Harty
Skulker
Steve Kershaw

CHQ Tourney Update Feb 28
CompuServe/Prodigy CHQ Tournament

CBI
CB2
CB3
CB4
CB5

Team A Results

Devon
D.

PAS

I-]
0-2
0-2
I-]
0-2

Team B Results

 

Robert

 

 

William Louis
Bob Brennan
Dave Willis

Leonard Coyle
Mare Dulltz

Daniel Black
Emil Polito
Marshall Lott
Mike Elliott
Rob MacArthur

Team A
Team B
Team C
Team D

Total

Cccl
CC2
CC3
cc4
CGS

CD1
CbD2
CD3
CbD4
CD5

tisoo hh

=zo

= a)

oo
So Mhbohe

leit
Miller

PB3

Team C€ Results

Tim
M,

Team D Results

Jon
H.

PD3

Tournament Summary:

CIS-Prodigy Team results (h

Moore

PAS Tot

2-0 7-3
2-0 5-5
0-2 4-6
1-1 7-3
2-0 5-3
TOT= 30-20

Kevin
A.

PB5 Tot

0-2 4-6
2-0 9-1
2-0 7-3
0-2 4-6
2-0 9-1
TOT= 33-17

Tim

PCS Tot

2-0 5-5
2-0 6-4
I] 1-7
2-0 5-5
2-0 9-1
TOT= 26-22

Joel
Stanford

PD5 Tol

2-0 8-2
Q-2 0-10
0-2 0-10
0-2 0-10
0-2 1-9
TOT= 9-41

30-20 CServe Team A declaredvictorious over Prodigy Team A
33-17 CServe TeamB declared victorious over Prodigy Team B
26-22 CServe Team C declaredvictorious over Prodigy Team C
9-41 Prodigy Team D declared victorious over CServe Team D

98-100

_ . . Page 95
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fthe reaction to Computer Gaming World’
preview of GEnie’s Hundred Years Waris
anyindication, lots ofpeopleare fascinated

by the intrigue, politics, warfare and social
climbing available in this on-line gamingex-
perience. Beta testing is now complete andthe
Hundred Years War (HYW) is now on in
earnest. Here is the latest on this feudalistic

virtual society.
HYWoffers one a chance co assume the

character ofa French, English or“other” (any-
thing besides French or English) noble and
participate in such “noble” endeavors as diplo-
macy, social climbing, economic manage-
ment and warlare as conducted under the

ever-binding rules of chivalry.

A relatively new feature allows for a player
character to switch (one time only) berween
husband and wife. Thus, ifa husbandis killed,

a wife may remarryand switchto the husband,
The disadvantage of being a womanis that a
woman is not permitted to command an
army. Not to worry, even if one chooses to
play a female character, an NPC underher
control may be appointed as commanderof
her army,eliminating anyreal disadvantage or
inconvenienceto the player.

The HYWstaff obviously paid atrentionto
the earlier article, since they have changed
someaspects ofthe gamein keeping with our
suggestions. The economic structure of the
rime was changed, and free flowof cash was
limited by doubling all armycosts. By dou-
bling the amount of armycosts, the designers
have effectively brought a slower pace to the
game. Now, one must conserve resources for
a reasonable amountoftime in order to build

up enough to recruit an army. While the
change serves the positive function ofkeeping
players from being overrun ina single season,
it also forces a lot of nobles relegated to rela-
tively minor positions to either become lack-
eys to wealthier nobles or to drop out. While
the change has helpedbring ahistoricity to the
game,it has also effectively taken someof the
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by David M. Wilson

joy out of the game for those whose main
purposeforplaying the gameis leading armies
in military encounters.

Also in our preview, Johnny Wilson sug-
gested that the French shouldelect their king
from the more experienced players. A King
and a CrownPrince are electedfor each side

at the beginning ofeach game. If the king
passes away, the CrownPrince becomesking.
The Crown Prince and King spend the re-
mainderof the game swapping positions each
timethe king dies, In this manner, more than
one playeractually gets to play the part ofthe
king (and hence, to share the burden ofextra
decision-making).

Anothernewfeature is jousting. The joust-
ing routine is similar to the dueling routines,
with a few simple commands thar allow the
player to spur andrein his charger, adjust hisshield, ‘asta his lance. Each successive win
aids the player by raising his tournament rat-
ing. | was unable to really ger the hang of
jousting. While ir is a near fearure and broad-
ens the appealof the game somewhat, its main
attraction is thatit provides, like the interac-
tive court, another place to hang out and act
like a 14th century knight.

Brawling in the Interactive Court (IC), by
the way, cangetreally wild. Players can throw
chairs at one another, bash each other with

pewter mugs, knee each otherin the groin, or
simply punch each other out. Brawling is
statistically-based, but getting whipped in a
brawldoesn’t affeer the player's health outside
the IC. The Interactive Court provides a place
for the players to brawl or just sit and talk
about anything underthe sun.

HYWprovides heralds, who are usually on
dutyeachnightco assist the player. The Her-
alds will explain menus andoptions, suggest
strategy, assist the king in communicating
withhis loyal (or disloyal) followers or maybe
just listen to a player vent-off anger about
what another player has done to him. | have
had extensive interviews with all of the her-

 
alds, but especially commend Barbara Byro
and Bob Kasten for their good work.

One problem that continues to plague
YWisthatofplayers abusing dual accounts.
Manyplayers have access to more than one
GEnie account and can register to play as
many characters as they have accounts. While
this isa minor problem, when anabuse occurs
it generally angers many. A player whoangers
another player may have to deal with this
player in as manyas three personas (yes this
really happens). A player who has two posi-
ions will transfer funds and properties to his
favorite persona, without regard for borders.
In somecases, the player with double accounts
will have a player whois privy to both the
English Private Court and the French Private
Court, eliminating the possibility of having
military secrets and reducing the level of sus-
pendeddisbelief.

The HYWstaff wants theplayers to police
the game. If they don’t like what another
player is doing, they are expected to team up
and exact justice in 14th century style. While
their stand is understandable in some ways, a
simple statement from the AYWstaff chat
such behavior is not exactly chivalrous would
stop most players having double accounts
from abusing them.

Also in our preview (#100), Ken Sr. Andre
made a point about how muchtime the game
takes to play. Though there is some dispute
about this, I thinkit is fair to suggest chat the
average player will have to play about 30
minutes to an hour per day to keep up with
the game. So, the //¥Wstaffhas responded by
opening a “slaw” gamefor players who only
want to play a couple oftimes per week.

In summary, a word of warningis required.
Players who like to remain aloof from their
games may want to stay away from //YW,
since those whoareinvolved often become so

immersed in the game that they frequently
have to be reminded, “It’s only a game!” cow
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NowFalconi'3.0 takes you places you've never flow ;

Operation: Fighting Tiger'takes you on action-packed
missions in three new Asian campaigns.Fly your F-16
to Korea, to the Pakistan/India border, to Japan and
the disputed Kurile Islands, where you canalsofly

 
Operation: Fighting Tiger requires Falcon 3.0

For Visa/MasterCard orders call 24 hours a day, 7 days a week: 1-800-695-GAME(Orders Only),
For technical questions andavailability call: 1-510-522-1164 (M-F: 9am-5pm PST)

Circle Reader Service #106

the advanced FSX. The incredible scopeof Falcon 3.0
delivers everything from Instant Action arcade excite-
mentto plotting your own Red Flag training missions
to engaging in a dramatically different campaign
every time you play. Theflight models andterrain are
real. The radar and weaponsare real. The enemies,
missions and campaigns nothingless than spine-
tingling. Joining forces with the most sophisticated
flight simulation ofall time, Operation: Fighting Tiger
broadens your horizonsas never before. And makes

the wild blue yonder a whole tewee
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Spectrum HoloByte, Inc. 2490 Mariner Square Loop, Alameda, CA $4501
Operation: Fighting Tiger and Falcon 3.0 are trademarks and Falcon and Spectrum HoloByteare registered trademarks of Spectrum HoloByte,Inc
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PhotocourtesyafMcDonnellDouglas
hat happens when a simulation
combines the most accurate aircraft

performance models ever seen with
real, human aviation nuts from around the
country? The result is the most intense and
realistic fight simulation yet designedfor net-
workplay,

Air Warrior (AW) is the GEnie nerwork’s

aviation programthat covers air combat from
World War| through Korea. The programis
an on-line game that allows people fromall
over the country to plug into the GEnie net-
work andflyfor any one ofthree nations. he

environment is big. On atypical evening, 30
or moreaircraft ‘might be involved in the
on-going dogfights.

While the boxed programsold by Konami
allowssingle-user play against the computer,
the real thrust of the gameisto get people into
the multi-player Air Warriorarena. In single
user mode,anyoftheaircraft can be selected
and up to four other computer controlled
pilots take part. The computer-controlled air-
craft can beeitherallied with, or opposed to

the gamer. Single:“user play providesa good
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learning tool to discover the ins and outs of
eachaircraft and develop somebasic tactics to
be tried on-line. Thebest part aboutsingle-
user modeis the abilityto play in real time and
toggle on additional realism modes not avail-
able to the on-line version.

Due to the huge amount of data being
processedon-line, the gameplaysat halfspeed
andsuch nuancesas buffeting andspins aren’t
takeninto account. Halfspeed maysoundlike
moving through Jell-o, but isn’t really that
noticeable once involvedina huge furball. In
fact, at first | had a hard time seeing any
difference in gameplay between the on-line
version andthe stand alone game. The benefit
to runningat this speed is very smooth game
play. There is some jittering (warping) when
nearotheraircraft because the networkis try-
ing to calculate exact positions for two or more
planesin close proximity, but it’s not too bad.

The programhasaircraft that run the gamut
fromfabric-covered Spadstojet-propelled Sa-
bres, but the real emphasis is on World War
Il fighters. World WarI aircraft included are
the Spicfire Mk IX, A6M5a Zero, A-26 In-
vader, P-51D Mustang, P-38] Lightning,
PW-L9OOA, KI-84 Frank, BF109 and FAU-1
Corsair. From the Korean conflict, the MiG-

15 and F-86 Sabre jet are included. Every
detail of aircraft performance is perfectly
nailed, Each aircraft's strengths and weakness
arefaithfully reproducedto the nth degree. In
fact, while [was on the network, the P-38 had

been temporarily removed from the game in
orderto tweak the climb performance model.
Suchattentiontodetail showsa serious ongo-
ing commitment from the game's designers
and bodes well for GEnie members.
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Typically, each theatre ofplay (Europeanor
Pacific) rotates every third week. Within each
three week block thereare jet nights for the
Korean warfans and WWI nights|for the von
Richthofens. When the player joins the AW
arena forthefirst time, any one ofthe three
countries can be selected. These are generi-
cally labeled as A, B, and C, and form a
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SVGA Air Warrior

SYSTEM: IBM with 640K, SVGA and modem
PRICE; $59.95 PROTECTION:
DESIGNERS:
DISTRIBUTOR:

None
Kesmai Corporation
Konami Corporation
Wood Grove, Il
Genie
Rockville,MD

ON-LINE SERVICE:
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SOUND GALAXY
IT WASAS IF YOU
WERE IN THERE!

_ Forget about aprimitive game
session where gunning downajet fighter

or running away from a fire breathing
dragon creates a dumb effect. And you

reacted because you see it coming.If not,
it’s a gameover for you.

CD-QUALITY SOUND

Sound Galaxy NX PRO Extra changeall that See and
Doby. giving you-a whole*new generation of sound

technology that promises you superb CD-quality

sound that matgy the best-amplifiers and. full stereo
capability.

SUPPORT MORE SOUND STANDARDS
Let yourself go ga-ga overthe full sound support for

AdLib, Sound Blaster Pro, Covox Speech Thing and
Disney Sound Source. And youfind yourself hacking

away the jungle of gamesandentertainment
software available under both DOS and

Windows. environment.

 

 
 

 

MORE CD-ROM INTERFACE.
Besides the built in AT-BUS GD-ROM

interface ‘support for Mitsumi and Panasonic
drives, the NX PRO Extra can also support

the Sony AT-BUS\CD-ROMdrive simply by
plugging the SG adaptor to the Mitsumi

interface. It can be further

upgraded to more powerful
SCSI CD-ROM drives. _

Callus ; 1-800-886 8859
Circle Reader Service #43

SAVSRor P

EASE OF INSTALLATION

All configuration settings are via software without
the hassle of setting jumpers.

VALUE FOR MONEY

Topping it all are the bundled software such as
Monologue for Windows, Voyetra Audio Station &
WINDAI™OLE, just to name a few, so that you can
edit-audio, animate and create stunning graphics on
screen, Andnot forgetting the free speakers that allow
you to blast yourself to glory as you see your scores
chalking up.

So step into the world of
- imagination with

Sound Galaxy
NXPRO Extra.

See Us At

FAWINDOWSWoRLD's3
May 24-27, 1998

Georgia World Congress Center + Atlanta, Georgia USA
fiellug Booth no. M6314
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triangle with common edges. Once a nation
is selected, anyone ofthe aircraft available in
that theatre can be picked. This makes for
some interesting gaggles as traditional allies
square offagainst one another. Normally, two
thirds of the combatants in Europeare Spit-
fires, as theyare excellent all-aroundperform-
ers which most players prefer overall others.
My personalfavorite was thetrusty Mustang.
| had to pick myfights with care, though, as
the agile Spit could rip me upin a turning
fight (learned through painful first-hand ex-
perience), but given somealtitude andfouror
five fast passes busting through the fightat
high speed broughr death and destructionto
the scurvy dogs of B and Cnations (tee hee).

As anyonecantell from mysudden burst of
enthusiasm, this program emphasizes proper
employment ofaircraft type. Theflight mod-
cling is so well done, and the humanadversar-
ies so much better than any computer could
hopeto be, that it forces the player to wisely
choose and use whateveraircraft they select,
or theyare likely to die repeatedly until the
correct tactics are learned.

When | first jumped into the AW commu-
nity, | was a little apprehensive. | wondered
how newplayers would be received. Would

COMPUTER WARGAMES
Historically Accurate...Easy To Use

For IBM™ PC and Compatibles
BIG THREE

(V 2.01)
WWII Strategy Game
Seven Scenarios, Map

World-Renown
Hard Drive Required

European Theatre

laG RANDEARMEE
Napoleon's Campaigns
Seven Scenarios, MapNew Release

Challenging, IntenseAusterlitz to Waterloo

$25 Each. Send check or money order to:
SDJ Enterprises, Inc.

Department C
1551 Fawn Valley Dr.
&. Louis, MO 63131

G14) 966-5602
Evenings Only

Specify 3.5"or 5.25" disk
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there be cliques or a holier than thouattitude
among the seasoned players? The answer is
“No!” Fromthe first moment on, | felt right
at home and welcome among the group. Peo-
ple wentout oftheir wayto help me and other
newcomerslearn the nuances of the program.
There is even an Air Warrior ‘Training Acad-
emyto help neophytepilots get their feet wet.
‘This sense ofcamaraderie impressed me more
than anythingelse in the AW world.

While the rose smells sweet, there are a few
thorns. The game is not cheap to play. The
basic GEnie subscription is $4.95 a month
and the A Waccess cost is $6.00per hour. That
can add up ina hurryif one isn’t careful about
watching the clock.

 
Graphically, the Super VGA graphic rendi-

tion ofthe cockpit and instruments is very
well done, but views outsidethe players air-
craft are fairly spartan. To run the network at
a smoothspeed, otheraircraft and landderail
is skimpy. Aircraft appear as tiny dots until

very close, then expand into small grey poly-gonrenditions ofthe plane. Evenat very close
range theaircraft are shownancighth the size
an actual aircraftat that distance would appear
to be, It felt like shooting a BB gun at ants
crawling up a wall fromacross the room.

Oneother irem that annoyed me was thar

every sortic starts from the ground within

one’s own country. Sometimes the battle
might be miles away and trying to clawfor
altitude while covering territory at only 75
knots (150 knots typical climb speed divided
by two for the network half speed) can eat up
a lor of time. In addition, to receive full credit
for anykills scored, the playerhastofly all the
way home andland. In fact, the program

won't let the player exit unless they land orbail out/get shot down. At times, | found
myself hanging around the fight long after
fuel and ammodictated a withdrawal, just to
avoidthe long flight home.

At 10 cents a minute, all this droning can
add up. I would have liked to occasionally see
the optionofairbornestart points. Something
like five thousand feet of altitude within

friendly airspace and not so close to enemy
aircraft that it wouldprovide an unfair advan-
tage wouldbe nice. Also, if 1 decide to egress
the fight and get well clear of any enemyaircraty let me exit with full credit. This
would make the game much more combat-

 
oriented and reduce droning considerably.
I'm not saying Kesmai should totally replace
the airfield starts, just have an occasional
quick combatnight.

Amazingly, with just a little work, the sin-
gle-user version of rhe game would blowaway
any of the competition (hint, hint). Upgrade
the graphics, write a dozen or so types of
missions, giveita career flavor and it would
find space on myharddrive in an instant.

For the record, though, the multi-player
gameis great and highly recommendedfor
anyserious aviation enthusiasts. ‘The combi-
nation of tough adversaries and realistic per-
formance makes Air Warrior'a winner. caw
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.”Falcon 3.0

Getting The EnemyIn Sight Via The Padlock View  
by Tom “KC” Basham

Tom Bashamis the co-authorofFaleon 3: The Com-
plete Handbook, published by The Waite Group.

u-27s and Mig-29s devouring your F-16? MiG-19s turning
unbelievable circles around your mighty Falcon fighter? Tired of
hearing your wingmanscream, “Atoll, Atoll!” as your missile lock

warninglight flashes in panic? Sick of Bitchin’ Betty casually announc-
ing “Warning”as your jet tumbles out of control? Thenthisarticleis
for you. Air-to-air combat in any version of Falcon 3.0 is extremely
difficult, especially for those who are game enoughto use maximum
difficulty settings. To survive, you must have an edge: the
padlock view.

Becoming proficient with the padlock view should be
your top priority. While it may be disorienting at first, it
allows you the ability co maintainvisual lock on the adver-
sary while operating your flight controls, just as though you
were swiveling yourheadin areal aircraft. Combatpilots
live by a motto: Losesight, lose thefight! Ina dogfight, the
pilot nevertakeshis eyes ofhis target until itis dead. Padlock
viewallows youto do exactlythis,

Gaining proficiency with the padlock viewis a three-step
process. You must begin by learning to fly your F-16 from
within padlock. Trycreating a Red Flag mission with no
adversary aircraft anywhere near you. Then, just fly in
padlock mode, using the mini-HUDin the upperright-
hand corner and the data block in the upper left-hand
corner to control your aircraft. Don't necessarily try any
precision, Blue Angels style maneuvers, just getthefeel for basic flight.
Ignore the other windows in padlock and focus solely on the two in
the upper corners. These will tell you your bank, pitch, speed, and
altitude — everything you need to keep from colliding with the
ground.

Once you can reasonably control your aircraft, add anotheraircraft
to your Red Flag mission that starts near you. Preferably, use anallied
aircraft in a separate flight, and
give it many waypoints so that it
will maneuver. Lock this target
in the padlock mode and begin
the secondstep of learning pad-|=
lock: use the upper middle win- |
dow. _

 

‘The upper middle windowis a
360 degree, wrap-around view.
In the center is your HUD and,
on either edge rests the left and

right edges of your head rest. The
red rectangle, or targeting box,
shows the position ofthe pad-
lockedtarget relative to your air- |

,
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craft. If the box overlays the small HUD symbol, the targetis directly
in front ofyou. If the boxis at either edge ofthe window,thetargetis
directly behindyou.If the boxis at the upper edge ofthe window, you
would have to look directly through the top of your canopyto seeit.

Steer your aircraft by watching the targeting box. Don’t worry too
muchabout your flight attitude, airspeed, oraltitude, as long as you
don’t stall or go below 4,000 feet AGL.Instead, focus on yourtarget
andsteer your jet relative to it, vot relative to the ground. Practice
mancuvering the F-16 such that the targeting box movesto cover the
HUDsymbol.

Now comes the third

phase of—padlocking,
learning to use the lower,
full-width window. This

a window shows you ex-
eae actly what you see as you

q — look at the targer. The
upper middle window
shows you howyour neck
is rurned, rhe lower full-

width window shows you
what you see with your

jis ad neck turned that way.
{ | } i { its Althoughthis is one of* ay id, 6-4 “fete = the most important com-OM Aeer Pros «ast 2 i

ponents of—padlock
mode,it is also one of the most confusing. Often, your viewing angle
throughthe lower windowis different than that of the normal “front
view,” simulating a pilot leaning forward and looking below the
aircraft,The HUD maybe in the lower window, but the banditis well
below your nose. This often causes disorientation among Falcon 3.0
pilots. The key is in how you use the lower window. Do not useit to
employ weapons, but solely to watch your opponent's movements.
Watch howhis wings bank and make a counter-mancuverbefore he

forces you to overshoot. Watch his nose; if he’s
above you but pointed down, then shallow your
climb,roll inverted anddive after him as he passes
below you, By watching his movements in this
window, you can predict where he’s heading and
make preemptive moves to beat himthere, gaining
a tight position onhis six o'clock!

 
 
 

uu "i EVeLpbt
 

Once you're on his six, che fight isn’t aver. You
still have to “saddle up” or get intoa position where
you can fire weapons with a high probability for
success. Because of the shifting view angle through
the lowerfull-length window, it is often difficult to

| employheat-secking missiles or guns while in pad-
i lock mode.In these final moments ofcombat, when 2
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youare firmly planted on the bandit’ssix, it’s time to exit padlock
mode,

For the final stages of combat, try using the forward-up view,
accessed by pressing the “3" key followed by the “Scroll Lock" key.
This will place your HUDatthe lower edge of your
screen andallowyouto see moreoftheskydirectlyin
front ofyou. By using padlock view, you should now
have your bandit in view,slightly above your HUD
and in the middle ofyourscreen. Increase your turn
rate, either by pulling moreGsorexecutinga series of
Yo-yo turns, trading small units of speed for small
bites of altitude, to pull yourtarget directly into your
HUD. Watch your speed closely; if you stall, the
banditwill pull away andruin yourshot. Ifyour speed
goes too high, you'll overshoot and the bandit will
reverse onto your tail, putting you on che defense!

Once you'vepulled the bandit in the HUD, it’s time
tofire. If the bandit is less than 1.5 miles away,firing
a missile has lictle effect. Rarely will a missile hit at this range, although
the launchof a missile mayfrighten your opponent into making a
reckless move. Your best bet is to switch to your 20mmcannon, Use
short, controlled bursts of gunfire while watching the gunsight “fun-
nel” on your HUD. Maneuverso thar the wing tips of your target
touch both edges of any point within the funnel and openfire. Ifthe
targetfills the gap betweenthelines at any point on the funnel, you
should score a hit. Be warned, however, gunfire hits cause unpre-
dictable damage — it maytake several hits to downthetarget, so use
your ammunitionsparingly.

The Padlock view also works for

defensive maneuvers. Using the
above procedure, you can quickly
locate bandits at yoursix 0’ clock
position, and maneuver to force
them infront ofyou. More impor-
tantly, perhaps, is the abilicy co
padlock incoming missiles. Intro-
ducedin version 3.0d, the padlock
view will lock onto any missiles
headed your way. Thisis an excel-
lent tool in evading missiles.

    
To avoid an inbound missile,

switch to padlock. Usually, padlock will immediately lock onto the
nearest incoming missile, although sometimes you mayhave to press
the “t” keyto cycle throughseveral targets before locating the missile.
Look at the upper left hand windowandidentify the missile type.
Knowing whetherthe missile is radaror infrared guidedis extremely
 

ee]
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important. If the missile is radar guided, use whatever amount of
throttle you need to maintain a corner velocity of 380 to 400 knots.
If, however, the missile is a heat-seeker, you should reduce throttle and
reduce yourheat signature. Beginfiring chaff or flares depending on

the missile type. Since enemies may
fire both missile types at you simul-
taneously, it is advisable to always
fire chaff andflares in unison.

Now that you have the missile
padlocked, turn in any direction
you choose to gain a 90 degree
flight path offser from the missile
(i.c., your heading is 90 degrees
different from that of the missile).
That means, turn your F-16 until
the red targeting box in the upper
middle windowis positioned half-
way between the HUD symbol and
either edge. Maintain enough turn

to keep thered box inthis position. Don’t turntootight or youwill
turn head-on into the missile. If you have an ECMpod, turn it on
now, regardless of the type of the incoming missile——your enemies
launchadifferent missile with a different guidancetype while you're
preoccupied with thefirst.

At this point, the missile should appear as a white dotin the lower
window. As it approachesir will get larger and begin to look like amissile. Atsome pointyouwill be able to see the exhaust plume behind

the missile and, shortly thereafter, the missile will im-
vact. To evade the missile, you must execute a per-Fecely-cimed, high-G break in the direction of your
turn, just before the missile hits, Timing ofthe urnis
bothcritical andextremely difficult to judge. Just as the
missile changes from a small white dotto a recognizable
shape, you wantto execute your break curn. Pull the
stick all the way back to the limit and dumpchaff and
flares like there’s no tomorrow(if you don’t succeed,
there maynot be).

 

If you're successful, the missile will buzz harmlessly
~_past you in the lower padlock window in dramatic

7)4. fashion. If you fail, Berry will quickly notify you ofl : isai\e such! Proper timing ofthe break turn is much more of
an art than a science, but the above guidelines in conjunction with
practice should providesatisfactory results against both surface-to-air
and air-to-air missiles. Through the padlock view, your improved
defensive ability in conjunction with your greater offensiveskills will
make your F-16 the most feared weaponinthe simulated sky! caw

 

 

Becoming a Fighting Falcon 3.0 On-Line
by Victor “Duke” Zaveduk

Oneof the most popular modemgames being played in Compuserve’s MTM-Lobbyis Falcon 3.0 from Spectrum HoloByte. Falcon
puts gamersin the cockpit ofan F-16fighterjet with someofthe mostrealistic flight modelingthis side ofa multi-million dollar military
simulator. Modemplay takes ultimate advantage of the simulation by pitting one humanplayer against anotherin a classic one-on-one
dogfight.

The gameis so popular thar an ongoing competition ladder has formed. Over 70 players have signed upsince the competition began
last October. This meansthar, at any given moment, nearly 50active players are competing in a continuing struggle to determine the

most ofthe players aretop “Ace” among CompuServe members. While there are a couple ofactive or ex-military pilots companthe experience becomesasarmchair fighter jocks. Pur them behindthe controls of Falcon 3.0 and their adrenaline starts pumping, and
exhilirating and exhausting as “real” aerial combat.

The MTM-Lobbyoften resembles a fighterjock hangout with a large numberofFalconpilots looking for “friendly” matches to keep
their competitive edge finely honed. Anyone interested in joining the competition ladder should contact Victor “Duke” Zaveduk at
76711,27 in the MODEMGAMESForumorjust drop by the MIT'M- Lobbyforalittle “friendly” competition. Just make sure to have
thac helmet strapped on and that parachute packed. caw
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"a remarkably rich playgroundfor
modem-owning role-players.”

(Compter Gaming World, Aug. 1992)

"no othergame, no matter how
graphically advanced, capturesthe

true essence of roleplaying
like this one.”

(Compter Game Review,Oct, 1992)
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Legends of Future Past™is available only on the Digital Dreams Network™, a service of Inner Circle Technologies, Inc. Other features include
forumscontaining thousandsoffiles and featuring discussions on a widerangeof topics from sciencefiction to PC computing. Other
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Strategy Tips For QQP’s Conquered Kingdoms
by Randall Black

ith a rich armory full of pieces and a vast playing area,
Conquered Kingdoms (CK) trom QQPhas thefeel of chess
onsteroids. Only by careful placement and a masteryofthe

strengths and weaknesses of the 16 kinds of units can the player
consistently beat CXstrongartificial intelligence (Al). Winning the
game requires persistent attention to key principles and, most impor-
tantly, not losing — the campaign game penalizes each loss so that
success breeds success as bonus pieces and gold pile up for use on the
next map.

Thefarflung scale of the playing surface rewards speedyacquisition
of key objectives (castles, resources and cities) and transforms thefirst
fewturns into a foot race for the goods. ‘The choiceofstartingcities is
crucial to victory. Howevertemptingit maybe to occupycities based
onvictory points alone, prudence demandsstarting at some lowpoint
cities for their strategic positions.

Occupationofcastles should be top priority, and the winning player
sets up fast units suchas cavalry to movein as soon as possible. Once
occupied, castles are vastly more difficult to take. With even asingle
friendly unit insideits walls,a castle can be reinforced with cheap-but-
deadly units like catapults and archers that can snipe with impunity
fromthe protected keep. Manageto takeall the castles, and the enemy
can’t reinforce, even with a mountainofgold.

Theonly source of replacement units, resources, are as important as
cities for ultimate victory. The proximity of these sinews of war —
gold, coal and wood — should exert a strong influence onthe choice
of starting cities before the initial mad dashbegins.If possible, keep
balanced supplies of wood and coal to maximize their purchasing
power.

Cities should be occu-

pied as soon as possible,
but usually require well-
planned garrisoning with
strong forces to hold them
over the long haul. An
early sprint to a city by a
single fast unit is often re-
warded by a crushing at-tack, especially at chehi h
value cities which act like
magnets for enemy units.

Units purchased during
the initial set-up shouldreflect the need for speed. Except on maps
withlots of obstacles (mountains, oceans and rivers), cavalryare ideal
starting units and should account for up tohalfof the initial budget.
Spies are a must, at least one in each starting city, not only for vital
intelligence butalso for high-speed travel ro resources and uncontested
cities. Wizards may seemlike powerful fighters, but they are most
valuable for their speed, celeporting themselves and adjacent units to
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objectives 15 squares away. Beware: a wizard-borne army can be
quickly decimatedif it rematerializes in the midst of enemyforces.

Clusters Bomb! (Avoiding Diminishing Returns)
Theearly battles, usually taking place among clusteredforces, are the

most treacherous. The Al excels at maximizing damagein a clusterfuss,andareview ofthe casualty reportoften reveals huge [eases during these
early bactles among bunchedforces. Preserving one’s units can hinge
on the ability to avoid large, uncontrolled battles. Remember the
strategy made famous by brave Sir Robin and his fellow Holy-
Grailsmen: run awaaay!

Whenforces are bunched up,a single fireball can ruin your wholeday. Goadfully loaded wari into fireballing early by baiting them
with a couple ofunits be-
fore approaching—with
larger numbers. Although
touted for their ability to
kill kings, a pair ofspies are
another great way to take
out a 9x wizard. Dragons,
too, punish—clustered
forces by hitting both
units in a square. Spread
Our Units roa square when
these fearsome beasts are
present.

 
Paying Scale (Dragons and Gargoyles)

Dragons may seem expensive, but they constitute an extremely
desirable offensive unit. For 20 gold pieces onegets afast,all-terrain
unit that canattack ata distance, often from the safety of mountains
and seas. Notice how muchthe Al likes dragons. In clustered battles
at close quarters theycandish out up to 16 points ofdamage per round
of combat. Once most of their impressive 32 points of damageare
depleted, severely weakened dragons can move offto make excellent
sentries for cities and resources. A badlycrippled dragon can destroy
wave after wave of small units blundering into rangeofits city, and
dragons don’t frighteneasily.

A poor man’s dragon,the gargoyle, is good for crossing badterrain
to tap resources and attack out-of-the-way cities. Without ranged
firing, however, gargoyles have to mix it up during combat and
eventually get whittled away. At nearlyhalfthe price ofa dragon, these
escapees from Notre Damearebestleft for spreading out over inacces-
sible terrain or attacking archers.

A Wiz at Some Things (Overpriced Units)
Whenstarting in the lap ofthe enemy,a wizard or two can bea good
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insurance policy but their best roles are those oflong-range transports
ar sep sitters, not pitched battle fighters. Limit purchases of theseexotic luxuries to the demandsof specific missions.

Certain units hardly seem worth buying, except in very special
circumstances. Phantomsare valuablefor “scaring”in clusteredfights,but given their low speed, exorbitant cost of 15 gold pieces, and the
fact that one should be avoiding those massed attacks anyway, theyare
ofdubiousvalue.

Ata cost ofseven, land
_ bound and remarkably

vulnerable ogres aren't
much of a bargain, even
thoughthey can atrack at

{) a range ofoneandinflict
; damage without making

contact. Glorified lancers,

tralls can heal(ifthey live),
but they cost as muchas
three-and-a-half—regular
lancers. Instead ofa troll,

one should try buying a
squad consisting of a swordsman,alancer and anarcher for the same
price. Take along anofficer and they can heal as well.

Arch-enemies (The Archer Ploy)

Oneofthe mosteffective andsatisfying ploys in CKis loading boats
with archers. Cruising out of reach of manyland units, and hard to
kill even with the most powerful units, archers in boats areaterror to
coastal cities and make anexcellent counter to dragons. When things
get hor, their high speed can get them away from trouble (spelled
g-a-t-e-0-y-l-c-s).

 
Perhaps, the most important key to success in CKis the ability to

anticipate. Knowing
where enemyunits will be
next turnis often moreim-

portant than where they
are now. One should set

up ranged units (archers,
catapults and dragons) just
withinstriking distance of
squares where the enemy
units will be «after they
move. This allows for a

double barrage; first, at the
end of the Al’s turn, and

then again on the player's turn, By simply mixing it up with enemy
units, one will only trade hit points. By taking advantageofaction at
a distance and picking the right fights, the player's units can exact a
toll (or troll) without getting a scratch.

 
Mixmaster (Strategic Overview)

MuchofCX’s charmlies in the scissors/rock/paper interactionofthe
units. Even the lowly Rog can be incredibly deadly when a weakened
Al beginsto spit out droves ofcheaplancers. Yer, a single lancer ona
bridge can stop a massive cavalry charge. A knight can walk right into
a castle held only by archers. Every unit has an Achilles Heel that can
be exploited. Becoming tooreliant on a fewfavorites can give the Al
an opening, The right toolforthejob is the right strategyfor Conquered
Kingdoms. caw

WhatDo PC Jet Jockeys Want?
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he timeis solar year 2198 andthe humanracestill hasn’t learned
fromits history. “Destroy or be destroyed!” is the motto of the
Consortium and a growing numberof corporations. Enter the

mercenaries, Napalm and lasers for hire, these go-getters are the
backboneoforder throughout a multitude ofworlds.Still, mercenaries
are a volatile, egocentric lot and they needalor ofdiscipline; they need
a leader.

Their leaderis the B.O.S.S., the Base Operations Squad Sergeant.
The B.O.S.S. maintains control of a handful of hand-picked merce-
naries througha real-time Tactical Imaging and Synthesizing Fabrica-
tor, whichgives the sergeanta bird’s cye viewofthe entire operation
and a channel of communications to each of the mercenaries.

fegel’s Mercenaries, the
latest science fiction game
from Mindcraft, follows
the ongoing adventures of
a group of mercenaries
bankrolled by the gruff,
enigmatic and very rich
zeneral Tegel. The playerFes just washed our of the

Officer’s Training Acad-
emy andis alirrle slim on
prospects. Enter the good
general and an opportu-

nity to make a fast and bloody buck by commanding a crew of
mercenaries and, before the player can think through the options, the
first mission begins.

 
Tegel’s Mercenaries is a squad-level game of combat and command

where one’s progressis registered by an accumulationofcredits for each
scenario successfully completed. A scenariobegins witha shortbriefing
fromgeneral Tegel, leaning overhis desk andstaring out of very beady
cyes. The general explains the missiongoals in general terms and how
the missionfits into the overarching plans ofthe Consortium. Then,
the player must select and recruit up to six mercenaries per mission
from a stable of 20. The mercenaries vary in skill, weaponry, species
andsenseofjust compensation — someareavailable dirt cheap, while
others want a hefty sumforthe risks they may take.

After assemblingthe crew, a drop ship brings the squad into the thick
of the sortic andit is up to theplayerto issue the orders necessary to
complete the mission, whetherit is as simple as protecting a diplomar
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by Paul C. Schuytema 
or as complex as weaving through a maze-like building to destroy
various Communications centers.

While the general premise of the gameis attractive, the executionis
anything bur flawless. Once on theplanet, the viewis reminiscent of
the skewed 3-D which works so well on the new Ulsma scries. The
olayer controls a cursor with a mouse, andselecting a mercenarywill
oring up an opaque windowwhichlists the various orders the player

mayselect. Someorders,like those controlling movement orders, then
require a mouseclick on the location to which the player would like
the mercenary to move.

Theinterface is poorly executed andthe displayflickers in blocky
sections orfreezes altogether while trying to hand out orders. The
mercenaries themselves seem to be a bit spaced out (perhaps the oxygen
mix oftheir suits is a bir off),
because a simple movement
order through a door canbe
an exercise in futility. The
mercenary maysimply keep
bumping into the wall until
the player reorders the
movement, and the merce-

naries seem to have amazing
trouble walking around
anything lying on the floor
(like a body of a fellow mer-
cenary).

The mercenaries can

either be toggled to an ag-
gressive or passive posture,
attacking any enemy on
sight or needing direct or-
ders. Unfortunately, the
combatin Tegel’s Mercenar-
tes is the most frustrating
aspect ofthe game.It is very
difficult to tell if'a being is
an enemy or only a bystand-er (there are no fiends),
The only litmus test is to
wait and see if the entity
fires on the mercenary. A

 
TITLE: Tegel's Mercenaries
SYSTEM: IBM
GRAPHICS: VOA
SOUND SUPPORT:—AdLib, Sound Blaster
PRICE: $59.95

None
Robert Bonifacio & Dan Burke
Minderatt
Torrence, CA
(G00) 525-4933

PROTECTION:
DESIGNERS:
PUBLISHER: 
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(seca (Meemney
more functional esa See
approach is to
simply kill every
thing in_ sight.
Not terribly real-
istic, bur it is a
touchsafer,

When the
mercenaries are
set Co initiate at-

tacks themselves,
they seemto de-
liberately—rurn
their backs from

the foe and fire offin randomdirections. Itappears to take directattack
andtarget orders to get the squad to accomplish anythingat all.

Generally, the missions are a combinationofretrieval and combat,
with completion requiring the elimination of one or nwo specific
entities, and perhapstheretrieval of a data disk. At times, doors will
be locked, and a card keyis necessary, which generally meansfinding
another entity,killing it, and searching the body.

Combat,as | mentionedearlier, is best handled bya direct order.
Whenanentity appears to be hostile, order every squad memberin the
area to specifically atrack the enemy. Grenades seemto work the best,
and they appearto be the only weapon which makes the foes stagger
back fromthe hit. This, at least psychologically,is far more satisfying
than theless efficient weapons.

Since meres are a precious and unmodifiable commodity, a tactic ta
generally ensure success in a missionis to save the game immediately
when the meres are deployed. Then,scroll around the map and figure
out what points need to be hit, accessed or interacted with. Bring up

ETTSTYTy

THE ULTIMATE ROLE-PLAYINGAID
Introducing The Ultimate Character Editor. This exciting new product features
full mouse and keyboard support, online context sensitive help and a complete
windowing system (does not require MS Windows to run). This editor allows you
to edit most of the gameslisted below (including all of the Might and Magics,all
of the Ultimas,all of the SSI games,all of the Bard's Tales, and more), The price
for this editor is $59.95. So, for the price of 3 editors, you will be getting
approximately 30 editors, Upgradeswill be available to handle new gamesasthey
are released for only $9.95.
* CHARACTER EDITORS — $19.95 each |

Might and Magic (1, 2, 3 or 4), Drakkhen, Pool of Radiance, Hard Nova,
Bard's Tale (1, 2 or 3), Wasteland, Dragon Wars, Space Rogue,
Wizardry (Edits 1-3), Wizardry 4, Wizardry 5, Bane of Cosmic Forge,
Crusaders of the Dark Savant, Treasurers of the Savage Frontier,

Sentinel Worlds |, Knights of Legend, Secret of the Silver Blades, |Curse of the Azure Bonds, Champions of Krynn, Space 1889,
Keys to Maramon, MegaTraveller (1 or 2), Keef the Thief, Darklands, j
Escape from Hell, Ultima (3, 4, 5, 6 or 7), Dark Heart of Uukrul,
Savage Empire, Tunnels and Trolls, Lord of the Rings (1 or 2),
Countdown to Doomsday, Martian Dreams, Eye of the Beholder (1 or 2),
Death Knights of Krynn, Fountain of Dreams, Magic Candle (1 or 2),
Pools of Darkness, Ultima Underworld, Twilight 2000, Planet's Edge. i

Dark Queen of Krynn, and Prophecy of the Shadow. |

Di

HINT BOOKS — $9.95 each
Might and Magic 1, Knights of Legend, Curse of the Azure Bonds,
Champions of Krynn, Legacy of Ancients, Dark Heart of Uukrul,
Wizardry (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, Bane or Crusaders), Eye of the Beholder 2,
Might and Magic 3 (12.95).

IBM listed. Apple, C64 and Amiga versions also available.
Please add $4.00 for shipping and handling.

Open from 9AM - 9PM every day for your convenience.

<A|GaeRASApaa|pAeSaI
*Visa_| GOSSELIN COMPUTER CONSULTANTS[4
__ P.O. Box 1083 = Brighton, MI 48116 © (313) 229-2453 [aR1||1||}A)|)|
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the file screen and reload the mission, this time armed with concrete
information.

When the mission is complete, theplayeris paid in credits, withfees
deducted for needless casualties (an odd stipulation since it’s hard to
tell a needless casualty during the run) and squad memberskilled.General Tegel will immediatelyissue orders for another mission, and
recruiting may begin again. Since there is only a stock stable of
mercenaries, it is very possible for the game to end due to a lack of
warm bodies for hire. One problem with the credit system is that
mercenaries aren't all chat expensive to hire and thereis no provision
for purchasing new weapons. The only wayfo get newweaponryis tofind |it or pull it from a warmcorpse. Having ‘the option to re-equip

the mercs would

makethelogisti-
cal aspect of the
game much
more appealing.

The over-

arching mission
ofthe gameis to
find and kill the

K’kistik queen
who controls a

race ofaggressivetnacciol crea-
tures. Each mis-

sion assigned
fromgeneral Tegel moves towards this end, generally by analyzingthe
data captured from the mercenaries’ previous mission.

eeTee| 1Saas

Beyondthe standard missions, Jegel’s Mercenaries sports a custom
mission builder. The player can load anyofthe blank scenario maps
and create a custom mission. Mission goals may be set, and enemies
are placed, with the designer able to control such things as armor
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strength andthe actions ofthe enti-
ties. The mission builder is a very
helpful tool which enables the
player to learn the logic behind
Tegel’s missions, and it is a good
idea, once the player has some fa-
miliarity with the game,to go in and
build a mission. When returning to
Tegel’s scenarios, the player is
armed with a wealth of information

which makes the whole systemalot
clearer.

Building the missionsis a trial and
error affair, since the interfaceis as

clunkyand as inconsistent as it is in
the game. At one point a menuwill
pop up which warrants a mouse se-
lection, at another time, the player
cycles through choices with ihe left
mouse button, and in yet anotherinstance, the player must type in the
requested informationfromthe keyboard. To make things even more
inconsistent, these parsers seem to pop up everywhere: at the top of
the screen, on another menuscreen, or in an almost invisible message
box.

The manualprovidesaslight and abbreviated rurorial, but nowhere
does the manual even mention howto use the custom tools. It rook
meseveral attempts before | found the “Custom Game” menuselec-
tion whenstarting the gameto be able to access myscenarios.

The graphics are probablythe strongest point of Tegel’s Mercenaries.The artists chose a cartoonish look Chick seems to work very well.
Thereis verylittle dithering, andthecolorsareall vibrant, making the
screens standout exceptionally well. Whenin the scenario mode, the

The WARGAMER'S 
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entire screen is filled with the over-
head view, and menus are accessed
byclicking on a squad memberor
one of two unobtrusive buttons.

Clicking on the red button brings
upthefile save and exit menu, while
the green button brings up a some-
what muddled, but helpful, over-
head mapofthe entire scenario.

Soundis generally well handled,
with a refreshing sparseness to the
musical scores. Digital sounds are
provided, but the version I reviewed
was missing one of the needed driv-
ers. The only problem with the
game sounds is thar chey don’t re-
ally help the player assess the mis-
sion any berter. Sometimes a
weapon makes a sound, other times

not, and therhrears seemto be uncomfortably quiet, makingthe player
pay extra attentiontoall of his squad membersto findthelittle blue
puffs of combat smoke.

Allin all, Tegel’s Mercenaries is a pretty game with a handfulofgood
ideas. ‘I'he problemis, not manyofthose ideas are very well executed.
Control is clunky, inconsistent, and downright frustrating at times.
The logistics aspect is downplayed to a faulr, and the successful
completionofthe scenarios is accomplished more through rote than
through anyintuitive andcreative decision making.

Hopefully, futureeditions will clean up the game and add the depth
needed to keep a player's artention. Until then, the twenty-second
centuryis a hit or miss proposition. caw

—
Computer Company
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results.
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hile Virgin Game's first computer gaming foray into theworld oFFrank Herbert's Dune books was well-received by
many gamers, others wished thefirst Dune game wasa little

meatier. With the introduction of Dune Jf, Virgin Gamesand devel-
oper WestwoodStudios have created a gamethat, among other things,
contains more strategy muscle thanits predecessor.

In DuneI, gamers can chooseoneofthree houses to championtheir
conquest of the planet Arrakis: House Atreides, House Harkonnenor
House Ordos. While the goal of cach house is the same (supreme
rulership of the planet), cash house approachesits goal with a dighily
different set oftactics. Regardless of whether gamers choose the guile
of House Ordos, the overt military might of House Harkonnenor the
balanced military doctrine of House Arreides, winning at Dune Ican
be an arduous task at best.

Toaid aspiring conquerorsin their conquestofArrakis, the following
strategy tips and guidelines (gained at the expense of thousands of
simulated Atreides, Harkonnen and Ordossoldiers) should provide
invaluable insight into the maniacal aggressive-
ness of a computer-controlled opponent. Al-
though computers may have a “head for busi-
ness” with regards to playing Duwe // (afterall,
their tiny electronic brains are fashioned out of
sand), a healthy dose ofuseful human behaviors
(i.e. deception, trickery, chicanery, etc.) com-
bined with the steps outlined below will help
gamers along the sandy pathto victory.

Fate

1. Speedis life (and victory).
From building structures to attacking the en-

emy, speed is invaluable. Building structures as
fast as possible is the key to survival in many of
the scenarios, where a fast-moving foe could easily overwhelm slowly
prepared defenses. Build initial structures as quickly as possible in rhe
following order: windtrap, outpost, light factory, windtrap, andrefin-
ery. This will work well in most scenarios. Building at least two
refineries at the start of the scenario helps keep spice, ihe lifeblood of
any military campaign on Arrakis, flowing in adequate quantities.
Finally, when an opportunity presentsitself, players would be wise toeapitalive onit as quickly as possible.

2. When in doubt, run them over.

Although often overlooked in the combatrole, the spice harvester
can be a very effective weaponagainstinfantry and troopers. No need
for fancy weaponsto do the job; simply point the anterior end of the
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harvester at a line of enemy troops and proceed to squash theminto
jelly. Tanks (ofall varieties) also work well at clearing out thickets of
infantry, with the added benefit of being more heavily armored and
sporting weapons to defend themselves.

3. Lay the foundationsofsuccess.
The victorious commander in Dune//is not just one who canlead

a brilliant attack or manage troop production and spice refinement,
but one whocanplanahead,literally, from the foundationup. Players
of SimCity will certainly have the prerequisites necessary for building
a military-industrial complex thatis functional and efficient. When
the scenario begins, take a moment to survey the landscape and
visualize the optimal military base within the specific confines of the
scenario, Plan to leave a nice, breezy thoroughfare through the middle
of the complex so that units can quickly get to defensive positions on
any side of the base. Also, try to place Spice Refineries and their
attendant Harvester docking-bays such thar they are easily accessibleane closest to the majority of Spice Fields.

 LMWENTEAT.| [DP TIONS|. CreditsCaetsieie) Leave room for defensive structures at the
Q) edges of the base. Often, the hasty com-

manderwill build an importantstructure at
the very edge ofthe sand, leaving no roomfor
those essential Rocker Launchers. \aarrncx

[Hous|
Ni cazrazayr: 4. Blatant, in-your-face deception

is the best policy.
|=:Directing large-scale assaults right at the
4 centerofan enemybaseis usually a recipefor

ignominious defeat. The enemywill usually
(especially in the last few battles) pour outunits en masse to meetany threar. Then, they

will systematically proceed to grind any attacking force into Sand
Worm patties, ‘Vakinga less direct (i.e. sneaky and deceitful) approach
is the best path towards victory. First, fully explore the area around an
enemy base. When a large section of rock is discovered next to the
flanksof that base, sending units to gatherat that point in anticipation
of a massed assault is a good idea. A good production strategy is to
create twounits for the defense of the player's own base, then onefor
attacking the enemy base. Onceaforce ofabour 7-10 vehicles has been
assembled at the rendezvous, they should be sent to attackthe flanks
ofthe enemy. This strategy may take somepractice; assembling units
too close to the enemy base will cause themto be attacked before the
force is large enough, while gathering forces too far away gives Sand
Worms ample opportunity to munch on them as they stream across
great distances of open desert.

. . . Computer Gaming WorldPetitioner Microsoft Corporation, Ex. 1025, p. 11
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5. Accentuate the deadly,
eliminate the ineffectual.

Learn the strengths of each house. Each
demands different tactics to emerge success-
ful. For House Ordos, maximize the speed
advantage ofraider trikes and other speedy
units by performing slashing hit and run
raids. House Harkonnen? Try to concen-
trace the superior firepower ofthis house’sunics on ma targets, then proceed to
divide the enemyinto small, casily climi-
nated groups. For House Atreides, a mixture
of the aforementioned doctrinesis essential:

usefirepower on the Ordos, while emphasizing a more stealthy ap-
proach whendealing with the Harkonnen.

6. Ride the rocks.

[Fone thing is constant in Dene //, it is thar Sand Wormsare always
on the lookout for a meal on the cheap. Also, since the favorite snack
of any rapacious Sand Wormalways seems to be the most expensive
of military units, keeping those units out of the gullet of an ornery
Sand Wormis a toppriority. Since Sand Wormscan’t travel through
rock, gamers wouldbe advisedto plot lengthy unit movementsso they
travel across as much rock as possible. Wheeled and trackedvehicles
seemto attract an inordinate amountofattention from Sand Worms,

soa wise commander would keep those units on rock at all times, even
when guarding a stationary position. Troopers and infantry, while
occasionally getting munched, are usually much safer guarding on
open sand than anyother units. When in doubt, however, keepall of
yourunits stationed onrocks (unless the strategic value ofplacing them
on opensand is more valuable than losing a unit or two).

7. Become one with the Shai-Hulud.

Although Sand Wormsare extremely difficult to kill, they can be
forced to alter their course. Pitched battles on open sand always seem
to artracta great dealofattention from sandworms. In situations such
as this, wise commanders will expend just cnough firepower on a
troublesome wormto haveit change course away fromhis units and
towards those of his enemy.

8. Follow the leader.

Using this tactic, players can lure enemyforces away from their base
andinto pre-defined “kill zones” aroundtheir bases. To begin with,a
defensive cul-de-sac(lined with turrets andpotent offensive units, such
as tanks and troopersquads) should be created in front ofa player's

base. Next, a half-dozen or
so trikes or quads should

eo be created and then, sentCOREPINERY!
‘faz, to attack the enemybase.Tons

Whenthe attacking units
arrive at the enemy base,
they should be directed to
engage as many enemy
units as possible. After
fighting for a brief period

=H aR of time, the attacking units‘Tiel lee 2-1pee ee 2") should then be ordered to

retreat co the “kill-zone” next to theplayer's base. Many ofthe engagedenemyunits will happily follow theretreating units, owing them to
be cut apart when they arrive within the confines of the “kill zone.”
Used in conjunction with tactic #4, a player could use this tactic to
draw off a substantial number of enemy units from their base before a
surprise flank attack is performed.

 
9. Rockets galore.

For attacking enemybases, nothing beats the rocker launcher(also

May 1993

called a missile rank). Rocket launchers have
greater range than almost every other unit in
the game, making them well-suited to dis-
mantling enemy gunand rocketturrets from
a safe distance. A prudent commanderwill
often use rocket launchers in conjunction
withtactic #4, performing a sneak flank at-
tack with long-ranged weapons of destruc-
tion.

10. Turrets, turrets and
more turrets!

Althoughbashing an opponent into smith-
ereens with waves of fast moving tanks is

every commander's dream, a more pragmatic approach mustalso take
the defense of a player’s home base into account. Chief among the
defensive weapons are gun and rocker turrets. Inexpensive, easy to
produce and deadly accurate, a well-designed defensive wall of rocket
turrets caneffortlesslyslice an attacking enemyforce into shreds. Avoid
using defensive walls; they are almost useless in the last few battles,
easilyfalling under the heavier guns of powerful units.

11. Deal with the (Death) Hand you’re dealt.
In the last few scenarios in Dune //, each House maybuild a palace.

In addition to being a well-fortified defensive structure, a palace gives
its owner a powerful offensive weapon. In the case of House Atreides,
powerful Fremen troopers can be summoned to fight the enemies ofthe Atreides. The palace
used by House Ordos
grants the ability to create
a saboreur, a stealthy unit
which can heavily damage
enemystructures. Finally,
the palaces used both by
the Harkonnen and the

Emperor himselfgrant the
ability to launch the Death
Hand missile, possibly the
most powerful offensive >
weapon in the game. Developing an effective strategy against these
special weaponsis crucial for victory.

 
cALt

As the most powerful special weapon, the Death Hand deserves
special attention. The best way to deal with the deadly Death Hand
missile is to simply save the game often. Although inaccurate, a Death
Hand can destroyseveral structures with one strike. In addition to
restoring your game, creating another construction yard on a section
of rock a considerable distance from most structures will serve to
minimize the effect of the Death Hand.

12. Getting Your Fix

The original release of Dune H crept out with a few bugs (not
including our Sand Wormfriends). Ifplaying withtheoriginalversion,
one mayoccasionally notice that 1) the Frigate that is supposed to
service the Starport may never show up whencalled, 2) a Harvester
maydock in a Spice Refinery and decide thatit is not going to leave,
3) Team Movementdoes not exactly workas described in the manual.
According to Virgin, these problems and more have beencorrected in
an update that is currently available. Call the customer support line
given in the game manualfor more information.

Although the tactics listed here should prove successful, many more
tactics andstrategies for Dune // can be devised by either altering the
ones presented here, or by experimenting. Indeed, a Dune [7 com-
manderwith anactive mind anda willingness to experiment can make
the best of any situation. caw
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Doméark’s r\ 8B Harrier Assault
(Fe eat ealae Meco aaaG aauy bia
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t has taken until the aircraft has become well and truly combat a dead stop from high speed and hover is well-presented, as is the
proven in the recent Gulf Warfor a seemingly worthwhile flight famous VIFFing techniquefirst seen in the Falklands campaign.
simulationofthelatest version of the Harrier family to appear on The one dubious element of the flight

a floppy disk. Now, two new simulations cares modelis the rudderinterpretation. Releasing
have appeared almost_simultaneously. the rudder control forces the Harrier to
Harrier Jump Jet from Microprose and bounce back onto (or near) its original ori-
Domark's AV8B Harrier Assault (HA). The entation, It appears that Simis (designers of
premise to the latter simulationis that Indo- the flight model) attempted to copy the
nesia has invaded East Timor and has occu- effect of high inertia resulting from strong
pied it since 1975, Now,hard-line factions air-flow acting upontheairframe. The idea
in the Indonesian army are oppressing the being that any movement away from the
indigenous island populationrather heavily, central axis will be resisted by the air-flow
and their continual poor treatmentofsaid which, in turn, will attempt tobring ir back
population, as well as frantic appeals from to the original position. [F this was the inten-
the legal government in exile, have pushed tion, the effect doesn’t quite comeoff.
theUnited Nationsinto action. ; The sound support doesn’t quite comeoff,

he only detachment inthe area is the as 4 either. The engine noise tends to stutter on
players's own amphibious force of US Ma- ee take-off, and this is more thanalittle unnerving. Fortunately, the
tines. Itis not, however, a full-stren th Marine Expeditionary Brigade. eraphic appealis morefulfilling. There is an excellent haze effect which
Only the Tarawa assault ship is able to launchthe limited number of Ghscures distant features and the day/night transitions are nicely
AVS8B Harriers. Limited Harrier replacements are available from the portrayed. The blackout effect and the jolt which
other assault ships along witha variety ofhelicopters occurs when oneis hit are alsovery well done.
plus special force troops and the marines themselves
(who are equipped with LVTP-7 assault vehicles). No
reinforcementsare available, so the player mustutilize
what he has to complete the campaign.

Obviously, the game comes complete witha ready-
made campaign andplenty ofpre-generated missions
whichallow theplayer to experience somefirst person
simulatoractionvia the AV8Bflight model. [vis reallya blend of twogenres:flight arnulbaon and wargame.
Indeed, it may well be thefirst successful integration
of such a system. Thatis, both genre types do (just)
stand aloneas gamesin their ownright.

Come Fly With Me(Flight Model)
The flight model, which can be explored with the |

use of the growingly popular 7 rustmastercontrols,is
oneofthebest available. It doesn’t top Falcon 3.0, but

 
 

Hunter/Killer (Limited Options)

Weaponsystems are numerous and include: LGBs,
Mavericks, Iron Bombs and Rocket Pods. Laser-

guided ordnance is illuminated via special force
troops. The whole subject oflaser guidance opens up
a can of worms in the game, though, For example,

Mrtwenaitoiikiiem laser-guiding a Harriervia special forcesis all well and
good, but what about Harriers illuminating targets,
via laser, for each other? The optionis a well used one
and was amply demonstrated by the RAF’s own Buc-
caneers, who illuminated targets for their Tornado
colleagues. Modern Close Air Support (CAS)aircraft,
including the AV8B,should havethe option, butit isnot available in HA, Harriers can easily be sent on
reconnaissance missions in the game to acquire tar-

 
_ . ara fs ara ls AVBBWarrier Assault tte ‘ * s

does present the feeling that multiple tons of metal are: even ‘Amiga, IBM gets, so it is not as if a hunter/killer option is out of
heing thrown around the sky. This illusion is both|price: $59.99 the question on theoretical grounds.snhance s f)j ‘e i: Tacte PROTECTION; None

enhanced by the fight models inertia effects that [RRSmag) Indeed, even if the idea of hunter/killer packs could
hang on every movement of the Harrier and other|pugustier: Domark ? ad \ Id be d pe ce
unique Harrier skills which are masteecee For oe he mooted, the notion would be doomed in HA. . oa vse, m "4 ave © . y ais, “

example, the Harrier’s capacity to gradually come to nn Jose, because wingmen are not available, ‘This also means
 

that Harriers must fly missions on their own with no
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orinor’s forests are dark and

gloomyandfull of dangers. But
you took Clan Sernevan’s money,
andit’s up to youtoprotect their
princess on her journey. You peer
over the shoulder of a wary
swordsmanintoa clearing.
you're deciding whetherit’s safe to
enter, you hear a branch snap on the
trail behind! Orcs flood into the
clearing! Boulders fly from the
trees! Ambushat Sorinor!

* Play a mercenary captain in a
worldof intrigue!
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Combat Air Patrol (CAP)
options to cover each
other's “six.” This is a dan-

gerous situation and one
which led me into severe

trouble on many occa-
sions.

This trouble leads to the

subject of air threats. |
found the opposition too
severe — especially for the
supposed quality ofthe en-
emy | was facing. This situation was made more aggravating bythe
limited information received by the attendant AWACS(who offer air
threat bearing, but not range), plus the poor performance ofthe
AIM-9MSidewinders which had a lower than expected performance.

Don’t Rain on my Campaign
(Campaign Construction)

If the player does nor wish to follow the game’s campaign he can
design oneofhis own. Using the campaign manager, TAWADS, one
can allocate waypoints for Harriers (attack and reconnaissance), heli-
copters (attacks, reconnaissance and troopinsertion) and troops (via
landing craft). The fleet, itself, can be allocated waypoints along the
coast ofthe island. However, even though TAWADSutilizes mouse
commands and a menu tree, the system is long-winded andtiring to
use, ‘he commandsystemcries out for global commandsto speed up
campaign orders and tactical decisions. The frequent slow screen
updates that blank the screenalsohelptoirritate, especially during the
heat of the action.

Eccentricities also occur when using TAWADS.For example,in the

"The Informative PBM Magazine"
Do your know what PBM (Play-By-Mail) gamingis? If you

don't, we can help you explore the world of PBM gaming.
Paper Mayhem has beenleading the wayfor over 9 years
by informing people about PBM gaming. Articles, reviews, bio-
graphies and morefill each issue. Not to mention the ratings
of PBM gamesand companiesthat our readers participatein.

Paper Mayhem has been improving with the ever expanding
hobby of PBM gaming since 1983. Each bimonthly issue
brings you the latest on PBM news.

So why delay and miss out on all the fun? Read Paper May-
hem and take advantage of PBM gaming.

Send subscriptions to:
PAPER MAYHEM

Dept CG
1518 Adams Street

Ottawa, IL 61350-4770
US Subscriptions:

Single issue $5.00
1 year $24.00
2 year $42.00

FOREIGN SUBSCRIPTIONS: 1 year Canada $31.00;
1 year to Europe $51.00; 1 year to Australia $57.00.
All Subscriplions to PAPER MAYHEM are to be paid
in US funds and drawn from US banks. Foreign sub-
scriptions are asked lo use Intemational Money Order
in US funds.
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wargameview, Harriers becomeinvincible apart fromthe odd loss over
a target (presumably from SAMattack). Also, helicopters are similarly
impregnable.| neverlost one chopper during the whole campaign. The
Harriersituation is a temptation to cheat, however. If one’s Harrieris
under attack from an enemyaircraft during the simulation mode,
merely switching to wargame/campaign mode defuses the chrear.
Domarkhas admitted that the gameswitchesto a simplified wargame
set of rules. This onepoint is typical ofthe generally poor Al routines
in the game. Anotherdifficulty presented via TAWADSis the lack of
air threat representation on the map; the only air threar seen is the
infrequent supply C-130,

Onefinal criticism is the no-win situation. Winning the gameis,
apparently, triggered upon achieving 70%occupation ofthe island.|
managed to occupy 89%ofthe island without seeing a “win screen.”
This is a bug, it appears.

On the positive side, though, the real-time action seen on the
TAWADS mapis made more atmospheric whenonerealizes thatall

of the movements are ac-

tually happening in 3D. It
brings the normallystaid
2D mapto life. In addi-
tion, the map can be
zoomed almost indefi-

nitely and the presentation
is commendable via the hi-
res screen.

Amiga owners have their
ownproblems, I’mafraid.
[his version does not in-

nlaborage eaeee

clude night missions. Domarkalleges that the lack of RAMin most
Amigasis to blame. However, when oneconsiders that night missions
merely warrant asimple palette change and that Domark recommends
a 68020 Amigato play the game (and most 68020 Amiga owners have
2 MB+ of RAM), this seems unlikely.

 
End of Strafing Run (Conclusion)

Even worseis the fact thatit is so obvious that the whole thing hasn’t
been properlytested, just rushed out of the door. Evenlimited playtest-ing would have prevented many of the problems occurring in HA.
Domarkdeserves to be strafed with cannonfire for this sim ple lack of
thought.

However, despite the criticisms HAis worth alook. There are enough
innovationsand hooks in the game to warrant spending sometime on
HA, Doublyso when an update is promised whichwill tackle manyof
the problems described. caw

Computer Gaming World
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Monsters of the Blight! survive and defeat the Blight!
TheBlight is consuming the ancestral homesof _ Delightful 256-color graphics, glorious music and
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t’s A Small, Small,
Real-Time World

Crossing Computer Gaming with Miniatures

Design Notes fromImpressions’ Ed Grabowski

n the fall of 1989, I first decided to

create a computer system whereby |
could fight some of the great heroic

battles of yesteryear. I had spent a large
part of my youth in painting, literally,
thousands of miniature soldiers and at-

taching themto cardboard bases for ease
of movement (and for reconstruction of
the barrlefield whenever mysister wreaked [i
mass destruction equivalent to an act of
God).

In spite of the obvious gratification
earned fromthis pursuit, [ alwaysfele thar §
the “turn-based” rules could never recre-

ate the incredible mental challenge of
simultaneously commanded thousands
of troops. Instead of taking the sensible
approach and creating said computer program
in myspare time, | decided to leave mycareer
as a systemsanalyst, working in Management
Information Systems which utilized large
water-cooled IBM mainframes, and go for it!
Myoriginal game was Rorke s Drift, andit has
beenfollowed by a series of games based upon
newhistorical subjects andfull of refinements.

Aiming High

So, what did I really want to accomplish,
The basic aim was to recreate the same re-

splendent battle formations one could com-
mand on the table-top, but allow gamers to
command these units in “real-time” with ar-

tificial intelligence controlling eachsoldier, |
didn’t want to lose onebit of the visual splen-
dor of the armies, andI desired to animate the
troops as well,

This meant that, while the batle is taking
place, the machine would have to perform the
following calculations for each soldier de-
picted onthe screen:

@ work out the Al for each soldier.

(Which means deciding if a soldier
should stay put or move, as well as
reload orfire, depending on his own
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Conquest of Japan

local Al and the orders set by the
player.);

carry out the move anddecide on the
animation pose required. Three
frames of animation are usedfor each
soldier’s walk, but 24 total frames are

requiredto reflect the eight different
directions in which he can walk;

detect if said soldier has collided with

CUMS
OLJAPAR
An epic simulation of Samurai conquest

b * or +

 

a fellow soldier and work out how

they can move around eachother to
allow both soldiers’ orders to be

fulfilled;

detect collision with the enemy;

if firing, automatically seek out the
most suitable target and attack it:

resolve any missile firing; and

finally, draw the soldier on the
screen!

OF course, the most difficult part of this
algorithmis thar it all has to be done in as

short a time as possible — ideally, five
times per second. To further complicate
matters, gamers need to be ableto scroll
aroundthebattlefield whileall this is hap-

pening, so the computer must also detect and
keep track of mouseclicks and key presses.

High Road or Low Road?
The next decision I had to make was

whether to use a “high level” languagelike C
or a faster “low level” assembly language. |
solvedthis byelecting to use a mixture of the
two, First, | would write the routine in C.

Then, once | had it working, | would often
rewrite it in assembler in orderto speedit up.

So, with a gamethatwas bothplayable and
working reasonably well on a 20 MHz MS-
DOS machine, | suddenly discovered what a
difference a higher clock speed can make. The
gameplayed entirely too fast on a 33 MHz
machine. The computer executed its battle
plans so quickly that | was being outmancu-
vered before | knew it. There I was, busy
getting my menin formationfor anassaulr on
the enemy’s left, when the rascally computer
had already attacked and routed most of my
right withhis cavalry. So, | would have to turn
andtrytorally myright while the computer
nonchalantly charged mycenter.

In short, | was being out-fought, not be-
cause I was being out-thought, but becauseeverything was happening too quickly. I

Coniputer Gaming World
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General Tegel has plansfor
some covert operations. Not 4
things he could order someone 44
to do ... but things he could
pay someoneto do.

And, asit happens, you—and
ye your colleagues—can be
) bought. 

Mindcraft presents: Tegel’s Mercenaries . . . an
intriguing conceptin futuristic strategy gaming.

You lead a squadof interplanetary mercenaries
picked from twenty of the most notorious men, women
andaliens this side of the Magellanic Clouds.

* Belk Otem,with his Delaserrifle and cybereye

* “Smokey” Okrara, the green-skinned, two-trunked
chlorophant

* “Bombshell” Divan, “Tunes” Krakowski, and 16
more!

 

Start with a “diplomatic” mission to the ice planet of
Nueva Nevada, then go whereverthe general sends
you next. Just remember the most importantthing:
you'reinit for the money!

Whenyouare through with Tegel’s tours of duty, strike
out on your own! Use the Scenario Kit & Working
Interface Developerto build missions to challenge the
most hardened mercenaries.

Anewlevelof excitement, from the makers of the
award-winning Magic Candle and Siege!
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2291 205th Street, Suite 201, Torrance, CA 90501
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didn’t have time to react. Therefore, I was
forced to introduce an option which m:ay
increasingly appear with new generations of
faster machines — a speed reduction option.
Withthis toggle in place, the game player can
set howfast rhe men move onthe screen. This,

ofcourse, provides time to see what's happen-
ing and respondappropriately.

Looking Good
When designing this system, | wanted to

select a viewpoint which would give an im-
pression (pun intended) of a three-dimen-
sional battlefield. | rejecteda straight overhead
view because | wanted the player ro see as
much ofthe uniforms as possible. After all,
miniaturesplayers spenddaysresearchingand
painting the clothing and armorofa given
period. | decided that my design shouldn't
offer anyless.

I chose, therefore, the isometric 3-D view

which is used in some arcade action games.
Naturally, this solution had its attendant
problems, thebiggest being thar ancea piece
movesbehindatreeor building, ircan become
remporarily hidden. My solution wasto give
the player the option of viewing the conflict
from the opposing player's viewpoint. To do
so meant having to drawthescenery graphics
from two viewpoints. I didn’t have to worry
about thesoldiers,sinceall oftheir angles were
already drawn, but I did have to do this for the
scenery,

The Loyal Opposition

In the discussion to this point, | have ne-
glected to speak of another major program-
ming conundrum, the Al. Getting the
computerto control anarmyisa never-ending
task. ‘he more we work on the Al, the more

changes we come up with. Right now, | work
ona general rather thanspecific approach.

Since | design campaign games (like Con-
quest ofJapan andthe upcoming Blue & Gray)
wherethesize and compositionofboth armies
andtheterrain can be different in anybatrle,
using general AI routines is mandatory. If T
were only simulating a particular conflict, I
could use pre-programmed. attack/defense
movements. So, | rework the general Al for
the period (tactics, weapons and unit types)
and geography(basic terrain advantages and
disadvantages) in which the gametakesplace.

Myroutines work by looking at the army’scomposition, position and morale. Ir evalt
ates these points at three levels: Overall, Unit
and Individual Soldier. First, it examines the
overall strength ofthe armyagainst the oppo-
sition, measured both numerically (number of
men) andpositionally (what typeofterrain ts
held). If the Al algorithms controlling the
player's units perceive that he has numerical
superiority and terrain advantage, it shifts vo
attack mode.

Next, the routine examines each unit and

follows the same procedure by zooming down

 
to that individual unit's perspective. Keeping
in mind whatoverall strategy has already been
factored into the process, the AI decides what
the uniris most likely to do.

Naturally, however, the whole affair boils
down to wherher the individual soldiers are

going to follow orders ornot. The Al performs
the samecalculations on an even smaller scale

for each soldier depicted on thescreen. If the
evaluation showsthe soldier to be too weakor

his morale to be too low, he simply will not
obey the commandsfromthe higher levels.

These general calculations are then supple-
mentedby algorithmsforfighting units with
unique skills, such as artillery and cavalry.
This keeps units from performing atypical
attacks such asartillery units charging cavalry
(The Chargeofthe Lugubrious Brigade).

Historical Notes

Hopefully, this article has given some in-
sight into the way my miniatures wargaming
system originated and evolved. After Blue &
Gray, we hope to create fantasy, W.W.IL and
space games whichutilize the system. caw
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(See details below.)

No matter what computerfootball game you've. ’ ?
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nothing comparesto thetotal pro-football experience
of Front Page Sports” Football.
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plays and running the action, only Front Page Sports”
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Come to the
Beret, My Friend

Special Forces from MicroProse
by JeffJames

or years, strategy gamers have used traditional pen-and-paper
games to simulate the actions of squad-level infantry units.
Boardgames such as Avalon Hill’s Squad Leader allowed arm-chair infantry commandersto tackle the ntoblenis a real-world infantry

leader might haveto. From destroying ammo dumpsto securing small
villages, small infantry squads have traditionally served as a deft and
deadly arm of a country’s armed forces.

Like most other board-gaming products (such as TSR’s Advanced
Dungeons &Dragons), several attempts have been madeat bringing the
visceral appeal of squad-level infantry combatto the computerscreen.
MicroProse’s Airborne Rangertookthe “lone wolf” approach, allowing
gamers to assumethe persona ofa single Americanparatrooper. Other
games, with Interstel’s D.4.A.G.O.N. Force as a prime example, took
a broader approach, giving gamers a crack at commanding anentire
squadofgrunts. As the latest attemptat simulating small-scale infantry
action, MicroProsehas released Special Forces (SForces).

While MicroProse has positioned S¥orces as the sequel to Airborne
Ranger, the two products have almost nothing in common. WhileAshore Rangerwas originally developedhere in the states by Micro-
Prose U.S.A. for the venerable Commodore 64 and IBM-compatible
computers, S/orces was developed in England by Sleepless Knights
and published on the Amiga by MicroProse U.K. | had hopedthat the
transatlantic connection between the U.S.A. and U.K. branches of

MicroProse would result in a product with a global outlook onthe
units the player could command. Instead of
offering specific, individualized units, Mi-
croProse has unfortunately attempted to
coverall the bases with an amorphous, overly
generalized unit of soldiers. Although the
product packaging subtly alludes to suchrenownedunie'as the U.K.’s SAS, the Soviet
Union’s Spetsnatz, and America’s anti-ter-
rorist Delta Force, they are nowhere to be
foundin the gameitself. Otherelite military
units such as the Navy SEALS, USMC Ma-
rine recon, US Army Rangers and others are
nowhere to be found. Giving gamers thechance to choose from the wot s mostclite
special forces would have been a welcome
programfeature,

Boot CampBasics

The game begins with the roster screen, where players have the
opportunity to give a custom nametotheir unit. After choosing oneoffour difficulty settings, the player is presented with a file abiesholding all 16 missions fielded in SForces. These 16 missions are
divided into four geographical regions: arctic, tropical, temperate and
desert. The missions in cach zone pit the player against unnamedterrorist groups, militaristic dru lords ora maniacal despot patterned
heavily after Saddam Hussein. Missions can be chosen at randomor
played in order, allowing gamers to enjoy a quick gameor to invest
more time ina lengthy campaign. The objectives in each mission range
fromplantinglaser target designators (LT'Ds) next to scud missiles to
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assassinating the leader ofen-
emy forces. Players who wish
to create and nametheir own

soldiers are out of luck;
gamers can only select troop-
ers from the included, pre-
generated ¢ight man_ roster.
Four soldiers can be used in a
mission and cach can be

equipped with avarietyofhi-
tech weapons. A variety of
pistols, rifles, grenades and rocket launchers are included. Explosive
charges and L/TDs roundout the included armaments, ensuring thatae every obstacle a player faces can be overcome by the vigorous
application of copious amountsof firepower, Oncethe player's teamis Briefed, assigned and loaded with weaponry, the war zone may be
entered,

TITLE:
SYSTEMS:
REVIEWED ON;
PRICE:
DESIGNERS:
PUBLISHER:

Special Forces
Amiga, IBMIBM
$49.95
Sleepless Knights Game DesignMicroProse
Hunt Valley, MD
(410) 771-0440

 
Into The Breach

Uponarrival into the war zone, the gameshifts to an overhead view
of the currentlyselected teamleader and his surroundings. Twolevels
of magnification are supported, including a scaled terrain map which
displays the entire warzoneat once. Once thefour troopers are on the
ground,the player has a numberofformation and movement options

with which to order them abour the coun-

tryside. By pressing the F-keys on the key-
board, gamers candirectsoldiers under their
commandtooperatein oneof three different
unit formations: individually, in pairs, or inteam support mode (whereall soldiers work
in a triangular formation around the team
leader). Soldiers can be moved directly by
aressing the appropriate soldier's functionhey (Fl - F4) nndeesiine them to their

objectives with a keyboard or joystick. For
more strategically minded players, move-

| mentcan beset at the scaled terrain maplevel
U by establishing waypoints.

When traipsing through enemyterritory,
soldiers can either move in stealth mode (shooting at enemies only
when necessary) or sniping mode (shooting everything that comes
close). For heavily defended objectives, | discovered that the stealth
mode workedbest; for less armed objectives, the sniping mode seemed
to be the superior choice. Regardless ofwhich modeis chosen, the four
grunts that the player controls seemto possess an incredible amount
ofstamina. Evenat the mostdifficult playsettings, these soldiers seem
to absorb an unearthly amount ofdamage,taking several roundsoffire
from a machine-gunpillbox at close range. Although the inherent
invincibility of the soldiers can be arguedfor the sake of playability,
gamers looking for a more accurate representation of damage received
during combatwill be disappointed. In manyinstances, SForces plays
more like a version ofthe arcadeblast-fest /kari Warriors thana detailed

wargameofsmall-scale infantry actions.

a iestith
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Purple Hearts And Promotions

Once the objective for the current scenario is accomplished(retriev-
ing a valuable object, assassinating the enemy leader, cr al), the player
must shepherd units back to “pickup zones.” Oncethe teamarrives atone ofthe designated raseAl points, a helicopter canbecalled in to
pluck the players from the warzone. Even here, SForces leans more
towards the arcade endofthe computer gaming spectrum. Evenifthe
pickup zoneis surrounded by dozens of enemy soldiers, gun emplace-
ments and other enemyunits, the player's chopper happily zooms into
almostcertain death, slowly picks up the team, and vanishes fromthe
combat scene without evenasingle shot beingfired inits direction.If
any soldiers end up being captured bythe enemy, the player has the
opportunity to fly back into the warzone and retrieve the missing
soldiers. If any soldiers are killed in action, that soldieris permanently
removedfromthe cight-manroster. After playing through the majorityofthe scenarios at a respectable level of difficulty, this loss of saldiers
can becrippling. Oncelost, a soldier is not replaced; players mayfind
themselves braving the last scenario or two withless than a complete
squadoffoursoldiers, Once the mission has been accomplished, each
of the soldiers that participated in the missionare given the opportu-nity to be promotedot decorated. ‘This processis entirely in the hands
ofthe player, allowing gamers to reward favorite soldiers with a greater
allotment of rewards. Once the 16 included scenarios are completed,
the game ends andthe player’s squadis retired fromactive duty. Players
can attemptthose samescenarios ata higherdifficulty level with a new
squad, although the scenarios themselves will remain largely un-
changed. One can only hope that MicroProsewill release additional
missiondiskettes (ora scenariobuilder) to give the gameplaying appealafter the included scenarios are acco inplished,

Theplaying interface is the strongest feature of SForces. Althoughmouse support is not included in ihe actual combat portion of the
game, moving soldiers about by way ofjoystick or keyboardis clean
andstraightforward. Switching between soldiers can be done quickly,

while changing weaponsis as easy asselecting the appropriate character
and using the “+” and “-” keys co scroll through thac character's
available weaponry. Graphics, thoughnotexcessively detailed,arecrisp
andbright, making the flora and geographical features ofthe battlefield
easily distinguishable. Soundis limitedto firing weapons andexplod-
ing ordnance, although a fittingly somber military melodyis played
whenever a mission is completed. The 88-page instruction manual is
somewhatofa disappointment coming from MicroProse, which has
historically produced some of the most well-written game documen-
ration in the industry, While I had hopedthat the manual might devote
a dozenorso pagesprofiling the elite militaryunits ofseveral countries,
backed by a brief history of the accomplishmentsofspecial forces used
throughouthistory, it did neither.

Mission Incomplete

I had hoped thar MicroProse U.K. would have heaped the same
amountoflavish detail upon SForces that other U.K. designed Micro-
Prose products have exhibited (with B-17 Flying Fortress being a prime
example). Unfortunately, SForces ends up being a rather unexciting
and easily forgettable entertainment product. With the gameplaying
emphasis resting more uponarcade action than shrewdtactical ma-
neuvering, SForces appears to be aimed squarely at male computer
gamers in their early teens. Yet, even if SForces wasclassified as a true
“shoot em’ up,”it fails miserably to compete with more focused arcade
offerings. In summation, SFarees is a product which unsuccessfully
attempts to straddle the barbed wire between arcade action and
derailed, realistic infantry combat. Gamers looking for a vague, over-
simplified introductory simulation ofsmall-scale infantry operations
might see something to admire in this game. Unfortunately, more
serious minded gamers looking for a detailed, factually correct simu-
lation of squad-level infantry actions should count SForees as missing
in action, caw
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by Paul Rigby ©

any moonsago,twoflight simulations appeared to be on the
brink of release to commemorate andcelebrate the Battle of

Britain. Theproduct from LucasArts, Battle ofBritain: Their
linest Hour, became a huge success. The Mirrorsoft game, Reach for
the Skies, a polygon-based simulation produced by RowanSoftware,
never materialized, Due to more tweaks than one could shake a stick

at, Reach for the Skies has undergone a variety of changes. After the
death of publishing magnate, Robert Maxwell, which caused great
disruption to his Mirror Corporationandits subsidiaries like Mirror-
soft, the product was picked up by Virgin Games andis nowfinally
being published in the U.S.

FromEither Side of the Channel

The game focuses upon 70 crucial days of the Battle ofBritain,
beginning on June 10th, 1940. Depending on thedifficulty level
selected, play begins with the playeras cither a pilot (active in combat
or practicing in atraining mode)or a controller (where a selection of
targets is offered and one’s set of responses is issued). The player cancontroleither British or Germanforces. In theory, the course ayee
can be changed by applying different tactics (as the Germanside) or
just failing to cope with Germanonslaught(as the British side).

After running through the introductory demo that featuresdigitized
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scenes from WW2, plus digitized noises (¢.g., Churchill's voice, sirens,
etc.), one will observe that Reach for the Skies employs an attractive
feature regarding the campaign. Thatis, it splits the operationinto four
phases; they are the Germanairforce’s attemptto lure the RAFout into
the Channel; the Germanattack on the radar installations; the attack
on RAF airfields; andthe attack on industrial andcivilian targets, better
knownas “The Blitz.”

RAF Command

As the British commander, one is supplied with intelligence about
the known German threats for each particular day. These are high-

lighted on astrategic map: The player will be told whar direction the“bandits” are flying in, what type ofbomberstheyare,their speed, and
the size of their force. Only one wave of German bomberswill ever
appearat a time, although secondaryfighter squadrons maybe poach-
ing, after the bombers have sweptby. Onceaforceis on the way,forces
can be scrambled from any of England’s ten Fighter Command
airfields. The numberofaircraft for an attack can be selected, as can
their heading. Eachairfield only holds one typeofallied aircraft, either
Spitfire or Hurricane.

Fromthe H.Q.to the Cockpit
Duringflight, the player can control upto four aircraft per British

squadron (or eight for the Germans). At any time, as in Flight of the
Intruder(another Rowan Software production), the RAF player can
transfer to the cockpit of anyallied aircraft. Similarly, as in Flight of
the Intruder, wingmenare available. They will watch each other's “six”
bur, unfortunately, no orders can be given to one’s fellow pilots. ‘The
player’s wingmanwill follow his actions while the otheraircraft will
take events as they come. Radio messages in textual form(anddigitized
via a soundcard) from the radarstations and otheraircraft will appear
onthe top ofthe screenas the intercept progresses.

For the Germansone can fly Me 109s, Me 110s and Stukas(plus the
rear gunner).

It is a shame thar the heavier bombers (ic: Hlel11, D017, Juss)
cannotbe piloted. One can onlybe a tail or forward gunner. Rowan
has been quotedas stating tharflying the heavy bomberisan unexciting
job; that they merely flew to the target, dropped their bombs andflew
back again. Trytelling the actual Hel 11 pilots that their mission was
never exciting! The decision not toallow the player to fly the heavy
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then press RETURN 4. Have a major credit card or your

checking account number ready. © For more information
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bombers is a poorone. It should have been up to Rowanto provide
that excitement andleave it to the players to decide.

Readers may be pleased to know that Rowan has implemented a
workable rudderinto the program,controlled by either the keyboard
orseparate pedals (even twa joysticks are supported). However, Rowan
failed to include auto-centering for keyboard users. Manual centering
isa trial and is completely unnecessary.

Cockpits for the British side are generic. On the Germanside there
are three different gunnerpositions and a one-offcockpit for the Stuka.
Ageneric cockpit is given to both the Mel09 and Mel 10.

Esprit de Flying Corps
Unfortunately, there are no medals awarded — onlypoints. A player

ine for the British, if he does well ona particular mission, receives avisit from the King. Whythe King would spare timetovisit apilot just
because he had a “good day” andnot toss him a DFC (Distinguished
Flying Cross) throughthe post instead, is beyond me. I firmly believethat the awarding oF inedals and promotionsis more satisfying. Post-
mission reports could have been better structured, too. As it is, they
are rather woolly and, possibly, confusing to someplayers.

It is good to see that morale plays a big part in the campaign.Iris
based, or scored, upon average morale ofthe whole airfield rather than
upon individual pilots. Although, if a pilot arrives from an airfield of
low morale to anairfield of high morale, the average morale ofthat
airfield will be reduced. If an airfield is garnering alot ofkills, morale
will go up — improving their overall skill. If they are losing pilotsrenibaeiy, morale will fall. There is a slight morale loss for damaged
aircraft too. Left to recuperate, airfields with low morale will improve
in morale, but only very slowly,

Where do Airplanes Come From?
‘There are four aircraft factories producing one aircraft each, every

four days. Fromthese, airfields can be re-stocked. Aircraft also can be
repaired at home bases, However, if an airfield is damaged, aircraft
repair is slowed. If factories are damaged, they will stop producing
aircraft until fully repaired. If the British force drops down below50%
then Britain is proclaimedlost.

What’s in the Sights
Two welcome cosmetic features are gouraud shading and light

sourcing, highlighted by the addition of a 256-calor VGA palette.
Imagine observing a 3-D rendition of a Spitfire from the external

viewpoint. Then, roll the
aircraft, Theeffect oflight-
sourcing meansthat, as the
wing’s upper surfaces roll
overto face the ground, the
color of the upper wingsprogressively da een _ Well,
they turn away from the
sun don’t they? Conversely,
lowersurfaces lighten. It is
an extremely nice effect to
see.

Sound can be driven by both Roland LAPC-1 and SoundBlaster
simultaneously (via a mixer ofsomesort) providing satisfactory noises,
bur never anything special.

The basic flight model for Reach for the Skies is a generic form thatobeys the fundamental laws of aeronautics. Rolls and loops are well
implemented, as are stalls. Progressively tipping a wing onalazyroll
will result in a loss ofheight and a possible stall whichis easily recovered
from. Heightis realistically lost while flying straight and level with the
throttle pulled to minimum.

 
Checking the Specs

There are supposed to be overlaid patches that specify the charac-
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teristics of each individual aircraft. However, | couldn’ find any. For
example, even thoughtheSpitfire Mark 1 carried eight guns, only two
are simulated; its historical straight-and-level speed of 360 MPH can
never be reached(speed tops out at 300 MPH); andhigh speeddiving
enforces no problemonthe Spitfire where, in reality, it almost locked
theailerons, allowing only a little movement intherolling axis,if any.
Further, negative G or bunting never initiates the Merlin III engine
modeledin the gameto cut outasit didinreallife (asignificant feature
and oneofthe veryreal disadvantages compared to the Me109 which
neversuffered from this complaint — resulting in challenging dog-
fights for RAFpilots).

Flights can be recorded using a range ofdifferent orders, angles and
so on, with the game’s VCRutility. Recordings are portable and
recordedfiles can be extremely long since the game uses expanded
memoryto store the information. However, options are limited and
will never scale the heights observed in Red Baron, for example. One
odd but handy utility isa DOSfile that tidies extraneous files on the
hard disk, depending upon what one wishes to dispose of. Thisis,
indeed, a thoughtful gesture.

A Real “No Brainer”

Until this point in the review, one might weigh the pros and cons
and decide thar Reachfor the Skies is a pretty good simulation.Alas, |
have yet to speak of the game’s artificial intelligence. Actually, it hasnone ro apedle of — or very little, ac best. For all ofits rechnical and
cosmetic excellence, RFTS is too easy. The enemy is no where near
ageressive enough.

While playing the RAP, I was never aware that | was underthe cosh,
a struggling nation keeping the mighty Luftwaffe at bay. Playing the
RAF in RFTS is like shooting ducks at a penny arcade. Bombers can
be easily brought down from any angle one wishes to fire from. The
Germanescorts are poor and almost Gandhi-like in their aggressive-
ness, Another thing: German bombers hardly ever hit their targets.
After dozens ofmissions flownin all phases of the campaign, flying as
the RAF, I experienced one target hit — one! | often repelled entire
waves of German bombersplus their escorts with a single Spitfire.

Playing the Germansis not muchbetter. Again, another duck-shoot.Spitfires sit on a bomber's six, just waiting ro Be shot down(theyalways
are, t00). Fellow German bomberpilots/bombardiers are, again, very
poorand hardly everhit their targets, making the player veryfrustrated
anditchingto get into the cockpit — which, ofcourse, theycan’t.

Thus,for this extremely importantreason, Reachforthe Skies cannotbe recommendedas aviable flight simulation. This is a shame because
the game has a lot going forit. It is far more simulation-oriented than
Lucasfilm’s Their Finest Hour. However, it hardly contains a single
percent ofthat game’s challenge and gameplay. caw
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Be Par ForThe Course...
You know whatwe’retalking about... those ofher golf simulations that seem to take
forever to draw the screen. Well, Wilson® ProStaff Golf puts an endto all that wait-
ing with fast-action screen redraws! So what does this get you? Faster game play and
less frustration, for one thing. Need we say more?
O.K., since you asked, we should also mention

the wide variety) of side-game
options — things like Shoot

Ba “Out, Stroke Play, Match Play
andBestBall. You get a

~~ ———{_avbropping ten optionsin all to
customize your round... simply pick
and choose to create your own per-

sonal playingstyle.

Wilson® ProStaff Golf is an ideal game for golfers of
all levels, from beginner to expert. Making a shotis
quick and easy — just select a club and adjust your

% stance, take aim, then choose your powerlevel and
eee <= ball spin and watchit fly! An
i undulating grid shows every

curve and contourof the

fairways and greens,for
greater accuracy as you
plan your shot. Finally,
one gamebringsit all
together to give golfers
what they’ve been looking
for —a challenging
course, intuitive controls
and realistic gameplay.
So don’t get teed off at
the competition, go with
a real winner...

Wilson ProStaff Golf.

Wilson® and Prostaff® are registered trademarks of Wilson Sporting
Goods Co, Konamiis a registered trademark of Konami Co., Ltd. © 1992

«en Konami, All tights reserved. \
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SAME DAYSHIPPINGonitems instock. _
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A Replay of Columbia Games’

EastFront

by Michael Peck

Germanplayer: Paul Saunders

Soviet player: Michael Peck

he followingarticleis a replay of Computer EastFrontby Colum-
bia Games Inc. Computer EastFroat is a faithful translation of
the popular board game ofthe Russo-Germanwar. Thearticle

describes the opening termsof the Summer 1942 scenario, when the
Germansgraspedtheir last opportunityto defeat the Soviet behemoth.
The scenario was played using the game’s electronic mail feature.

Situation and Deployment
The Germansstaredinto the jawsofa strategic dilemmaastheygazed

across the immensityof the endless Russian steppes. With the Russians
still groggy from their drubbing the
previous summer, the Wehrmacht Fesme prepay
still dominated the battlefield. Yer, a
it was too weak to seize all of ics [aaa
strategic objectives. The Germans
had a good shot at taking Moscow,
Leningrad or the Caucasian oil
fields, but #erall three. Moscowand
Leningrad were right on the front
lines, Bi sunounded by densefor-
ests and rivers, So, the Germans

opted to thrust across the open
southernsteps between Moscowand
Rostov. To ease the way, they used
the game’slimited intelligence fea-
ture, which hides the strength and
type of enemyunits not in combat,
as well as the ability to reallocate
steps among units before a scenario
begins. Each of the corps in front of Leningrad and Moscow were
depleted to their minimumonestep, and their strength points were
usedto bring the armorandinfaneryin the southtofull strength. The
southern armorwasalso dispersedsoas notto tip off the Soviets, The
Germanplan wasto kill Sovier units (and get victory points) and then
execute a hook on Moscow from the south,

For their part, the Soviet dilemma was noless acute anda lor more
frightening. The front was huge andtheir units and HQs were weaker
than their German counterparts. Seeing what appeared to be strong
stacks around Moscow(and not knowing their strength) the Soviets
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built a strong line in the north to holdthe vital production centers. An
infantry screen wasleft in the south withreserves in thecities behind
the front.

Turn 1 (First half ofJune 1942)
The great dramaalong the Don unfoldedas the Soviet defenders in

the south melted under waves ofdust-covered panzers. Voroshiloyfell,
and the gap between the Don and Donetsrivers was threaded. The
Germans struck in groups of four panzer corps — the maximum
allowedbystacking. Althoughnotbringing along infantry maximized

striking power,it also meant the expen-
sive armor absorbedall the losses.

The Germans had ordered one HQ to
blitz, which gave a second movement and
combat phase, though at the cost ofde-
pleting the HQ. German armorandin-
fantry pour through the ruptured line to
penetrate as far as the outskirts ofStalin-
grad. “Two German infantry corps also
tried to seize Rostov, but suffered heavy
losses in the built-up terrain. The Soviets
movedswiftly to plug their shatteredline.
Because using HQs is expensive, theyonly activatedthe STAVKA HQ, which
had an unlimited command range. But
with a six-unit limit, STAVKA couldn’t
both maneuverunits in the south andpull
reinforcements downfromthe north. So,
the Soviets used local forces to form a

hasty line along the Don and in front of the open terrain near
Stalingrad. Even a precious HQ,locked in combat witha panzercorps,
was left behind to shore up the line. As a small consolation, two
German mechcorpsout ofsupply range of a friendly Germanrail hex
suffered attrition,

a8 [)3
DI DFDF

Turn 2 (Second half of June)

The Germans chose not to blitz this turn. Blitz commands deplete

an HQ’s strength, and with two turns to go before replacement time,HQ’s must be rationed. Yet, the Wehrmacht still created big headaches

Computer Gaming World
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for the Red Giant when anisolated panzer corps usedstrategic move-
ment to moveinto emptyStalingrad. Meanwhile, three infantry corps
piled onto the fortress of Sevastapol while the panzer battering ram
again slammed theSoviet line between
Rostov and Voroshiloy. The Sevastapol
and Rostov defenders inflicted heavy
losses upontheattackers, but again the
Soviet line was ruptured.

Fortunately, no blitz gave the Soviets
time to again reformtheir line, But Mar-
shal Zhukov cursed as the swastikas flew
over Stalingrad. With units only able to
move two and three hexes normally,rail
movement is vital, and a hostile Stalin-
grad blockedrail transit between Mos-
cow and the Caucuses. This time, the
Soviets activated STAVKAandthelocal

southern HQs to take advantage ofa
fragmented Germanline. With supply
restricted to two hexes fromafriendly
rail hex, supplyeffects are harsh, particu- i
larly since cutting supplylines depletes enemyunits at the end of the
friendly turn, Soviet armor managed to cut German supply andrail
lines, and seven German mechcorpslost a step apiece at the end ofthe
Soviet turn. Still, after one month the Germans have managed to open
a bulge between the Caucuses and Voronezhsouth of Moscow.

Sia
Game Display PB enecs Setups

‘Nov tl 1942Pac AY
German Setup

Turn 3 (Beginning ofJuly)
During production, the Germans andSoviets both gave priority to

augmenting their HQsfirst. Without them, combat units are essen-
tially paralyzed. The Germans used their remaining resources to
augment panzer forces. The Soviets concentrated on rebuilding de-
stroyed cadres, Though more expensive than augmenting on-map
forces, STAVKA wanted as many maneuver units as possible in the
south. The new cadres were placed in the Caucuses and on therail lines
on the eastern edge of the map.

In July the Germans begin with attacks at twocrossingsites over the
Donsouth of Voronezh. One was repulsed, but the otherestablished
a bridgehead. In the North, the Germansfinallystirred with a bloody
and unsuccessful assault into the fortress

of Leningrad. TheSoviets responded by
forming a line south of Moscow. In a
sneaky move, a lone tank corps locked
in barrle east of Rostov disengaged and
moved to cur the German railhead in
the sourh. The Germans watched with

dismay as a panzer corps in Stalingrad
and two infantry corps in Rostov died
for lack of supply, while several other
units suffered attrition. Dismay turned
to confusionas theyrealizedit shutter
have been happening. In the board
game, units locked in battle or out of
supply exert no zones of control, so
some of their corps should be able to

tracea line along Le Don. A computer
glitch seems to be the only explanation,

Game Display Preferences Setups
dunt 1941

 
At this point the gameis called, with the Germans well ahead on

points, Although the Soviets will be stronger by winter, they have lost
too manycadres and a precious HQ. In hindsight, the Red Army
should have beenstronger in the south. But the Germans needed to
be more careful of their supply lines, and probably should have tried
more to husbandtheir armor.

Tips

Since Computer EastFrontis a faithful translation of the board game
(except for tracing supply lines), many of the same cautions apply.

May 1993

Winter 1942 Scenario

 
EastFront: Historical Scenario

 

 
First, think long andcarefully before activating HQsand, especially,
blitzing with them. Blitzing consumes twosteps in a single turn and,
with two turns a month andonlyone step replaced at the beginning

of each month, players caneasilyfind
themselves witha pile of useless HQs.Weather: Snow |The Soviets must be particularly care-
ful; once their two-step HQsblitz,they are completely ie lered. The
three-step German HQs have a
slightly easier time. One goodtech-
niqueis to cluster two or three HQs
together andblitz on alternate turns.
Nonetheless, with only four or five
HQs oneachside, only select por-
tions of the front will be in command.
That's why the STAVKA and OKW
high command HQ’sare so valuable;
they can command units anywhere
on the map. Oneshould also remem-
ber that units can make unsupported
attacks. Although their offensive

poweris halved in such a case, it is a way to get units into a hex in
preparation fora larer attack.

Next, decide where to concentrate. EastFrontis an attritional game,
and units tend to die slowly unless hit by strong forces. Particularly in
cities and forests, where the defender takes one-half or one-third
normallosses, dislodging a strong force is nearly impossible.It is easier
to try and isolate those points and let supplyattrition do the work.Rememberthat four corps maystack in a he but only two may cross
a single hexside in a single movementphase, so plan on striking the
enemy line from multiple hexsides. Only one unit maycross an
enemy-controlledriverline at a time, so use less expensive infantry to
force the bridgehead — andtake the losses—and then, move thearmoracross.

Though the computer chooses losses, it will always take from the
strongestpiecefirst. This puts players in a dilemmasincestriking with
pure armordoubles offensive power, bur lets armor get shor up. The
Germans must be especially watchful because their replacements are
twice as costly as each Soviet step. Also, players must decide whether

to allocate replacements to existing
units or return destroyed cadres to the
map. German replacements are more
expensive but their cadres are cheaper
compared to their Soviet counter-
parts. Nonetheless, cadres start weal
and only one step can be added to
them per month, so losing a cadre
means that corps won't be full
strengthfor three or four months.

 

Weather: Dry

A viral factor is supply. Despite the
glitch, the computerversion still dem-
onstrates the danger of outrunning
supplylines and of a narrowthrust. A
two-hex range is short, and rail lines
can beeasily blocked by zonesofcon-
trol, A hard-pressed defender can t
to maneuver along the attacker's
flanks and cut his supply lines. What

is devastating is that enemy units suffer attrition at the end of the
friendly turn, so they don’t have time to re-establish supply,

Finally, both the computerand the boardgamefiendishly use hidden
combat values to turn any gameinto a tense gameofbluff andfeine.
Probe the enemyline to see howstronghereally is and use fast mech
units to suddenly descend on an ournumbered defender. Enjoy the
feeling of surprising an opponent, and don’t be surprised when that
stack ofweak infantry turns into an armoredunit that completelyturns
the tables. caw

a . . Page 13]
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Access Software, Inc.
4910 West Amelia Earhart Dr.

S. Lake City, UT 84116
(800) 800-4880

MAUNAKEA - LINKS CHAMPION-

SHIP COURSE: Aloha — theveryversa-
tile Hawaiian word meaning “hello,”
“good-bye,” and“thepig is burning” —
canalso replace “Fore!” in the vocabulary
of the golfer, at least if the golfer is in
Mauna Kea. Access’ excellent golf system
does a beautiful job of depicting this
paradisiacal tropic landscape, with grace-
ful palms,rich azure seas, and coarse vol-
canic rock. The new course can be used

with any of the three Access-developed
programs; Links, Links 386 Pro, and Mi-
crosofi Golf’ Hang loose but watch the
hook left. IBM ($29.95). Circle Reader
Service #1.

Activision

11440 San Vincente Blvd.

Los Angeles, CA 90049
(310) 207-4500

RODNEY’S FUNSCREEN: “Provides

five essential games,” reads the package
designed to parodythe typical children’s
cereal box. “Sold by fun not by volume,”
warns the side panel, andfunit may be for
its preschool audience, though there’s
plenty of volume in the copious sound
effects and narration from Rodney. The
five games included are very simple and
are designedto introduce very young kids
to the computer and its mysteries. Ac
Dinky’s House, kids will try co find which
shade-drawn window Dinkyis hiding be-
hind. Kids canalsogoinside the house and
click on the various rooms to see what

Dinky does in his dailylife. (See screen
shot.) Thereis a primitive paint program
that allows kids to drawsilly accessories on
provided faces. Other games include the
typical Concentration adaptation, a mon-
ster countingexercise, anda cute diversion
that introduces kids to the alphabet. All
told, a great tasting, mentally nutritious
bowl of goodies for rhe young ones,
though it may get soggy in milk. IBM,
Mac ($49.95), IBM CD-ROM, ‘Tandy
VIS ($59.95). Circle Reader Service #2.

Bethesda Softworks
1370 Piccard Drive
Rockville, MD 20850
(301) 926-8300

HOCKEY LEAGUE SIMULATORII:

Criticizing the general manager ofone’s
favorite team seems to be the sports fa-
natic’s pastime of choice. Either a trade
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Arthur’s Teacher Trouble

was poor, or a coach should befired, or a
draft was ineptly run. Regardless of the
situation, the armchair GM canusually do
better. Now they can prove it with this
update of Bethesda’s original hockey
league simulator. The new version sports
an improved interface and menuing sys-
tem, better negotiation artificial intelli-
gence, and a horde of©other
gamer-suggested enhancements. The pro-
gram is fully compatible with Wayne
Gretzky Hockey I, so one can draft a
team, organizeits schedule, hire or fireits
coach, and then play each game ofthe
season witheither Wayne Gretzky or with
a quick simulation mode.It’s an excellent
simulation of franchise sports from the
executive's box. IBM ($44.95). Circle
ReaderService #3.

BOBBALL,Inc.
1523 Felton Road
South Euclid, OH 44121

B-BALL - PRO BASKETBALL FOR

THE COMPUTER: Originally created
as a tool for NBA teams to analyze team
and player performance, this text based

Statistics program is now being marketedto the general gamingpublic. Thepackage
comes with reamstatistics for all teams

from 1973-93. Players can coachsingle
games or statistically generate an entire
season of games and stats. A “prediction”
module allowsrotisserie league gamers to
play their rotisserie team against other
teams in the league to predict statistical
outcomes. Thestatistics generated are in-
credibly detailed, including league leaders,
single game highs and lows for teams and
individuals, and top league performances.
Thoughit is not the most user-friendly
program,it seemslike a must-havetoolfor
rotisserie players and stat freaks, IBM
($29.95). Circle Reader Service #4.

Broderbund Software
PO Box 6121
Novato, CA 94948-6121
(800) 521-6263

ARTHUR’S TEACHER TROUBLE:

The person has probably not yer been
born who would dislike one of Broder-

bund’s “Living Books.” Following up on
their delightful Just Grandma and Me,
Arthur’s Teacher Trouble is even better.

The story is of one Arthur, your average
third grader suffering the afflictions of
grammar school: a toughteacher, a pester-ing youngersister, a Eindslide of home-
work, and a school-wide spelling contest
next week. Each word ofthe story’s textis
highlighted as the story is read aloud, al-
lowing kids to follow along and improve
their reading skills. In addition, every
scene is a point-n-click toy box full of
highly amusing animations and sounds.
The package also includes a story-book
that early grade-schoolers can enjoy when
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Were playing serious games.
Close the door. Plug it in. Turn on the computer.

And brace yourselffor all the outrageous 16 bit CD
quality sound you can handle. %

Whether you're behind enemy
lines or slamming one outofthe
park, PORTABLE Sound sends
you on a sensory collision course. |

The most war torn battlefields | O)comealive. Fantasies scream into 2
reality. And, the grunts and groans |
of the gridiron are enoughto bruise gy
even the toughest soul. ;

Whatever your pleasure, you won't
find more real sound. PORTABLE Soundis based

on advanced Digital Signal Processing technology,
$0 you'll enjoy the greatest compression capability
with the highest quality sounds. Here's something
else that will make your pulse race. With PORT:ABLE
Sound you haveall the right connections including
an “Audio-in’ for direct recording from a CD or tape
player and a ‘Line-out" for powered external stereo
speakers. To make things even cooler, PORTABLE
Sound comes with an external speaker cable for

 

bell alistdette

 

outrageous sounds whenyou plugit into the
hottest speakers you can find. Or takeit to a friends

m% house.It's totally portable.
So get ready. There's nothing

ie) to do except buy PORT*ABLE
Sound and plug it in. Plug in your
speakers. And play. But, just one

| word of caution. Once you're
plugged into PORT-ABLE Sound,

| you can kiss the day good-bye.
PLU FTWARE

f INCLUDING: Lotus Sound™for
Windows 3.1 a utility employing

OLE (Object Linking and Embedding technology).
WinReaderfor Windows 3.1, Digispeech's DOSTalk
and DOSReader text-to-speech applications. Show
& Tell For Kids”for Windows — an easy to use
Multimedia Authoring program.

PORT*ABLE Sound Features: * Stereo or Mono

playback 16 or 8 bits per channel, (sampling rates:
11.025KHz, 22.050KH2 and 44.1KHz). * Synthesized
music, 9 melodic or 7 melodic and 4 percussive
voices. * Completely integrated solution. Supports

inc.THE SGUND SOLUTION

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

DVI audio compression and all Windows 3.1
programsincorporating the Multimedia standard
sound interfaces (WAVE, MIDI). * Sound
Blaster/AdLib compatible. » DC powered. * Smart
printer parallel port pass through. * An external
speaker cable with a telephone type connector.

MINIMUM SYSTEM REQUIREMENT: + For DOS
PORTABLE Sound applications, an IBM PC or
compatible with 8086 CPU, 640KB RAM running

MS-DOS3.3 or greater. For Windows 3.1 or Sout
Blaster/AdLib FRA as

applications, an |
IBM PC or

compatible with [i
80386 CPU and Be
2 MB RAM.

Packageincludes
software on 3.5°

High Density
diskettes.

PORTABLEny

 

 
Corporale Office: 2464 Embarcadero Way, Palo Allo, CA 94303 # Telephone; (419) 494-8086 FAX: (415) 494-8114
Sales Ollice: 550 Main Street, Suile J, Placerville, CA 95667 © Telephone: (918) 621-1787 FAX: (916) 621-2093
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they can’t get Momor Dadoff the com-
puter. Macintosh CD-ROM, IBM CD-
ROM ($49.95). Circle Reader Service #5.

Capstone
7200 Corporate Center Dr. Suite 500
Miami, FL 33126
(800) 468-7226

TRUMP CASTLE3: This latest incar-

nation of the 7rwmp Castle casino games
offers several interesting new features. In
addition to SVGA graphics and sound,
more casino games have been added, in-
cluding a goodselection of slot machinesand an adequate range of poker games
(which, ironically, are illegal in NewJer-
sey, site of the real ‘Trump Castle), Even
keno and baccarat have been added tothe

roster. Gambling buddies can even play
togetherusing the two-player modemop-
tion or the one-to-four-player network
option. IBM ($59.95). Circle Reader
Service #6.

Ebook
c/o Electronic Arts

San Mateo, CA
(800) 245-4525

TWELVE ROADS TO) GETTYS-

BURG: “IFT had somethinglikethis when
I was in high school...” seems to be the
favored response to this excellent multi-
media documentary ofa seminalperiodin
the American Civil War. While ircouldn’t

touch the acclaimed Civ// WarPBSspecial
on its detail and breadth of scope, this
CD-ROM has one advantage over the
television documentary — it’s interactive.
Players watch animated battles from a
bird's-eye view as the narrator calls the
dance for the blue and red units as they
illustrate the progressionofthe battle. Pe-
riod engravings add extra flavor to the
narration, while hypertext “hot spots” al-
low the user to access descriptions ofthe
personalities and places that played crucialroles in the battle. Frankly, al previous
CD-ROM releases from Ebook have

failed to meet our expectations; this prod-
uct makes amends. A must for CD-own-

ing history buffs. IBM with CD-ROM
($49.95). Circle Reader Service #7.

Impressions
7 Melrose Drive

Farmington, CT 06032
(203) 676-9002

CAESAR:As previewed in CGW #103,
Caesar canglibly be describedas “SimCity
with columns,” but it is much more.

While one must build up provincial capi-
tal cities by placing the necessary urban
featuresala SimCiny, one mustalso protect
it from roving barbarians. The various
urban elements include water supplies,
troop barracks, roads, plazas, walls, fo-
rums, temples and many others. Unlike
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Jigsaw Puzzle

Label tpecial

Out of this World

SimCity, theplayer's city does not operate
in a bubble; the economic modelis based

upontheperformanceoftheplayer's city,
the provincein whichit is located, andthe
Empire as a whole. If the playeris success-
ful as urban planner/militaryleader, he or
she may be promoted to governorofan-
other province, and,ultimately, to Caesar.
IBM ($59.95). Circle Reader Service #8.

InTime Corp.
PO Box 1873
Brookline, MA 02146
(617) 232-3264

JIGSAW PUZZLE:Is it just us? Or does
jigsaw puzzling seem like one of those
activities that need not be computerized,
like backpacking or crochet? Well, for
those who mightfindit appealing, thereis
Jigsaw Puzzle from InTime whichoffers
15 VGA puzzles and “six hundred game
variations” (which theyarrive at by gener-
atingallPesitle permutations of puzzlesand the 40 different ways thar they can be
cut). Players caneither take their time and
relax while solving a puzzle, or they can
race against the clock. In Expert and Mas-
ter modes, if one doesn’t place pieces fastenough, the computer willstart removing
the correctly positioned pieces and place
themback in the unplacedpile (the com-
purerized equivalent of a young child or
the householdcar). While it is a decently
made piece of software, we still see little
advantage of the computer version over
the real thing, except perhaps that one
won’ger that cardboard dust in the cracks
of the coffee table, and it would be very
difficulr, short of a power outage, to lose
a piece. IBM ($34.95). Circle Reader
Service #9.

Interplay
17922 Fitch Avenue, CA 92714
(714) 553-6678

OUT OF THIS WORLD: While this

zame is actually a conversionof the earlier
miga, IBM, and cartridge product, we

thought we'd take the opportunity to in-troduce a newdivision abTateeplay Pro-
ductions. MacPlay is a group of
“MacHead” programmers whose purpose
in life is to bring more quality products to
the hard drives of Macintosh gamers.
Theirfirst release, Out ofthis World. is an
adaptation of Delphine Software's excel-
lent polygon-graphic action game.
Gamers take the role of Lester Chaykin,
the young, Coke-pounding,particle phys-
ics prodigy, who finds himselfin the mid-
dle of one of those everyday laboratory
accidents that open doors to another
space-time plane. The alternate reality in
which he finds himself is rife with nasty
foot-long leeches, bloodthirsty beasts, anda race ofeatayink aliens. Escaping these
horrors requires solving a series ofaction-
oriented puzzles interspersed with cine-
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CD ROM HEADQUARTERS
Specialists in International Sales * Competitive Pricing * Same Day shipping
International Order Line (201) 677-1400 Fax (201) 677-9484
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matic sequences. ‘The Mac conversionisa
faithful one, andifits quality is anyindi-
cation of MacPlay’s potential, Mac
gamers can look forward to an increased
selection of quality games in the coming
months. Mac. Circle Reader Service #10,

Keyboard CommanderCorp.
4839 SW 148 Ave., Suite 402
Davie, FL 33330
(800) 262-6066

F-3.01 KEYBOARD TEMPLATE:
Thesituationis probablyfamiliar to most
flight sim jocks: while madlysearching for
thar vital key on the keyboard, one’s tail
gets peppered by machine gunfire froma
Mig. During that slow parachute ride to
the ground,onehas just enough time to
go back to the manual andfindthe key
that could have saved the mission. An

equally frequent problem with complex
sims is the re-learning curve necessary
when jumping between, say, Héleon 3.0and F-15 Sirik » Eagle (1. Keyboard Com-
mander’sseries of keyboard templates are
designed to reduce this confusion andin-
crease one’s gaming pleasure. The tem-
plates are printed on card-stock andfir
nicely over most keyboards, and have
color-coded icons for quick access (i.e.
flight controls in blue, navigation com-
mands in peach). Templates areavailable
for most complex sims including, but not
limited to Falcon, Aces of the Pacific,
SWO.TL, Chuck Yeager, A-10, and
Megafortress. IBM Enhanced Keyboard
($11.95). Circle Reader Service #11,

LucasArts Games
PO Box 10307
San Rafael, CA 94912
(415) 721-3300

X-WING: Stepping into their Star Wars
universe, LucasArts has put together apackage thatis aimedto impress che many
dedicatedfans of Wing Commander. With
considerable panache, X-Wingstarts the
player on asafe, slow learning curve as he
joins the Rebel Alliance as a newrecruit.
‘Training missions and “historic” simula-

tions will bring pilots up to speedas they
acquire thefeel for their X-Wing, Y-Wing
and A-Wing craft. The three campaign
games included (and more are promised
in future expansion disks) each progres-
sively develop the Rebel cause and place
an important role on the player's shoul-
ders. For space combat simulator buffs,
X-Wing is an absolute must. IBM
(869.95). Circle Reader Service #12.

Mallard Software,Inc.
3207 Justin Road
Flower Mound, TX 75028
(800) WEB-FEET

ATC;Ulcers, neuralgia, arteriosclerosis,
nervous break downs — all the occupa-
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leon - DoIt

tional hazards of game designers andair
traffic controllers. Now gamers can expe-
rience the nail-biting drama ofdirecting
dozensofaircraft under dangerous condi-
tions. Air Traffie Controller is a revised
version of Wesson International's ac-
claimed simulation, Tracon, The newver-
sion allows gamers to direct pilots in six
heavily traflicked metropolitan airports,
the player-conrroller vectoring departing
and arriving traffic under normal and
emergency conditions. The revision adds
newweatherandpilot models, and spoken
word communicationsfrom thepilots and
controllers with most major sound cards.
Ardent enthusiasts can even hook up by
modemornull link with fourfriends fly-
ing aircraft in Microsoft's Flight Sinula-
tor, who can then be ordered around by
the master controller. IBM (runs under
DOS and Windows), Mac ($59.95), Cir-
cle Reader Service #13.

RESCUEAIR 911: A fewissue back we

“peeked” Mallard’s Aircraft andAdventure
Factory, a program which allows creative
sim-fanatics to create their own Flight
Simulatorscenarios. If one hasn't the time
or the ralent to create their own, Mallard

has provided a few ready-made scenarios
with digitized audiovoices. Resewe Air 911
takes pilots througheight rescuescenarios
varying fromfires to auto wrecks on the
interstate. Two other adventures are cur-

rently available as well. Flight Adventures
Nos. 685 and 701 include short-hop
flights under both VFR and IFR flight
rules. A great wayfor“real” pilots to prac-
tice for their VER/TPRcertifications. IBM
($24.95 each), Circle Reader Service #14.

MoonValley Software
706 East Bell Road, Suite 112
Phoenix, AZ 85022
(602) 375-9502

ICON MAKE[T- DO IT - HEARIT:

Some people seem compelled to assert
their individuality. Personalized license
plates, bumperstickers, “shocking” fash-
ion choices, pink trim on their houses.
These same people may enjoythese three
packages that allow one to add a touch of
the human to his or her Windows envi-
ronment. In addition ro screen-savers and

Windowswallpaper, /con Do/t offers 200
designer icons and 50 custom cursors to
replace the drab ones that comeas factory
equipment on the PC. Jeon Hear It adds
200 moreicons, 50 more cursors, and 50
animated icons, in addition to 100 sound

effects thar one can link to any applica-
tion. Jeon Make It hands the creative

power to the individual, allowing one to
create their own animared icons, mix and
dub their own sounds, and putit all to-
gether into an iconic movie ofsorts. Crea-
tive types andoffice practical jokers willhave a blast. [BM wick Windows (Da /t-

. C ar Gaming World
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$29.95, Hear it - $49.95, Make It -
$69.95), Circle Reader Service #15.

Ocean of America

1855 O'Toole Avenue, Suite D-102
San Jose, CA 95131
(408) 954-0201

ESPANA - THE GAMES "92: Thelast

straggling competitor in the Olympic
games rush of 1992 hasfinally limped
across the finish line. Despite their poor
sense of timing, Oceanhasputtogether a
decent collection of Olympic contests.
With over 30 events, Espana offers the
most variety we've seen in this sort of
game, including rarities like the steeple-
chase (both the 800m and 1500mvarie-
ties), judo, wrestling, boxing, and several
less popular swimming styles. Like
Psygnosis’ Carl Lewis program, Espanaal-
lows the player to train athletes before the
events, designing training programs that
will maximize their stamina and skill with-
out causing burn-out. Beyond all this,
Espanais the samejoystick breaking, key-
board pounding diversion that blistered
our hands on the Atari 2600 andwill
continue to blister our hands in 1996,
2000, 2004, ... Amiga, IBM ($39.95).
Circle Reader Service #16.

HOOK:Based upon the flashy Spicl-
berg film, Ocean's Hookis the tale ofPeter
Pan’s quest to recover his children from
the nasty hook-fisted pirate ofthetitle. Ir
is a typical graphic adventure whichflirts
with mediocrity. It’s a point-and-click ad-
venture with a five-icon commandsystem,
andit has more thanits share oftypical
graphic adventure problems (we haven't
seen so many “Why-would-you-want-to-
look-at-thats” and “You-can-do-that-he-

res” in quite a while). [t has a colorful
setting and a decent story, but fans of
recent Sierra and LucasArts adventures

will probably feel as if they've taken a
flight back to graphic adventure never-
ever-again-land. Amiga, [BM ($49.95),
Cirele Reader Service #17.

PUSH-OVER: Once beyond the con-
trived fictional set-up, one finds Push-
Overto be a rather nice puzzle game with
a lovable protagonist, G.I, Ant. With an
acknowledging nod to Psygnosis’ Lem-
mings, Push-Overis composed ofmultipleeo of puzzles set in nine different
raphical settings. On eachlevel is a con-

figuration of dominoes which must be

toppled over by G.I. Ane. G.I. pay hasone “push” in himperlevel, so the domi-
noes must be arranged such char they all
fall in one continuous reaction. To ensure

a complete domino effect, G.I. must lug
dominoes around the screen and place
them in the proper sequence. To make
things especially interesting, there are
eight special domino types with special
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Space Quest V - The Next Mutation

properties to deal with. G_I.’s antics are as
cute as any lemming, and the puzzles are
devious enough to provide gamers many
hours of delicious frustration. Amiga,
IBM($49.95). Circle Reader Service 417.

Psygnosis
29 St. Mary’s Court
Brookline, MA 02146
(617) 731-3553

CREEPERS: There seems to be a regu-
lar phenomenain computer gaming, A
company puts a new sort of product on
the marker with limited expectations of

success, and thenfinds, to their surprise,
that the productis a major hir. Then they
try to recreate the phenomena with suc-
cessor products that employ the newidea
in another way. Without exception, the
successors don't enjoy the same sort of
success. Witness SimCity, and now Lem-
mings. Creepers, like Psyenosis’ recent Bill's
Zomato, is undeniably a Lemmings “me-
too.” It has cure bur stupid creatures (in
this case, inchworms) that require the
guiding handofthe gamer through mul-
tiple levels of puzzles. It has a menu barat
the bottom of the screen that provides
access to a number of tools necessary for
the task (in this case, the tools are fans,
ramps, girders, and fly swatters). It even
borrows the cute “paws” commandfrom
Lemmings. Unfortunately, the inchworms
aren’t half as endearing as the lemmings,
the puzzle screens are cluttered and con-
fused, and the game is simply lesser in
many ways. Puzzle gamers may want to
wait for the eventual return ofouroriginal
furry friends in Lemmings 2. IBM
($49.99). Circle Reader Service #18.

Sierra On-line

Coarsegald, CA
(209) 683-4468

SPACE QUEST V-THE NEXT MU-
TATION: The Space Questseries is noth-
ing but garbage, and will always be
nothing but garbage — at least as long as
Roger Wilco, janitorial prodigy, is in-
volved. In his latest mis-adventure, Roger
has faked his way through the Space Acad-
emyand hastakencontrol ofhis own ship

—a garbage scow. Mounted proudlyuponhis reeking steed, Roger rides out to
save the universe from your everyday ne-
farious race of mutants. In the process he
will: die manyhorrible deaths; encounter
a grab-bag ofvery silly though deadly
aliens (a baby-faced huggerwith unusually
acidic, uh, liquid waste product); and
meet che woman from the holodeck in

Space Quest IV. Its all very rwisted and
juvenile and pant-loads offun — just the
sort of thing the editors of CGWenjoy,
though they'll never admit it. IBM
($69.95). Circle Reader Service #19.

. . Computer Gaming World
Petitioner Microsoft Corporation, Ex. 1625, p.13gen
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BUY ANY GAMEZ-PAY GROUND, We SHIP 2-DAY AlRI*

ZERO'S & ONE'S
MAY SPECIAL  

BUY 3 OR MORE GAMES-GET FREE 2-DAY AlRI*
*(CONTINENTAL US)

ORDER LINE: (800) 788-2193 MON-FRI 8-6, SAT 9-4 PDT
 

CREATIVE LABS
CO Rom Kit 343.95

MM Upgrade Ext 589.95
MM Upgrade Int-Edutainment

w/SB8Pro, speakers, micro
phone, 7 COR software=469.95

MM Starter 439,95
Snd Blstr Pro Dix 149.95
Snd Blatr 16 Bit 239.95
Video Blaster 349.95
Wave Blaster tba

MEDIA VISION
Fusion 16 MM Kit 499.95
PAS MM Kt Int. 769.95
PAS 16 MM Kit Int. 959.95
PAS 16 BitSnd Crd 189.95
Pro Movie Spectrum 287.95

OTHER CDR DRIVES
Pana52 1A for S8Pro 258.95
Texel DM3024 Int. 419.95
Tosh 3401 200ms 495.95

VIDEO BOARDS
AlTech Pro PC/TV Plus=323.95
AlTech Pro VGA/TV Plus 636.95
Video Surge 615.95
AT UkraGraphics Imb 489.95
Computer Eyes RealTime 434.95
PC Tele-vision 265.95
Televeyes VGA-TV 229.95
Magni VGA Producer Pro 1574.95WIN TV 439.95

CH PRODUCTS
Flight Stick 41.95
Game Card 3 Auto 29.95
MachIll Joystick 29.95
Virtual Pilot-Yoke 63.95

GRAVIS
Game Pad 24.95
Eliminator Game Cd 239.95

Joystick Analog Pro 39.95
Ultra 16 Bit Sound Card 139.95

THRUSTMASTER
Weapons Control 72.95
Flight Control 69.95
Flight Control Pro 95.95
Rudder Control 959.95
Game Card 26.95

WE ALSO CARRY:
VESA LOCAL BUS UPGRADES

DRIVES
14.4 FAX/MODEMS

MEMORY
MICE/ROLLERMICE

HINT BOOKS

FLIGHT SIM/WAR
A Line in Sand 26.95
Aces of Pacific 44,95

Airoraft & Scen. Design 27.95
Air Force Comander 35.95
Air Warrior SVGA 95.95
Ancient Art War in Skies 35.95
Armored Fist 42.95
ATAC 34.95
ATP 36.95

8-17 Flying Fortress 41.95
Birds of Pray 31.95
Carriers et War 41.95
Carrier Strike 34.95
Comanche 43.95
Conquestof Japan 35.95
Conquered Kingdoms 35.95
Empire Ooluxe 35.95
F-15 Strike Engle Ill 47.95
Falcon 3.0 44955
Global Effect 19,95
Great Naval Battles 43.95
Heroes of 357th 31.95

JetFighterIl 39,95
Jump Jet 38.95
Mallard Add Ons call
Mercenaries 37.95

MS Flight Sim 4.0 37.55
Pacific Waer-Grigaby 47.95
Patriot 44,35
Red Baron 39.95
Secret Weapons 42.95
Strike Commander 47.95
Task Force 1942 41,95
Theater of War 49.95
V for Victory 43.95

SPORTS
Car & Driver 37.95

Front Page Sports-Football 41.95
Greens 29.95

Gretzky 3 35.95
Hockey Sim 2 29.95
Hole/One Mini Gif Dix 24.95
J Nicholas Sig Golf 41.95
Jordan in Fight 41.95
Links 386 Pro 4195
Mauna Kea Add On 19.95
Pinehurat Add On 19.95

NFL (Konami) 29.95
NFL Pro Fthi 1992 34.95
NFL Video Football 44.95
Roed&Track Grnd Pra 34.95
Roed to Final Four 35.95

SummerChallenge 32.95
World Circuit 35,95

GAMES
A-Train 41,95
Air Bucks 35,95
ADD:Eys Bhdir 3 49.95
Alone in the Dark 35.95

 

GAMES(continued):
Amazons Guard Eden 38,95
Ambush 42,95

Aspects of Valour 35.595
Bart Simpson Weirdness 29,95
Batman Returns 19,95
Caesar 35,95
Castle of Or Brain 29.95
Castles Il 35,95
Civilization 38.95

Dagger of Amon As 41.55
Design your Railroad 34.95
Discovery.Columbus 35.95
Dragon's Leir Ill 35.55
Dune tl 35.95
EcoQuest-Rainfrat 29.95
Eric the Unready 35.95
Incredible Machine 29,95
Island Dr Brain 29,95
LA Law, The Game 34.95
Luces Classic Advent. 35.95

Magic Candle Ill 37.95
Maria is Missing! 34.95
Might & Magia IV 41.95
PaladinIl 35.95

Planet's Edge 36.95
Populous Il 37.95
Rex Nebular 35.95

Siege 22.95
Sim Ant 35.95
Sim Life 41.95

Space Quest V 41.95
Spearof Destiny 35.95
Speljammer 36.95
Star Control Il 35.95

Star Legions 35.95
Star Trek 25th Anniv 35.95
StuntIsland 33.95
Terminator 2029 41,95
Ultima Vil Part 2 47.95
Ultima Underworld Il 47.95
Veil of Darkness 36,95
Wing CommanderIl 47.95
Wiz VilCruseader Souvant 41.95

X-Wing 41.595
BOARD/CARD/ CASINO

Battle Chess 4000 35,95
Beat the House 29.95

Bridge Master 29.95
Femme Fatale 24.95

Grand Slam Bridge 2 31.95
Heaven & Earth 35.95
Hong Kong Majong 31.95
Monopoly Deluxa 35.95
OmerSharif Bridge 29.95
Strip Poker 3 28.95
Super Jeopardy 24.95
Tristan Pinball 29.95

Vegas Video Poker 14.85
Wheel Fortune/Vanna 23.95
 

ZERO'S & ONE'S

FAX 702-897-1571

Pricas ond ovallability subject to change. All enles final, We do not guarantee compatability, All softwere Is factory fresh and unopened. Wa 8ra not responsible for manufacturer's defects. SHIPPING-
ONTINENTAL USA: GROUND ‘1st game $5; additional games add $1 cach 2-DAY AIR-CONTINENTAL USA: $6 1st game, additional games add $1 each. COD available only in USA edd $6. All prices era USA DOLLARS

6472-B Windy Rd

Circle Reader Service #101

CD ROM SOFTWARE
Aesop's Fables MPC
Amanda Stories
Animals MM Encyclopedia
Arthur Teach Trouble
Atlos US Pres. MPC
Autodesk MM Explir
Battlechess MPG
Beethoven Sth MM
Beriitz:French, Garman,
tralian.Spanish ea

California Travel IMPC
Carmen SD World Dix
Composer's Queat MPC
Desert Strm w/Coalit
Distant Suns (Astron)
Don Quixote MPC
Encarta MM Encycl
Fontmaster
Game Aoom (Sharewr)
Goferwinkel Comic Book
Golf Guide:CA/HI & Links
Grammy Awards
Inspector Gadget
Jazz MM History
Just Grandman & Me
Kings's Quest V MPC
Lost Treas Inforcom Il

Macmillan Child. Dictionary
Mantis w/Speech
Monarch Notes
M5 Cinemania
M5 Musical Instrum.
MS Video for Win.
Night Owel 7 (Shareware)
Phoenix 3.0 (Shareware)

23.95
35.95
47.95
41.55
24,95

127.95
47.55
54.95

119.95
32.95
62.95
54,95
29,95
63.95
27,95

264.95
24,95
29.95
32.95
32.95
37.85
34.95
64.95
38.95
41.95
36.95
39.95
47,95
61.95
54,95
54.95

127.95
42.95
42.95

Play w/Lang-Eng, Gorm,Fren,
Japan or Span ea
Putt Putt Joins Prada

Rodney's Funscreen
S Holmes Consult Ill
Space Adventure
12 Roads Gettysburg
Ult Underwid/WC Il
Willy Beamish Enhanced
Wing CommndarIl Dix

WINDOWS
Alphabet Blocks (3-8)
Auto Map
Blackjack (Mosque)
Chessmaster 3D00
Distant Suns (Astron.)
Intermission Sern Svr
Kid Pix

Mevis Beacon Typing
Entertainment Pack ea

Monopoly Daluxe
Microsoft Golf
MS Sound Bits ea

True Type Font Pk #2

42.95
44,95
39.95
46.95
61.85
46.95
56.95
41.95
56.95

29.95
57.95
29.95
34.595
47.95
28.95
34.55
35.95
27.95
34.55
42.95
27.95
45.95

Las Vegas, NV
INFO/TECH SUPPORT 702-897-2797

ALL ITEMS ARE IBM COMPATIBLE

Omer Sharif Bridge 29,95
Origin FX Sern Svr 24.55
Playmation (Animatr) 299.95
PowerPolitica 29.95

Print ShopDeluxa 45,95
Right Paint 63.95
RoboSport 34.95
Scrabble Deluxe 29.95
Sim Ant 34.95
Sim Earth 42.95

Spoceword Ho! 35.95
Star Trek Sern Svr 44.95
SuperTotria 29.95
Take Break Crossword 22.95

Trus Type Fonts:Eurosft 19.95
EDUCATION

Ancient Empires 29.95
Berenstain Bears Letters 24.95
Carmen San Diego call
Dinosaver Adventure 32.95
GRE Studyware 29.95
Kid Cuts 34.95
Lost Tribes (Scciol) 24.95
Mickey's ABC's 19.95
Mutanoid Word Ch{7+) 29.95
Mystery at Museums 34.95
Oregon Trail Dix 35.95
Playroom 29.95
Rock & Bach Studio 34.595
Science Adventure 47.595
Time Treks 35.95
Treasure Math Cove 35.95
Treesure Math Storm 35.95

True Type Font Pk #2 45.95
Turbo Science 29,95
Wild Science Arcade 34.95
Zoo Keeper 35.95

ART/MUSIC/PRINT
Aladdin Print Kit 14.95
Bandin » Box 84.95
Berbice PC Fashion & Color 19.95

Betman Gip Art (Konami) 19.95
Beauty & Beast Print 14.95
Boom Box (Or T) 35.95
Comic Book Crestor 19.95

Disney Animation Studio 77.35
Dalux Paint Animation 84.95
Delux Paint Il 85.95

Expert Animator 11.95
Expert Color & Paint 11.85
Frectile Paint Plus 77.95
Music Mentor w/Aec. Sess. 77.95
Music Time 162.95
Musicator GS (Windows) 197.95
NFL Ciip Art (Konami) 19.95
Print Shop Deluxe 45.95
Tempra Pro - Imaging Tool 299.95
Virtual Reality Studio 2.0 54.95
Vista Pro 54.95

Vista Pro Fight Director 41.95

89119
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Sound Source Unlimited
2985 E. Hillcrest Drive #A

Westlake Village, CA 91362
(805) 494-9996

VISUAL CLIPS - STAR WARS: The

quest to personalize our computing envi-
ronments continues. Screen savers, ani-
matedicons, soundpackages, oakcasesfor
CPU chassis, large fuzzy dice hanging
fromour screens — whynotvideo footage
to accompany system events? With this
package for 68020+ Macs, your computer
can nowgreet you with a scene from the
alien cantina, turn your system beepinto
a wookie’s cry or an android’s prattle, eject
your disks with a disgusted remark from
Lord Vader, or empry your trash can with
the violent destruction of Alderaan 2.

Oncepast the arduousinstallation proce-
dure (probably designed by Vader him-
self), one will have a large libraryof video
clips to impress friends andirritate neigh-
bors. Look for collections from Empire
and Jedi to follow shortly. Mac ($89.95).
Circle Reader Service #20.

Strategic Simulations,Inc.
675 Almanor Ave, Suite 201

Sunnyvale, CA 94086-2901
(408) 737-6800

VEIL OF DARKNESS: Fans of Event

Horizon’s adventure The Summoning may
find love ar first bytein their new tale, Verl
ofDarkness. Set in an isolated community
in the Romanian highlands, this 3-Diso-
metric adventure pits the solitary adven-
turer against an ancient vampire andhis
possessed minions. Event Horizonhas re-
ally spruceduptheir graphics in this one,
offering extraordinarily rich visuals and
strong cinematic cut-screens. Thoughthe
game mechanics maybe a bit over simpli-
fied for some,the storyis artfully old and
the sewing refreshingly different (no
Orcs!). Packaged on three disks, ir won't
suck much hard drive blood, thoughir
may suck away your lace night hours. IBM
($59.95), Circle Reader Service #21.

Waite Group Press
200 Tamal Plaza, Suire 101
Corte Madera, CA 94925
(800) 368-9369

FRACTAL CREATIONS: After run-

ning our article onfractals in the February
issue, we were bombarded with e-mail

suggesting that we check our this
book/software from the Waite Group.
We'd like to thank youall, because the
book andits program FRACTINTturned
out to be quite a find. Developed by a
group of programmers on the Com-
puServe network, FRACTINTis afractal
creation program that not only includes
dozens upon dozens of formula for the
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quick generation of fabulous fractal im-
ages, butallows one to program his or her
ownformula. In addition to generating
the images in two dimensions,it also has
the ability to “stretch” an image through
three-dimensions. Very neat stuff! It sup-
ports a huge variety of video cards and
screenresolutions, and generates the most
beautiful fractals we've yet seen ona per-
sonal computer. The companionbookof-
fers a nice introductionto fractal geometry
andclearly covers the specifics ofthe pro-
gram andall its wonders. Highly recom-
mended for the beginning fractal buff.
IBM DOS & Windows ($34.95). Circle
Reader Service #22,

THE IMAGELAB: Along with Fractal
Creations came anintriguing collection of
shareware programs packaged with a com-
panion book, The limage Lab. The book
offers both a general introduction to the
fascinating and complex world of com-puter gra shies and a step-by-step tutorial
of the software. Among the collection of
programs is PICLAB, a shareware image
pracessing/enhancing tool that does color
reduction, image sharpening, contrast ad-
justments, and the addition, subtraction,
and overlaying of images. CSHOWal-
lowsits user to display any image regard-
less of one’s screen resolution.

IMPROCESis a Super VGApaint pro-
zram that does special effects, mirroring,Ficpiig. color reducing, etc. IMAGEAL-

CHEMYisahandytool that converts any
graphic formatto anyother. Bur the most
interesting program is POV-Ray, or Per-
sistence of Vision Ray Tracer, which gen-
erates incredible ray traced imageslike rhe
one on this page. These programsare not
as easy to use as the fractal program men-
tioned above (one will have ro invest some
time with the book and program) butthe
diligent user will be rewarded witha set of
very powerful creative tools. [BM
($39.95). Circle Reader Service #23.

Walt Disney Computer Software, Inc.
500 Buena Vista Street
Burbank, CA 91521-6385

ALADDIN PRINT KIT: Forty-six im-
ages from the Disney hit Aladdin are
awaiting a master who can rub the magic
mouse and allow themto serve his or her

desk-top publishing desires. Abu, Alad-
din, Genie, Jasmine, Rahjah, and even
that bad guy whats-his-nameareall here,along with 18 borders and several fonts.
Suggested uses include the creation of let-
ter-head, posters, placemats, signs and
greeting cards, though budding publish-
ing Sultans can certainly do as they wish.
IBM($19.95), Circle Reader Service #24,CcGWw
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The games in Computer Gaming World'sHall of Fame have been highly rated by
our readers overtime. They have been ratedfor their impact on the computSy gaminghobbyduring their peak periodof influence and acceptance by ourreadership. Note that
the dates listed for each gameare the copyright dates and mayprecede the actual release
dates. Specific formats fisted are those which CGWhasin tls possession. This month,
we welcome a muchloved game to these hallowed hails.

The Bard’s Tale (Electronic Arts, 1985)
Manyformats

Chessmaster (Software Toolworks, 1986)
Many formats

Dungeon Master (FTL Software, 1987)
Amiga, Atari ST, IBM

Earl Weaver Baseball (Electronic Arts, 1986)
Amiga, |BM, Macintosh

Empire(Interstel, 1978)
Amiga, Atari ST, Commodore 64, IBM

F-19 Stealth Fighter (MicroProse, 1988)
IBM

Gettysburg: The Turning Point (Strategie Simulations, Inc., 1986)
Amiga, Apple, C-64, IBM

Guuship (MicroProse, 1989)
Amiga, C-64, IBM

Harpoon (Three-Sixty Pacific, 1989)
Amiga, IBM, Macintosh

Kampfgruppe(Strategic Simulations, Inc,, 1985)
Many formats

King’s Quest V (Sierra, 1990)
Amiga, IBM

M-I Tank Platoon (MicroProse, 1989)
Amiga, IBM

Mech Brigade (Strategic Simulations, Intc,, 1985)
Many formats

Might & Magic (New World Computing, 1986)
Apple, C-64, IBM, Mac

M.U.L.E. (Electronic Arts, 1983)
Atari 8-bit, C-64

Pirates (MicroProse, 1987)
Many formats

Railroad Tycoon (MicroPrase, 1990)
Amiga, IBM, Macintosh

Red Baron (Dynamix, 1990)
Amiga, IBM, Macintosh

SimCity (Maxis, 1987)
Many formats

Starflight (Electronic Arts, 1986)
Amiga, C-64, IBM, Sega

Their Finest Hour (LucasArts, 1989)
Amiga, Atari ST, IBM

Ultima 11 (Origin, 1983)
Apple, Atari ST, C-64, IBM

Ultima IV (Origin, 1985)
Amiga, Apple, Atari ST, IBM

Ultima VI (Origin, 1990)
Amiga, IBM

War in Russia (Strategic Simulations, Inc., 1984)
Apple

Wasteland (Interplay, 1986)
Apple, C64, IBM

Wing Commander(Origin, 1991)
IBM, Sega

Wizardry(Sir-Tech Software, 1981)
Many formats

Zork (Infocom, 1981)
Many formats

May 1993

COMPUTER GAMING WORLD

HALL OF FAME 
The Newest Memberto the

CGWHall of Fame

Red Baron

(Dynamix, 1990)
Amiga, IBM, Mac

 
Red Baron may well be Damon

Slye’s masterpiece. Damonis the
designer/programmer whohas been
pushing the edge of 3-Space since his
first vectored graphics game of
space-age tank combat, the original
Stellar 7 on the 8-bit computers. At
Dynamix, Damon movedthe compa-
ny through the Skyfox and Airfox
series of 3-D action games (pub-
lished by EA) and on toward their
current success with A-/0 Tank

Killer. Red Baron and Acesofthe
Pacific.

Red Baronnot only features terrif-
ic graphics that dress up the tradi-
tional polygon-filled look with occa-
sional bit-maps and shading, but
offers campaign play from both
sides, the largest selection ofaircraft
ina WWI air combat simulation, and

a multitude of quick-combat mis-
sions. It is a rich, satisfying simula-
tion that not only held a prominent
position in the top ten of CGW’s Top
100 for more than a year, but still
stands as the high watermark ofreal-
istic air combat for many gamers,

Puce 14]
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  MS PCResearch—
HitsList

ofTop-Selling Software
si January,1993

PCG: 
Rank Title and Source

F-15 Strike Eagle Ul (MicroProse)
Ultima Underworld Il (Origin)
Front PageSports: Kootball (Sierra On-Line)

Comanche: Maximum Overkill (Nova Hoge)Wing Commander(Origin)
_ KingsQuest VI (Sierra On-Line)

SimCity (Maxis)
: Microsoft FlightSimulator (Microsoft)

Falcon3.0 (Spectrum HoloByte)
Links386 - Pro (Access)

ll. Civilization (MicroProse)
12, SilentService 11 (MicroProse)
13. F-15 WE Aces Pack (MicroProse) ~
14. PoliceQuest(Sierra On-Line)
15... Links = Mauna Kea(Access)
16. Aces of thePacifie(Sierra On-Line)
17, Hardball Tl (Accolade)
18. Monopoly (VirginGames)
19. Star Control I(Accolade)

20), Beatthe House iisstata):

KHSSONAUPWN
1 Games 

Title and Source

 

Rank Tit i
1. 688 Attack Sub (Electronic Arts)

2: AD&D GatewaytoSavage Frontier(Strategic
Simulations)’ :

3. Realms (Virgin Games)
4. AD&DByeofthe Beholder(StrategicSimulations)
St ‘Operhor: Combat (Merit)

AY“if .

Rank Titleand Source
1... Civilization(MicroProse)
os PrinceofPersia(Broderbund)
3; “SinCity Supremie(Maxis)4,”Microsoft FlightSimulator (Microsoft)
Sunny eve Winners: KOV&Red Baron (Sierra On-Line)

roducts 
Rank Tide andSones

le MPCWizard (Aris Entertainment)
Cinemania (Microsoft):

Wing Commandet/SecretMissions I & tIneigin)‘BattleChess (Interplay) —
‘Street Atlas U.S.A. (Delome)
World View (ArisEntertainment)
Mantis:(MicroProse)
Where in the World isCarmenSandiego (Broderbund)
Lost Treasuresof Infocom (Activision)

10. Adventures of Willy Beamish (Sierra On-Line)

Omtebets
This list is based on bnitssold hy Software Ble. Babbapes, Waldensdltware and Bleetranics
Boutique, Bor moreinformation, please contach POResearch at(703)-435-1025,
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ing @SuTech voodoo doll:

WhatYou ve Been
Playing Lately

The Feedback Forumof Reader Response

Every nionth our mailbox fills to capacity with hundreds of Reader
Input Cards from our many loyal and outspoken readers. Over the
years we've foundthese cards to be an invaluable sourceoffeed-
back. Within 10 days of the release of our latest issue we can expect
to see dozens of cards begin pouring in with comments, suggestions,
encouragements, irades and many good laughs, in additionto the
data for our Top 100:game poll. Through yourefforts, we know
whicharticles were hits. which flopped, how many tyypos an gram-
matical errors weve letslip through-- in addition to the manywell-
articulated Opinions on anything and everything related to gaming.
This column is set aside to pive ourreaders a voice, and to display
the results of our “Playing Lately?”field on the ReaderInput Card.
Thanks for-taking the time tofill them out—and keep ‘em coming!

Conquered Kingdoms (QQP)
UltimaUnderworld [1 (Origin)
Civilization (MicroProse)
Front PageSports Football (Dynamix)
Wizardry VIE Crusaders of the Dark Savant
(Sir-Tech)
Dune IL (Virgin)
V ForVictory: Velikiye Cuki (Three-Sixty)
Star Control 2 (Accolade)
F-15 Strike Eagle IT (MicroProse)
Gary Grigsby’s Pacific War (SSI)

WELT
SeOooh

noate i

The depth and realism of Shadow President are so good that some-
times | think | can understand whythe world is so screwedup. This
fame is a classic!”

- J. Tusk, Des Plaines, IL

“| never enjoyed a football gamelike | do with Front Page Sports
Football. Just outstanding. A touchdownfor sports fans.”

- Kirk Willianison, Mosinee, WI

“Sex is great but Front Page Sports Football is better because you
don’t need a helmet!”

- M, Crudder, Hobbs, NM

“In-your Star Control 2 review you mention a modemoption, I have
been unableto locate such a feature, Am T missing something?”

~ Chris Haswell, Austin, TX

[Eu No, the editorsare: Star Control 2:does not have a modem
~option. Sorry, Those responsible forthe sacking have been sacked

(again), |
“All auto racing eimuladons need to use the algorithms from World
Circuit, It is-as close to being in the cockpit as there is. Well done!

- Anonymous Enthusiast, Waco, TX

“Playing lately? As in late night, every night and every morning
before work and lunch time also. My wife is in the process of mak-

- Bill Sasscer, Chesapeake, VA

“Travel agents should keep copies of Underworld and UnderworldII
stocked with their brochures of other exotic destinations. As some-

one who travels extensively, 1 prize new opportunities for adventure
and discovery, The Underworld games have given me a wonderful
way{0visil yet another yacation spot — and at a very reasonable
fare.” - Brian Schutt, North Lauderdale, FL
j&d; Uh huh. Try telling your Significant Other that you're taking

chim/her ona two-week vacation to Britannia. We don’t think you'll
fet far, no matter how lovely the Gargoyles are in Spring.|

Computer Gaming World
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The Patch File

f \omputer game proprans have grown so massive and thenumber of possible configurations has become so huge that
NX_Jincompatibilities and glitches seem to be breeding at an

exponential rate, Consumers and panes are bothfrustrated atthe need for adding patches into “buggy” programs, but they seem
tobe an interim solution that is going to be with the hobby for awhile (presumably, until a Gaede platform configurationis
agreed upon). So, until the golden age of standardized platforms
and bug-ftee programs, Computer Gaming World will publish a reg-
ularlist ofthelatest updates of which weare aware.
_These patches can usually be downloaded fromeither

Compuserve orGEnie, burt can also be obtained fromindividual
software publisher's own BBSsand direct from the publisher, with
proof of purchase. We continue to urge publishers to keep usupdatedonthelatest versions/patches to their games,
_ (indicates newfiles.)
Air Force Commander Slowdown Patch; Makes the game playable on
high-powered machines. 11/24/92
Amazon Raft BugFix: Fixes the problemgetting the raft out ofthe box in
theairplane,12/12/92

_ B-17FlyingFortress Version 2 Update: Adds manynew features and
tweaks someofthe existing ones. 11/17/92
Batman Returns Update: Larest version of Konami's Bat-venture. 1/24/93
*Civilization Version 1.0.8(Macintosh): Latest and greatest version ofthe

reigning kingofstrategy. 2/23/93
Darkseed Version 1.5 Update: Latest version of CyberDreams’ adventure.
103
F-15 Strike Eagle Il] Install Update: For those having trouble wich the

install program.12/23/92
F-15 Strike Eagle Help Info Text: Text file containing known problems
and suggestionsfor those having problems withthe sim. 1/08/93
*F-117A Stealth Fighter V.04: Update to MicroProse’s jet simulator.
U2DIDasa tnscioan ss
*Front Page Sports Football: A newversionis available which improves
upon the original release in many ways. 2/15/93
Full CountBaseball V5.1 Upgrade; Expandsplay-by-play and offers a new
screen layout. Forowners of V5.0 only. 12/06/92
Greens Version02 Update: Addresses the problemsreported withscoring,
Sound Blasters, eto. 11/22/92
*Great Naval Battles/North Atlantic Update: Updates all GNBNAfiles to
version 1.2, 2/23/93

‘Gunship 2000Islands and Ice Patch Version .085: Corrects keyboard
tockout problems somegamers are having. 2/11/93
Hockey League Simulator 2 Update V1.11: New version for the IBM.
2/3/93

Island of Dr,Brain Update: Fixes “Ooops 10” error, music room puzzle,
~ andseveralother problems. 12/23/92

Jack Nicklaus SignatureEdition Rev 1.5: Fixes the Mini-Moss effect
caused byseveralobjects being placed afterahill crest. 12/16/92
Links386Pro Update Version 1.08; Allows game to run under OS/2 and
otherDPMIoperating systems and software, 11/14/92
*Magic CandleII] Version 1.16: Fixes problems with Sound Blaster sup-
port, mirror ofhonesty/candlewick problems, difficulties with uranferred
charactersfrom MC2, and other minorglitches. 2/17/93
NELProLeague Football 92 V1.1: Contains many upgrades, fixes, and
additional schedules. 1/26/93
Pacific War V1.06; Fixes the bombardment bug, the West Coast defense
bug, the missing unit bug, etc. An “unofficial” upgrade from Gary Grigsby

—not supported by SSI. 1/24/93
_ Power Politics Update: Fixes all known bugs. 12/11/92

QuestFor Glory Il “B” Patch: Corrects all known gameplay errors.
12/03/92

Rex Nebular Update 8.49 (IBM/VGA): Corrects the chicken-bomb and

 

May1993

 
 

 
poly-cement problems, 11/13/92
*ShadowPresident Update Version 1.0b: This version will run in ca. 30k
less memorythan theprevious version, It also includes minor adjustments
to the internal processing. 2/12/93
*SimLife Upgrade V2: Fixes minor problems in Maxis’ A-life simulator.
2/10/93

*Solitaire’s Journey Patch V1.03: This is a patch for those having prob-
lems with saved Tournament games and those having mouse troubles.
2/12/93

Spelljammer Update V1.1: Latest version of the game. 11/21/92
Star Control 2 V1.1: Fixes several small problems. 12/11/92
Star Legions Update: Fixes some machine-specific lock-ups, problems with
phasers firing out of the FOV, changes to mission ratings, fixes to award
sequence.| /15/93
Stunt Island Update: Fixes a minor bug in theInstall program chat was
causing some system lockups after the hardware aurodetect sequence.
11/27/92

*Task Force 1942 Update: Corrects the waypoint problem, amongothers.
2/15/93

*TL’s Ultimate Baseball V1.1: Upgrades SSI’s baseball simulation to the
latest version. 1/29/93

Tom Landry Football V. 1,02 Update: Corrects problems with modem
play, excessive penalties, Sound Blaster problems, and improved animation
choreography. 12/03/92

Twilight 2000 Colonel Upgrade (VGAonly): Adds extra sounds andgraphics, and adds a newending to the game. 2/2/93
"Ultima VII Version 3.4: Lord British fixes some minor leaks in the roof

of Castle Britannia. Updates from Version 3.0 to 3.4. 2/17/93
*Ultima Underworld II Patch: Fixes the “strike” problem, local bus diffi-
culties, and a fewothers. 2/24/93

Wayne Gretzky Hockey 3 Version 1.10; Fixes manybugs, including the
Canadien.VOCfile, the computer scoring problem, CHFlightStick prob-
lem, penalties, referees, coach's clipboard and others. 11/24/92

The PRODIGY Weekly Top Ten

Computer Gaming World is Prodigy's on-line games expert. Look forus in their Game Center, a forum where users read aetclet posted on-
line by CGWand exchange messages onthe bulletin boards (we can
be reached there at EXPT40B). The Prodigy Game Poll is run by
Prodigy based on alist of games provided by CGW andis updatedweekly, Nore that it is nor a cumulative rating over time (like the
CGW Top 100 Poll). Instead, the Prodigy Game Poll is a weekly
snapshot’ of game popularity with gamers rating theirfavorites on a
1 - 10 scale. the highest total point earners make their Top 10. Weprovide this data to ourreaders as another barometer of "what's hot"
in computer gaming.
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Thy NameIs Controversy

State of the Industry: Last issue, we touched
on the issue of awards. We observed chat

appending a superlative like “Best” to any
productis tantamount to painting a bull’s-eye
upon it. This virtually allows any would-be
critic to come along andcastigate the flawed
selection process, alleged political influences
and supposedignorance of the voters. Awards
selected by members ofthe press represent the
clitist perceptions ofjadedcritics whoare out
of touch; those chosen by working members
ofan industry represent unenlight-
enedselections from those whoare

so focused upon their own prod-
ucts that they do not knowthe
sroducts of others; and those se-

ected by the public are mere
popularity contests because the
“great unwashed” cannot possibly
understand the subtle nuances of
each newinnovation,

The Software Publishers Asso-

ciation probably didn’t help theircase ee the selection of the new
nickname for their annual “Excel-
lence in Software” awards. Believ-

ing tharagala black rie dinner and
dance, complete with celebrityMCand ulesnedia fanfare, did
not sufficiently emulate the cere-
monies surrounding the Oscars,
Emmys, Tonys and Grammys, the
SPA nicknamed them—the

“Codies” (one wag immediately
maligned themas the “Cooties”).
Nevertheless, there were only a
couple ofsurprises and plenty of
thecriticism typical of any system
ofawardselection,

SimLife was selected as Best Simulation. In

asense, this seems a reasonable choice. It does

an admirable job in simulating biological sys-
tems and it has the abbreviation “Sim” inits

title. Yer, one wondersifiris truly a simulation
in the tradition offirst-person perspective,
3-D polygon-filled graphic games which
simulate vessels and vehicles. Maxis has ruled

this category for four years, but even Maxis’
president, Jeff Braun, seems uncomfortable
with their dominance in the category. He
wishes there was a “software toy” category so
thar “so manyofthe other worthy products”
would be able to win “without us having to
lose.”
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Maxis continued their winning streak with
A-Train beingselected as Best Strategy Pro-
gram. CGWreaders didn’t seemto gravitate
toward A-7rain, having trouble with an eco-
nomic model thar seemed foreign ta U.S,
business practices. Ir is very likely char they
would have selected Dynamix’ The /neredible
Machine or Virgin's DuneIl: The Building of
a Dynastyas the winnerin this category, since
the buzz has been morefavorablefor the latter

two products. Note, however, thar SPA win-

 
CGWPublisher Russell Sipe presents Critics Choice awardfor Stunt

Island to Disney Software's Kirk Green.

ners in the strategy category have rarely
squared with gamers’ tastes.

One close observer of the SPA awards

pointed our the obvious fallacy of the Best
Fantasy Role-Playing/Adventure category.
The observer commented that any organiza-
tion that could combinethe twogenres hada
fundamental misunderstanding of both gen-
res. A graphic adventure from a newplayer
won the honors in this category, Cyber-
dreams’ DarkSeed, an intense graphic experi-
ence built around the fantasy are of H.R.
Giger(designerofthe original A/ien creature).
Again, the game offers a certain aesthetic qual-
ity which appealed vo thevoters, but does not

rate highly among CGWreaders.
In the Sports category, golf games from

Access have wonthe awardforseveral years in
a row. This year, the competition from Mi-
croProse’s World Circuit, Dynamix’ Front
PageSports: Football, Accolade’s Jack Nicklaus
Golf; Signature Edition, Accolade’s Al
Michaels Announces Hardball LI and new-

comer Merit Software's Tom Landry Strategy
Football seemed to offer the stiffest test yer.
Links 386 Pra continued the domination of

the category for Access. Upon be-
ing congratulatedfor their victory,
company—representatives said,“Wait ull yousee the rechnologyin
our next generation product!”

It may well be, however, that the
Action/Arcade category brought
the biggest surprise. In an awards
process where politics often seems
to rule, the underdog managed to
win. Wolfenstein 3-D, id Software’s
first-person 3-D action game (pub-
lished by Apogee Software) took
the prize. To our knowledge, it is
the first time that a shareware game
has taken honors in the SPAvoting,
Further, id Software is orobablp
the smallest software house to win

such honors, The entire operation
is six employees (two programmers,
two artists, one creative director

and one business person).
Asnotedearlier, no awards proc-

ess is so removed from potential
flaws that it does not engender
some debate and dissatisfaction.
One SPA award that has consis-

tency reduced the amountofcontroversy has
been the Critics Choice Awards. These awards

are selected by a panel of judges who cover
their respective fields all year long. This year,
‘The Critics Choice Awardfor Best Consumer

Product went to Walt Disney Software's
Stunt Iskind. The winning margin seemedto
be the game’s unique capacity for filming,
editing and saving to disk a custom “film” of
one’s play session. After several years, the Crit-
ics Choice seems to be the one award that

most often rewards design innovation.
Yes, awards can be controversial. Wirhout

awards, though, what would we havetotalk
about? caw
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M7 heTrilling Sequel to
~. Computer Gaming World's

Role -Playing Game of
the Year! It’s not just a
dungeon game anymore!

as 
 

i ; re

UNDERWORLD The Stygian Abyss” washailed as thefirst in a new generation of fantasy
adventures. UNDERWORLDII Labyrinth of Worlds delivers a new, sharply realistic look.
With smoother animation, more detailed creatures and a spacious view window,it’s the
most realistic gaming environment on a PC.

The world of Underworld [lis more varied and engaging than ever before. We’ve
added new terrain features (like shifting floors, water currents and thin ice), new spells (like
Shockwave and Portal), new and nastier traps and puzzles, and new creatures (we'll let you
discover these for yourself...)
 

Underworld Il takes you beyond the traditional dungeon environment. Deep in the earth,
the Guardian’s magic has cracked the walls of reality, opening the way to eight new worlds
beyond Britannia: a city buried in ice, a floating castle, an ancient tomb and more...
From the halls of Lord British’s castle, it’s time to carry the battle forward and into the
LABYRINTH OF WORLDS...

: lent  j

Perry (i)

HGRUGIAT Available at a software retailer near you
OU or call 1-800-245-4525 for

: MC/Visa/Discover orders.

A LookingGlass Technologies” Design

Actual Screens may Vary

VN moneee
Ceeeh 

Origin, Ultima ond We create worlds ore registered trademarks of ORIGIN Systems, Inc. Underworld , The Stygian Abyss and Lebytinth of Worlds are trndeniarks of
ORIGIN Systems, Inc, A LookinigGloss Technologies is a trademark of A LookingGloss Technologies Design. Electronic Arts i$ a reqistared trademark of Electronic Arts.
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